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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report describes the work performed under contract number
N00014-81-F-0048 from May 1, 1980 to April 30, 1981. The general goals of
this work are to explore the limits of speed and accuracy for high speed A/D
converters which utilize superconducting technology. This goal has been
pursued by designing, fabricating and testing an evolving set of ever higher
performance devices. The funding ghis year was expanded to include the
specific goal of an 8-bit, 5 x 10 samples/second converter. The most
important accomplishments of this year are

1) The redesign of the 6-bit converter and t~e
measurement of comparator operation at 4 x 10
samples/second.

2) The fabrication of a chip holder which allows
the testing of our A/D converters at their ultimate
operating speed without serious degredation due to
the chip holder characteristics.

3) The demonstration of an electronics package
for A/D converter testing and automatic maintenance
of crucial adjustments.

0 4) The d1sign of an 8-bit converter for operation
at 5 x 10 samples/second. This design necessarily
takes much more careful account of noise margins,
supply regulation and the dynamic behavior of the
SQUID comparators.

The following sections of this report cover these results in more detail
and also describe the many related activities including process technology,
simulation capability ang publications. The success of the 6-bit converter at
frequencies up to 4 x 10 samples/second has produced a number of references
in the technical trade press. Copies of those we know about are included in
Section 6.4.

I
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2.0 A/D CONVERTER

2.1 Comparator Operation at 4 GHz

The most important accomplishment this year is the demonstration of
comparator operation at 4 GHz. Three significant changes in the original
6-bit design made this possible: (1) the comparators were converted to
current injection logic, (2) the comparators were reduced in size making the
complete converter T~ch more compact, and (3) a higher junction current
density of 2000 A/cm was used. An example of high speed comparator operation
is shown in Fig. 2.1. The~ top trace is the sinusoidal power supply. The
bottom trace is the comparator output for a signal input which is linearly
swept between two lobes of the threshold curve. At the beginning of the trace
the operating point remains within the first lobe and so no switching occurs.
As the signal moves the operating point between lobes, switching begins
causing a string of one outputs. Finally, as the second lobe is entered,
switching ends. The variable level of the one output is caused by a
combination of variable turn-on-delay due to overdrive and the sinusoidal
nature of the power supply. This data demonstrates that the comparators work
properly at 4 GHz and that they can be turned on and reset at this frequency.
As predicted in simulations, at frequencies above 4 GHz, the SQUID comparators
begin to punch-through (not reset to the zero voltage state) between cycles.
This is the limiting factor in high speed operation of the converter.
Achieving higher speed depends largely on our ability to make small, high
current density and well matched junctions. The introduction of electron beam
lithography into our process should allow substantial progress in this
direction.

Fig. 2.1 Comparator operation at 4 GHz. Top trace is power supply.
Bottom trace is comparator output for a ramped signal input.
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2.2 Sample Holder

The data shown in Fig. 2.1 could not have been obtained without a
substantial improvement in our sample holder. Past experiments of this sort
have always been limited by crosstalk in the sample holder. In the latest
design crosstalk has been effectively eliminated by utilizing coplanar
striplines to bring signals to and from the chip. These lines eliminate
common ground inductances and, with proper spacing, can also greatly reduce
coupling due to parasatic capacitance. Photographs of the stripline contact
array and assembled chip holder are shown in Fig. 2.2 a and b.

I,,

* A

Fig. 2.2 a) Chip mount stripline array and b) assembled chip mount.
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A new technique has been used to evaluate' the performance of our high
speed chip mount. In this procedure, the gate currents of an A/D converter
chip are driven with a monopolar sine wave supply. One of the six SQUID
comparator outputs is connected to a pass through sampling head which is left
unterminated (open circuit). The resulting large reflection coefficient makes
the output cable act like a cavity with a set of resonant frequencies given by
N/2T where Nis an integer and T is the cable delay. When the drive frequency
corresponds to one of these resonances each SQUID switching transition will be
reflected back to the SQUID at just the right moment to trigger another
transition. This mode of operation has three beneficial effects: (1) The
reflected signal provides a substantial overdrive which makes the SQUID
transitions very fast, (2) The reset transitions are also reflected back and
allow the SQUID to reset at higher frequencies than would otherwise be
possible, and (3) Time jitter between the sine wave drive and the SQUID
output is greatly reduced.

These advantages allow an excellent measure of the bandwidth and
crosstalk characteristics of the probe. Some of the results are shown in Fig.
2.3.' The top trace is the sine wave power supply. The second trace shows the
SQUID switching and resetting at a 4 GHz rate. The third trace shows one of
the switching transitions on an expanded time scale. The risetime of
approximately 20 ps suggests a probe bandwidth greater than 10 GHz. In the
bottom trace the dc bias has been adjusted so that the SQUID will not switch.
The remaining signal shows negligible crosstalk from the sine wave supply,
even at 4 GHz. Although these results should be regarded as preliminary they
suggest that the present probe design is a substantial improvement over
earlier versions.

(a)

Fig. 2.3 (a) The sine wave supply
(b) SQUID output voltage

(b) (c) A switching transition
(d Crosstalk level

4, 4



2.3 Automatic Test Apparatus

Testing of the AID converters requires the maintenance of many adjust-
ments and the simultaneous observation of 7 or more waveforms. To facilitate
this testing we have fabricated a test apparatus which is connected to the
converter by a 34 wire ribbon cable and performs the following functions.

(1) Supplies a triangle wave test signal input.

(2) Amplifies the 6-bit outputs and multiplexes them
to display all 6 channels on a scope.

(3) In an alternate mode the triangle wave generator and
multiplexer can be used to simultaneously display the 6
I-V curves of the SQUID comparators.

(4) Converts the A/D Gray Code output to binary and via a D/A
converter produces the staircase function. ;

(5) Provides manual or automatic adjustment (via 12 interactive
servo loops) of all A/D adjustments.

This device shown in Figs. 2.4 a and b has been crucial to our testing
efforts. The automatic mode in which all adjustments are servo locked to
their correct values has been successfully demonstrated this year.

2.4 8-Bit Converter

A new effort was begun in March of this year to extend our 6-bit
converter design to 8-bits. The effort thus far has emphasized an analysis of
problems affecting accuracy and a theoretical design which addresses these
problems. The critical design considerations include noise margins, power
supply regulation, threshold curve critical points and signal line crosstalk.
The detailed analysis is given in a paper "Design Limitations for
Superconducting A/D Converters," C. A. Hamilton and France$ L. Lloyd, which
will be published in the November issue of IEEE Transactions of Magnetics.
A preprint is included in this report in Section 7.5. The design for an 8-bit
converter, presented in this paper, is presently being implemented. It is

* expected that an initial layout will be completed in August and the first
chips available in September.

2.5 Computational Capability

In support of our A/D converter program we are continually updating our
* computational and simulation capability. Two significant improvements have

been made this year. The threshold curve program written by Robert L.
Peterson has been converted to describe the two junction comparators used in
our converter (see Fig. 2.5 a). A dynamic simulation has also been added to
locate the critical points. These are the points, above which, crossing the
threshold curve will induce a transition to the voltage state. In an under-

* damped comparator, the critical points move down, making the comparator output
ambiguous over certain regions of signal input.

5



6 SIT AM~ CONVERTOR
AUTO-ADJUSTMIENT AND TEST FIXTURE
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* ~ .2.4 a) Block diagram of auto adjustment test fixture.
b) Photograph of auto adjustment test fixture.
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(B) A typical threshold curve.
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The new program has been very useful in designing optimally damped two
junction SQUID comparators. An example of the program output is shown in Fig.
2.5 b. The critical points are indicated as the ends of the solid portions of
the curve. The shaded area represents the margin between the critical points
and the region where ambiguous switching begins. This margin is improved by
choosing optimum values of Rd and RL in Fig. 2.5 a.

We have also been working on the development of a circuit analysis
program which is specific to Josephson circuits. This project is being done
by a part-time student, Rex Craig, from the University of Colorado. The
program combines the numerical analysis methods described in our previous
reports (microSCEPTOR) with a generalized nodal input format. The program is
now working and is being used for our circuit design problems. This program
was used to simulate the probe test experiment previously described. The
result is shown in Fig. 2.6 and is in good agreement with the data of Fig.
2.3. Another example simulation is shown in Fig. 2.7 which plots the output
voltage (bottom curve) and the voltage across the inductors (top two curves)
for the switching transition of a direct injection SQUID. This type of data
is essential to evaluate the crosstalk along the signal line of our A/D
converter.-----------------------

Fig. 2.6 Simulated SQUID
Soutput voltage.

0 lns

WM . . . (a) V

-~~0 --1i02

1 -. (b) L1 L2

-go Fig. 2.7 (a) Voltage across L2
(c) (b) Voltage across Ll

(c) SQUID output voltage.
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3.0 APERTURE TIME

The effort to build a sample and hold circuit based on a shaped power
supply waveform has been abandoned as impractical. While the idea works in
simulations, the penalty which it extracts in operating margins is fatal to a
real circuit.

In our present circuit the data conversion takes place very fast but the
converter must be kept active for a much longer time in order to transfer the
data to room temperature. If the signal changes during this data transfer
time, additional bits may switch, leading to an erroneous code. The error is
caused by including a long data transfer time in the aperture time. A
solution is to build a very fast latch adjacent to the converter. The
converter is then turned on only long enough to transfer data to the latch (
50 ps). The latch can then hold the data, independent of signal changes, for
an arbitrarily long time. This is the approach now being tried.

An illustrative circuit is shown in Fig. 3.1. The signal comparator is
the same as in previous designs but now its output drives a following latch.
The comparator gate current is supplied from a bus which is attached to a
shorted stripline stub. Thus the comparators are on only until the reflected
signal from the shorted stub returns. By this time, however, the comparator
output has been stored in the latch. The aperture time is thus the roundtrip
time of the stripline stub which must be at least long enough for the
comparators to operate.

We expect to build a circuit of this sort in the next year.

OOMPARATOR BUS AC SUPPLY

M--LT00e') DATA OUT

CO PARATOR LATCH

DATA OUT

AERTURE t COMPARATOR SUGJ

J I LATCH BUS

Fig. 3.1 (a) A circuit showing one bit of the A/D converter followed by a
fast latch and (b) the timing diagram for this circuit.

9 9
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4.0 SHIFT REGISTER MEMORY

When spare contact pads are available on the A/D chip, we have included a
test shift register memory. This device consists of a series array of AND
gates driven by a three phase power supply. Figure 4.1 shows the shift
register circuit and how it might be connected to the A/D converter to be used
as a serial fast write, slow read memory. As data appear at the A/D
comparator outputs, the three phase supply causes this data to ripple through
the gate array. When the ac component of the supply is turned off the data
remain stored in the gate array.

Tests of the original shift register revealed some problems which have
now been corrected. We expect to test a working shift register with a small
number of stages in the near future.

I!

gates drIven b r ps cLk

U U U -- THREE ASE CLOCK
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5.0 FABRICATION IMPROVEMENTS

We have a continuing effort to increase our microcircuit yield by
improving both our fabrication process and our ability to control it. This
year several significant strides have been made in this direction.

5.1 Niobium Films

Three important changes have been made in our niobium deposition
procedure: (1) New oxidized wafers are now stripped of their 510 2 coating
just prior to insertion in the Nb sputter gun system. This results in better
Nb adhesion and also provides a room temperature shorting path through the
silicon substrate between all pads. These shorting paths protect against
static electricity damage and allow us to verify all probe contacts at room
temperature. (2) A heater has been added to the Nb deposition system so that
the system parts and wafers can be baked prior to deposition. This has
improved the typical resistance ratio of our Nb films from 2.5 to 4.5. (3)
An integrating power meter has been added to automatically control the Nb
sputter gun so as to achieve more accurate and reproducible thickness.

5.2 Liquid Nitrogen Cooled RF Cathode

A new rf cathode, capable of controlled temperature between -190 C and +
70 C has now been installed in our alloy deposition and rf oxidation system.
This has allowed us to produce fine grained electrodes for our Josephson
devices.

5.3 Gas Analyzer

A new gas analyzer has also been added to the alloy deposition system.
This equipment showed that most of our base pressure was due to water vapor.
This has now been corrected with the addition of a liquid nitrogen cooled
shroud in the vicinity of the samples. The typical base pressure has now
improved by about a factor of four.

5.4 Dicing Saw

After many frustrating delays, we remain optimistic that a Tempress 602
diamond dicing saw will soon be delivered. This will improve yield and the
accuracy of the final chip dimensions. This accuracy is very important when

the chip must be aligned to 50 or more chip holder contacts.



6.0 INFORMATION EXCHANGE

6.1 Leadership

C. A. Hamilton served as vice chairman for the second Workshop on Digital
Devices, Circuits and Systems, Waterville Valley, New Hampshire, September
1 981.

C. A. Hamilton is on the organizing committee for the Workshop on High Speed
AID Conversion to be held in San Francisco, CA, February 1982.

R. E. Harris spent the year from July 80 to July 81 as a guest worker at the
IBM Research Laboratory in Zurich, Switzerland.

6.2 Invited Talks and Awards

R. E. Harris, "Impact of Superconducting Integrated Circuits on Electrical
Measurement," ICCC 80, New York, September 1980.

C. A. Hamilton, "Design Limitations for Superconducting AID Converters,"
INTERNAG 81, Grenoble, France, May 1981.

On November 6, 1980, Clark Hamilton, Richard Harris, Frances Lloyd, and Robert
Peterson received the Department of Commnerce Silver Medal for work on the high
speed A/D Converter.

6.3 Publications

1. "Analog Measurement Applications for High Speed Josephson Switches," C. A.
Hamilton, Frances L. Lloyd and R. L. Kautz, IEEE Trans. Mag., Vol. MAG-17,
pp. 577-582, January 1981.

2. "Impact of Superconducting Integrated Circuits on Electrical Measurement,"
Richard E. Harris, Proc. IEEE International Conference on Circuits, and
Computers, pp. 882-883, October 1980.

3. "Picosecond Applications of Josephson Junctions," D. G. McDonald, R. L.
Peterson, C. A. Hamilton, R. E. Harris, and R. L. Kautz, IEEE Trans. on
Electron Dev., Vol. ED-27, pp. 1945-1964, October 1980.

4. "Superconducting Electronics," Donald G. McDonald, Physics Today, pp.
36-47, February, 1981.

5. "Design Limitations for Superconducting A/D Converters," C. A. Hamilton,
Frances L. Lloyd, IEEE Trans. Mag., November 1981.
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6.4 References in the Technical Trade Literature

The progress of our A/D converter program has produced a number of short
news items in the technical trade literature. A list of the ones we have
found and copies of the articles are given below.

Title Publication Date Circulation

Breakthrough in A/D Conversion Electronic 2/81 26,057
to Advance High Speed Testing Packaging &

Production

Supercooled Converter Produces Electronics 1/27/81 94,600
6-Bits at 2 GHz Rate

A/D Converter Science Trends 1/19/81 Unknown

A/D Converter Inside R & D 1/14/81 Unknown

Fast, Faster, & Fastest Mechanical 5/81 65,213
Engineer

NBS Laboratory Unveils Electronic 2/2/81 74,000
Real-Time A/D Converter News

NBS Builds Superfast Data Instruments & 2/81 70,000
Acquisition System Control Systems

Josephson IC Speeds AID Electronics 3/10/81 94,600
Conversion

Measurement Science Electronics 7/31/80 94,600
is Catching Up

13



F'?aklthrovgh in AID convefsion NBS scientists have recently built and cested the fastest known real-time
e;-.zeced to 3dvarce high speed Tergt-iialconverter. The NBS supercornduc:L'g de~'ice uses Josephson

~rsingjunctions as its active elirments, has sixbic ree olucion, and in tests has

useul or vriey o cvilan ndmilitay pp~a; an inolvnghigh-speed

readily obtainable by othcr means. Laser ch. i try, radar, communication.
and weapons testin.g are representative of other areas where higher speed
measurements could beneriL

Supercooled converter Researchers at the_1jai~j4reau of Standards in Boulder, Colo., have
produces 6 bits succeeded in building an experim~ntalJo e--Hanalog-to-digital convert-

er capable of 2 bilo 6-bit samples per second -the highest conversion
at 2-GHz rat& rate ever achieved. The converter, built of Squids (Supercooled Quantum

Interference Devices), works like a flash converter but uses only 6 elements
(rather than 36) and'fits on a I -mill silicon die. A study has shown that an
8-bit part operating, at somewhat lower rates is also feasible. The lab
setup-consisting of a 2-0HZ sine-wave generator, sampling scope, trans-
mission lines, and refrigerator-cost about S60,000.

SCLENCE TRENDS
WASHINGTON, D.C.

JAN4 19 1981
Y. rt-h Carolina -y -spend $24 million to hu±lld a miceltrnscneri

the hope. Of attracting manufacturers in this -field. -For detaIls, contact
5 97ernr's Office, Attns: G. Pearce, Raleigh, PIC 2761.1. Telephoner 921733-5612.
Of A course on sueqrVIeg is to be hild April 22-Nay 6 in Trieste, Italy.Advanced seminers Vi-ll be given Nay 4-6. For 41e tis, contact international
Center -for Theoretical PhYsic.,- Attn: A. Hamand., Box 586, Strada, Costiera& 11,

* Airamame 34100, Triest.,' XtalY. +++ A salar'i urv@Y for engineers in the Wash.,
.X aea s no avilabe tocor orains at $25/initial copy and $15/each extracoRPg Or to individual awhteirs at $5 from Iis titzts Of Electrical and Electronics

Znglrnders, Attn: SalZary SurveyV Dept.. Washington s Sction Office, 608 ii St. , SW,Mash., Dr- 20024. ++ DevelZopznt Of A real-timel analOg-to-.digazcovre usg.os"ehan functions, said to be the fastest In existence, was reported by theSaioa B reau of standards. For details, Contact N&S, Attn: C.A. Hamilton,
* .Froject leadar, Boulder, CO 80303.



na e the fastest real time a:-.alcg-to-digital cover-er existence has been
-evelozed the \ational Bure.-~ Standards a: i:-z BLIcer, CO. laboratories.

tests it has performed two :-il2.ion AID conversic-s per second ..
..........key tc speed is use of a su.perconducting de--ice .:ich Josephson junctions as
ac:i±ve elements. The converter also uses interference phenomen.a to simplify
circuits. These interference effects permit const7:,zt-*on of a converter with onl
s~x active elements (one for &=ch bit) to ach-ieve parallel o-peration with fully
n:ecoded output. Normally full parallel operation w .ld requir 64~ active element--
a-.! circuitry for decoding ..

........The AID converter fits trends to lower frequenc:. mecrology that emphasize
'nardling data in digital form. With digital signals, relatively simple, inexpei-
s:i.e components can preserve signal fidelity. And a range off mathematical trains-
:crnations can extract desired 4-formation from a ccmplex sign al. Thus, the
transducer which converts the signal into digital fc-rm is crucial to system
accuracy..
.........With its speed, the device will permit researc*h into high speed reactions
such as fast transien~t ihenomer-a encountered in rus--c: experi:ments lasting severe-
billioncha of a ioe':ond. Laser chemistry, radar and co-municat-ions also produce
fast events th.-at can be analyzed with high speed A/-i converters ..
.........Even. highe speeds are a real prospect. The present barrier is transmissionl
o.- signals to ;,;I f rof the chimj. Crosstalk in lines :o the chip sets the speed
limitzs. But engi1neering improvements may be able to push speeds higher ..
......... Details: amilton, National Bureau of Szan--ards, Boulder, CO 80302.

Fast, Faster, and Fastest
Scientists at the o~'~ ~~a f Standards (N85) NBS Laboraztosy Unveils

Laboratories in Boulder, Colo.. have ouit ano tete ff Real-Time A-D Converr
farms kn~own real-time analog-to-dgital converter. The WASH14GTON - The US CoCW.
NEBS superconducting unit uses ,Josephson junctons asit ume Dperts Niala Song
acl~ve elements has six-btt resoludon, and has performed of a s il p§ Tastd th
2 billion AMD conversions per second. The device. has a ] t be bul and tad "th
varietyj of applications involving high-Speed measurements it a Jisse juae.-c
and signal processing. One use might be to measure the ItisndevicewM siz~resoudotith~
shape of fast transieni phenomena in flusion expemenr. Co puftiu billio. AQ-Dam-,
Such events lagt only several, billion'ths of a second, and Mmepr-esd
improved *in resolution could Vield valuable Information. Atdn 0.US L Mte =W-
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Electronlc review

Chrysler's Heinrich, "they've got a :Qm.
fascinating idea that's caught a lot of
people's attention."

Another new entry besides Zenith
was made by France's Jaeger,
located in Levallois, which officially
introduced its electrolytic liquid dis-
play [Electroods, Jan 27, p. 82]. The
electrolytic display uses the disper-
sion of light caused when a thin sil-
ver film is deposited on a clear elec-
trode under the influence of an elec-
tric current.

Reversing the current removes the I
deposited film and erases the dis-
play, which otherwise retains its
image for several minutes without
power. It takes 100 to 200 millise-
conds to write and 5% to 10% longer
than that to erase. The manufacturer
claims that the cell is easier and less
expensive to manufacture than liquid Cool el*. In this NBS a-d converter, each superconducting quantum interference device
crystal. In addition, it promises (circled). containing two Josephson inction.. produces a bit at rates of up to 2 GHz.
10,000 hours of operating time at
- 40C to + 8oC.. -Gil Bassak interference device, or Squid, to alone would cost about 10 cents,"

switch states each time the magnetic Hamilton surmises.
Instruments flux in the area between the junc- The converter's output has been

tions reaches the critical level of half directly measured at up to 20 million
Josephso IC ,seeds a flux quantum. "There's nothing in samples per second and found to pro.) semiconductor technology like it," duce a monotonic staircase. Above

maintains Clark Hamilton, the proj- that frequency, however, samplinga-d C fVM 1WSr'f ect leader at the Boulder, Colo., techniques were used because there
facility, was no way to capture the converted

Dual-slope and flash-conversion The signal to be measured is data in real time.
techniques for precision digital in- injected into the groundplane of the Menmory. To store the data for
,4trumentation may well be sup- IC. The output of each conversion processing, Hamilton suggests that a

ted by methods based on Joseph- unit changes periodically with the shift-register version of the Joseph-
son junction technology. Such super- magnitude of the magnetic field, son junction memory that IBM Corp.
cooled circuitry can switch at going from 0 to 2 millivolts at one is building could be put on the chip
picosecond speeds, so it can measure field strength, 2 mv to 0 at the next, with the converter. "There's enough
ultrahigh frequency directly. and so on. Using Josephson conver- space to put probably 500 to 1.000

Working toward that goal, re- sion units with different field- samples on the same chip," he says.
17 searchers at the National Bureau of strength sensitivities, the converter is At IBM's Yorktown Heights,

Standards have constructed a Jo- able to produce a binary result in N. Y., research facility, Wilhelm
sephson-based 6-bit analog-to-digital parallel, much like a flash converter. Anacker, head of the Josephson
converter capable of taking 2 billion But flash converters have not project, points out that, though the
samples a second [Electroics, Jan. reached the speed of the 2-gigahertz memory is fast enough to store the
27. p. 33). "It is a major step in NtS converter; Analog Devices signal. "there may be practical prob-
demonstrating the feasibility of a claims to make the fastest commer- Iqms with trying to put memories we
new generation of measurement cial 6-bit flash unit with a 100- develop on chips they have devel-
instruments based on supercooled mephertz conversion rate. More- oped." Incompatible lithography
integrated circuits," an NUs spokes- over, flash converters typically use techniques and process tolerances
man says. 21c convesion elmens per N bits. may prove to be stumbling blocks.

As the photograph shows, the No In contrast, the Jcsephsan-baed Then, too, the Nos is still working
chip has six conversion units, each converter needs only N elements, to overcome difficulties in getting
based on a two-junction Josephson and since each conversion unit is the room-temperature signal to the
element. The conversion technique is only I square mil. the whole conveit- supercooled chip. "Because of a
baedn the ability of thds lmnent, er n it In about 1,000 ril'. "in problem with crostalk in connec
called a superconducting quantum volume, a chip with the converter tinm to the chip, It is not possible to

l hlaeeleas/March 10. 1981



know what the signal is that is a" -
Ing at the chip at ultrahigh frequen-
eis," Hamilton readily admits. He
believes that the transmission prob-
lem should be overcome in the not-
too-distant future.

However, keeping the chips cool in
a practical instrument would not be
a problem, owing to the work of
another Nos resarcher, James Zim-
merman. He has already constructed
a relrig-erator that takes up only I
cubic foot and can keep the chip at 4
K using only 100 watts.

"Anyone using the machine
doesn't have to know that there's
something inside working at 4 K:' NBS builds
Hamilton says. "The operator just
turns it on and waits 5 minute as superfast datawith the old vacuum-tube instru- acquisition systemmens." -Rihard W. Cosaieord Scientists at the Wa lkuaupf

StandaA .s. LW Co.
have built and tested the fastestknown anA;o%-to-digitaI (A/D) Con-verter. The .ins device features six-
bit resolution and parallel oper-
ation. ,Zs Josephson junctions as its
active element& and has-performed
t%-o bi"o .A D conversions per sec-
ondin test.

The cOnerter uses supercon.
ducting technology- but its majorbreaktbrouggl is that it uses unique
interference phenomena to simplify
the circuit. These interference ef-
fectS permit the 1 o to be built with
only siz active elements (one for
each bit0 Normally. full parallel op-
eratio0 requires 64 active elements.
plus circuits for decoding.

This achevement i a major step
in the Bureaus research program..a$s wants to show that super-

conducting circuits can be used to
develop a new generation of meas.

urement inittruments. other fact,
ot this prrgram involve high speeji ~ samplint, ultrasensitive magne
tometerL microwave mixers and ad.
vanced vol'tage -ttandards.

The %ft AID is the product of
more than three Years of research.
Supported b, the Office of Naval
Research. %ss hopes to increase
speed of the .A D by 3-5 times overits present perfnrmrance. If this goal
is met. a faster memory system willhave to be added since no available
devices can accept digital informa.
tion at such rates

L- 
* "



Probing the news

Instruments

Measurement science is catching up
High-speed signals of new ICs have labs pushing resolutions

of test devices down to a few picoseconds or less

by Richard W Comerford, Test. Measurement & Control Editor

With the speed of commercial inte- facilities, workers are pushing mea- Smith's modifications involved
grated circuits breaking into the surement resolutions down to a few changes to the inputand output €lec-
nanosecond region, both commercial picoseconds or less. tronics, which resulted in "pushing
and research facilities are looking To test gallium arsenide devices, the [scan converter] tube a bit," the
for new ways of accurately and researchers at Lockheed's Micro- physicist notes, without changing its
repeatably measuring the high-speed electronics Center in Sunnyvale, internal electronics. Smith, who em-
signals produced. At Lockheed Mis- Calif., have used IEEE-488-com- phasizes that the basic 7912A is a
sile and Space Corp.'s Palo Alto patible instrumentation to build a fine instrument, says the change in
(Calif.) Research Laboratory; Tek- system for testing wafers of large- the unit's vertical input amplifica-
tronix Inc. in Beaverton, Ore.; the scale integrated circuits. The system, tion scheme was simple: "We threw
National Bureau of Standards in shown below, has at its heart a Tek- it out," he explains. The amplifier
Boulder, Colo.; International Busi-. tronix 7912A digitizer modified by limited the 7912A's bandwidth to
ness Machines Corp.'s Thomas J. Ray Smith of the company's re- about 500 megahertz or, at what
Watson Research Center in York- search lab to work at a minimum Smith calls a "brutal" sensitivity of
town Heights, N. Y.; and other such bandwidth of 3.5 gigahertz. 4 volts/division, to I GHz.

_The next limiting factor, the
tube's native 2.5-GHz bandwidth,

IEEE-48BUS MICRO- eee-4u8 Bus was overcome by equalization-at-
PROCESSOR tenuating the low-frequency re-

CONTROLLER sponse so that it matched the high-

frequency response. Referring to the
DISPLAY techniques used in long-distance

cable transmission, Smith says,
PAINTER "Usually that's done passively. What

Kwe've done is to apply it to the

SIGNAL microwave region and we've done so
GENEATORDISKwithout using an amplifier." The

actual circuit details are proprietary,

MOIFIE-t Lockheed will modify one or two
PW1A units on an accommodation basis at

PROGRAMMAILE COUNTER cost, currently about $15,000.
HIGH- DIGIIZER Without input amplification, it

WORD FREDUENCY might be expected that the sensitivi-
Ety of the unit would be extremely

_ _ " low. But to his surprise, Smith
SN Z found that it was not deflection but

DEVICE UNDER the correct location of a trace's
dc TEST charge center that was essential to

Wdigitizing instrument's operation.
Finding that center by integrating

Tthe trace, as is done in phased-array
sonar, resulted in a 2-millivolt sensi--
tivity and an 8-v input range. Sig--,

, nals could therefore be digitized with
kNeW brew. Regetchers at Lockhed's Microeketronics Center in Sunnyvale. Calif., built 12-bit accuracy.
this system to test the operaton of netVtgneration high-speed integrated ctrcuitls. About a year ago, Smith pre-
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sented his findings and their result to
Tektronix-which verified the modi- MODIFY FOR 3.hGHz -....-

fled unit's operation-and offered
the company the rights to incorpo-
rate the changes. But the timing was
not right, according to Jim Cavaret-
to, business unit manager for signal- x A INPUT VERTICAL-AXIS PREAMPLIFIER READING

processing laboratory oscilloscopes f7 E
at Tektronix. The company had just
spent a lot of time adding program-
mability and processing capability to
the unit, turning it into the 7912AD WRITING TARGETversion, to which Smith's modifica- GUN SILICON DIODE MATRIX
tions are not readily applicable. 11.3 x a.95 cm)

"At the timo he 'approached us,"
Cavaretto also notes, "we didn't Sea, anvertes. The heart of the 7912A digitizer was modified to increase the operating
have enough information to deter- speed. Such tubes wig probably be even further modified, using GaAs devices and CCDs.
mine if we should turn right around
and produce another product." Then extremely precise measurement, and can make devices that ultimately
too, Smith's modifications reduced we're continuing to try and mold have zero capacitance-Josephson
the 7912's overall throughput-the that into a product development weak links. Using materials with
time it takes to store as well as dig- strategy." high temperature coefficients like
itize waveforms-which Cavaretto iBM's Josephson work is still cen- niobium-germanium, the resolution
feels is essential to a general-purpose tered in its research center at York- can be about 0.1 ps."
instrument, town Heights. and spokesmen for the 9 pS at NBS. Similar work is being

But with the success of instru- company continue to stress that the carried out at the National Bureau
ments like the 7104 I-GHz oscillo- work is experimental. But IBM's of Standards in Boulder. There,
scope, Tektronix sees the need to recent slew of discussions about researchers have constructed mea-
push on. "We're already getting Josephson devices could indicate surement systems using supercooled
questions and comments that lead us that the move from experimental to Josephson logic circuits and a sam.
to believe that I GHz is certainly not rental is not far off. And though the pling oscilloscope. The sampling sys-
the stopping point," Cavaretto says, work is essentially devoted to corn- tern is able to measure with a resolu-
and he thinks that scan conversion puter efforts, the company also sees tion of 9 ps, three times faster than
will be the way to go. its importance to metrology. In fact, the sampling scope alone.

But the silicon target now used in the company's most recent an- Now, the detector on the NBS's
the digitizer "has some inherent lim- nouncements have dealt primarily supercooled logic must communicate
itations in terms of signal-to-noise with such applications, with the sampling logic in the room-
ratio," he notes, so "in the future, For example, the most recent IBM temperature scope, unlike the inte-
CCD targets may become the vehi- Josephson announcement has been grated logic that IBM has built.
cle." The charge-coupled devices the experimental demonstration of "Since IBM did that [integration]
would be used much as in vidicon an ultrashort-pulse generator that work, we're taking a slightly differ-
cameras today. Then, too, a general- makes possible a novel sampling ent direction," says NBS researcher
purpose instrument will require technique for on-chip measurements. Clark Hamilton. Like IBM, the NBS
high-speed input amplifiers that pro- Sadeg Faris, the IBM research staff is headed toward a system that will
vide a range of sensitivities, and for member responsible for the new measure signals transmitted to it
that Cavaretto leans toward LSI measuring scheme, explains that for from a room-temperature source,
GaAs devices. "But trying to extend the experiment two pulse generators work that should be completed in the
waveform measurement capabilities and a sampling gate were integrated next few months, Hamilton says.
%well into the gigahertz region, onto a single Josephson chip. The But IBM does not plan to let the
regardless of which technology one generators were used alternately to NBS stake out new territory without
chooses, is not going to come easily provide sample gate triggers and test a fight. Faris notes that work in this
or cheaply," he cautions. signals, with the result that "what direction is also beig done at IBM.

Looking out. While he may come we measure and what we predict He will not say when it is likely to
down on the side of direct-reading from simulation agree very well," bear fruit, adding that "all I can say
instruments that use transferred- notes Faris happily. is that it's do-able." And though he
electron devices and GaAs, Cavaret- The present circuit's sampling cannot tie a dollar figure to this type
to keeps a sharp eye on sampling gate has a plasma frequency whose of equipment, he says that "it is
technologies that may up measure- period is about 2 ps. "The plasma practical for most laboratories to do
ment capability, including those frequency really determines the it-I think the semiconductor peo-
based on Josephson devices. "We've (measurement] bandwidth in our pie, who already have most of the
spoken with isM concerning that scheme," Faris notes, "it has the -equipment for Josephson device fab-
technology and their need for capacitance of the device in it. Ve rication, should get into it." 0
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ANALOG MEASUREMENT APPLICATIONS FOR HIGH SPEED JOSEPHSCN SWITCHES

C. A. Hamilton, Frances L. Lloyd, and R. L. Kautz
National Bureau of Standards

Electromagnetic Technology Division
Boulder, CO 80303

Abstract

This paper reviews high speed analog applications
of Josephson switching devices. The design and per-
formance of two different analog sampling circuits is
described. A method is proposed for delivering room
temperature signals to these samplers with 30 GHz or
more of bandw'dth. An analog-to-digital converter I -
based on quantum interference comparators is also S
described. This device has achieved conversion rates

of 2 x 109 samples per second.

Introduction

The Josephson microcircuit technology being Fig. 1 A single junction current comparator used as
developed for computers has also found numerous an analog sampler.
applications in analog measur,.ents. These ap-
plications include sensitive magnetic field de-
tectors, voltage standards and microwave mixers and as 9 ps have been observed in this way.2  The technique,
amplifiers. This paper will focus on analog appli- however, has two disadvantages. First, it can only
cations which specifically make use of the high speed observe the rising edge of signal waveforms and second,
switching behavior of hysteretic Josephson devices, it is ultimately limited by the time jitter of the room
These applications are based on the fact that a temperature sampling equipment.
Josephson junction or SQUID (Superconducting QUantum
Interference Device) made from Josepshon junctions Both of these disadvantages can be remedied by
can be used as a current comparator. This current adding a very short sampling pulsed , to the current
comparator uses the property that a 3osephson junction P3 , Ted
will switch to and remain in the voltage state when- supplied to the Josephson comparator. The idea
ever its critical current is exceeded. Thus, when the is shown in Fig. 2a. The sampling pulse is arranged
current delivered to a Josephson device contains an to occur at a variable time T, which spans the region
analog signal component, the existence of a switching of interest of the repetitive signal waveform. The
transition and/or the time at which it occurs can be maximum signal level is restricted so that the signal
used to infer information about the signal. This is alone is never sufficient to switch the comparator.
the basis for the analog sampling techniques and AID Figure 2b shows the three ccnoonent- an sultinq
converter described in this paper, total current flowing thro 't -he compsr '. By

observing whether or nO" .!, .jmparator swit.hes, the
Analog Sampling dc bias Ib can be adjustc, co a threshold level such

!. that

The earliest analog sampling technique utilizing that

Josephson junctions was proposed by Zappe in 1975.1 1" VAp RIASLI PJ A

The basis for this technique is shown schematically OALE COMO A ATIO

In Fig. 1. An unknown repetitive signal waveformGERAOst ) and a known DC bias current I b are applied to a
Josephson junction J1. At some time, T, the sum of

these currents exceeds the critical current, 10 of

the junction and it switches to the voltage state. The
tire of this switching transition can be accurately (A)
measured by observing the Junction voltage with a con-
ventional sampling oscilloscope. The signal at time
T is thus determined, i.e.

Is(T) Io -1 b (1)

The value of the signal at other times Is determined by
changing lb and repeating the process. This method can

be readily automated so that signal waveforms are plot- T

ted directly on an X-Y recorder. Risetimes of as little
Fig. 2(a) A sampling circuit based on a Josephson

comparator and a pulse generator and
kContribution of the U. S. Government, not subject to (b) The current waveform at the comparator.
copyright.

) o018-9464/81/0100.0577$M..75 0 1981 IEEE
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Is(T) + Ip + lb  Io  (2)
?TRIGGERAM

Since Ip, I b , and Io are known, the signal at time T is

determined. By sweeping T through the signal, the en- I
tire waveform can be mapped out. This method is also of",LOPS?
readily automated to directly display the unknown sig-
nal on an oscilloscope or X-Y recorder. Faris and
Tuckerman have developed a system based on this tech- (A) SMAL WA

nique with a time resolution of about 6 ps.
4
'
5

Room Temperature Signals

The time resolution made possible by these tech-
niques has so far only been available for signals
generated on the same chip with the sampling circuit.
NBS is currently engaged in a program to make these
sampling methods available for signals generated at
room temperature. The technical challenge, in this
case, is to deliver the signal to the sampling circuit
through a transmission path with 30 GHz or more of
bandwidth. Our aporoach is illustrated by Fig. 3 which a
is 3 photograph of the sampling circuit mount. The (B)

Fig. 4(a) The sampling circuit diagram and (b) a photo-
graph of the circuit.

The SQUID comparator has a design trade-off result-
Oing from the following requirements:

T). Sensitivity to the input signal on the
coaxial line requires a large SQUID loop and
therefore a large inductance, L.

2). Noise immunity requires junction critical
currents, Io, of the order of ZO PA or more.

3). The LI0 product must be less than *o/2 or

the SQUID can trap flux quanta at zero current
bias resulting in a multiple valued critical
current.

Fig. 3 A photograph of the mount used to couole the
coaxial line signal to the sampling circuit By using four parallel loops for the SQUID, modest
on the chip. This is a "pass through" sampler sensitivity can be achieved while maintaining suf-
since the signal is relatively unaffected by ficiently low inductance. The effective area of this
the presence of the sampling circuit. SQUID is the area of one loop, while the inductance is

A one forth the inductance of one loop. Since the SQUID
loops are small compared to the separation between the

signal is transmitted into the 4 K environment over 70 inner and outer coax conductors, the sensitivity of the
cm of precision 50 0, 7 mm or 3 wm coaxial li ne. The SQUID to the voltage on the line may be readily derived
l0-90o step response of this line is estimated to be to be
5 ps. A 2 - wide chip containing the sampling cir-

cuit is inserted through a slot in the side of the coax
line. The chip is shown face down. Conventional pres-
sure contacts are made to the exposed part of the chip Po A

outside the coaxial line. The sampling circuit, which 21r Z flux quanta/volt , (3)
is located as close to the center conductor as possible, 0 0

is shown in Fig. 4a. This circuit was fabricated using
an eight level fabrication procedure described else-

7where. Figure 4b is a photograph of the sampler, where A is the loop area, r is the radius from the coax
The Josephson comparator is, in this case, a fractional center to the SQUID, Z0 is the coax impedance and o is
turn double Junction SQUID. Signals on the coaxial
line produce magnetic fields which couple to this SQUID. the flux quantum. Our loops have an area of 24 um x

A coil, located outside the coax line and below the 24 Pm and are located at a radius of 0.7 mm. This

chip, provides a magnetic field bias. This design yields a predicted sensitivity of 1.6 $ /V which is in
has the advantage of being a pass through sampler good agreement with the measured sensitvity of 1.76
since the signal is essentially unaffected by the #o/V. The design value of 10 is 25 PA.

presence of the sampling circuit.
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An appropriate sampling pulse is created by using The circuit for a double junction SQUID comparator
a properly timed trigger signal to switch a single is shown in Fig. 6c and its I-V curve in Fig. 6a. For
junction into the voltage state. The switching currents below the maximum threshold current, Imo, the
transition is differentiated with a small capacitor
thus producing a pulse whose width equals the rise device has zero voltage drop. When Imo is exceeded the
time of the transition. This pulse is injected SQUID switches very rapidly (10-30 ps depending on over-
directly into the SQUID inductance. The SQUID com- drive) along the load line to the energy gap voltage
parator is thus subjected to magnetic fields from the (V = 2.g mV). As shown in Fig. 6b, the threshold cur-
signalthe biasing coil, and the pulse. Since the
SQUID has a threshold magnetic field for switching rent Im has a maximum value Imo and a periodic dependence
into the voltage state, it operates as a magnptic on a control current Ic which is magnetically coupled to
field comparator and can therefore be used to deter-
mine the signal waveform as previously described. or directly injected into the SQUID. Thus, by applying

a signal, Ic, to the control input and pulsing the
Simulations SQUID current I to a predetermined level, (see Fig. 6b),

The time resolution of this circuit is limited by the SQUID is a comparator which, as shown in Fig. 6d,

the sampling pulse width, the amplitude of the signal has the unique property thae its digital output, V, is
relative to the pulse and the response time of the a periodic function of the analog signal input, IC.
SQUID comparator. Figure 5 shows the simulated re- This is exactly the property required for an A/D converter
sponso to a square signal pulse input for current since each digital output of an A/D converter is a
densities of 750 and 2000 A/cm 2 . Junction capacitance periodic function of the signal input with the period

denstie of750and200 A/c . uncioncapcitnce changing by a factor of two from one bit to the Iiext.
is taken as 4 uF/cm 2 and the signal and magnetic field
bias are treated as injected currents at node A. The
trigger risetime is set at 50 ps.

In these simulations, a trigger time and trial 1 1M
bias are selected and the time dependent behavior ,AL
of the circuit is calculated for about 300 ps. At LE9.
the end of this time a new bias is selected based
on whether or not the SQUID switched. After seven
such time runs the threshold bias value is determined
within l% thus yielding one point on the response curve. a,(min
The trigger time is then advanced 1 ps and the process
is repeated. The simulations show that a step re- ! - V
sponse time of about 5 ps can be achieved with 2000 '1) VS (b)

A/cm2 junctions. A simple technique for making such
multiple simulations is described in the Appendix. V I l
Unfortunately, fabrication difficulties have, at the
time of this writing, prevented the experimental demon-
stration of this circuit. -VG

T L
10 4 1 mi

.3 ,{7 /00f
2  CdW

Fig. 6(a) The I-V curve of a double junction SQUID, (b)
the dependence of the critical current Im on

a control current Ic, (c) the circuit dia-gram of a SQUID, and (d) the input-output
characteristic of a SQUID comparator.

a 10 20 30 40
Figure 7a is the circuit diagram for a 6-bit con-TIME (pa verter using this idea. The required variation in

Figperiodicity s achieved by using a resistor ladder to
Fig. 5 Simulated sampler response to a square input divide the input signal by a factor of two for each

pulse for circuits with current densities of successive SQUID. Another variation of this circuit
2 uses amagnetically coupled signal with variable mutual

750 and 2000 A/cm2 . inductance to achieve the binary ratios.9,'10  When a

conversion is to be made a current pulse, I , is applied
AD Conversion to the power supply line so that all SQUiDsgare biased

to the level shown in Fig. 6b. Each SQUID for which
Josephson device comparators have also found ap- this bias level exceeds the threshold curve will switch

plication in ultra high speed analog-to-digital con- to the voltage state producing a 2.9 mV pulse on its
verters. The periodic nature of the threshold current output line. These pulses are a digital representa-in a dc SQUID offers a unique method of performing A/D tion of the analog signal. For continuous operation

.9,10 the supply line Is driven by a pulse train, or at the
conversion.'' highest speeds by an offset (monopolar) sine wave.

h s
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This A/D converter operates iii a fully parallel fashion
and requires only one SQUID comparator for each bit of
accuracy. Figure 7b is a photo of the circuit.

(A)

Fig. 8(a) The six digital outputs as a function of
signal input, and (b) the digital value of
the output as a function of the signal

(staircase function).

a signal waveform with the 2 GHz power supply, it is pos-
sible to use a sampling oscilloscope to observe the
digital data on the output lines. Figure 9 shows the
data on one of the six output lines for eight successive
samples of a 6 ns wide signal waveform. The crosstalk
has been electronically subtracted from this data. It
is clear that the full utilization of this A/D converter
will require either a greatly improved sample holder
and interface electronics or some data rate reduction
on the chip. The ultimate speed achievable with this
type of converter is determined by the turn-on-delay of
the interferometers and the time required to reset them
to zero voltage state at-the end of each cycle.

(8) 9
Fig. 7a The circuit diagram of a superconducting A/D

converter using direct injection SQUIDs and
(b) a photograph of the circuit.

Experimental Results

Figure 8a shows the six bit patterns as a function
of analog signal level. Note that the output is in
Gray code so that perfect alignment of the threshold
levels is not required. In Fig. 8b the Gray code is
converted back to an analog signal. The monotonic

staircase verifies that the accuracy of the converter
is ± I LSB (least significant bit). Fig. 9 The digital output data on one of the six out-

put lines as a function of time. Eight suc-

Crosstalk between the chip leads causes consider- cessive samples are shown.
able difficulty in testing this device at very high
speed. For this reason a mount has been designed in

which the pads on the chip are pressed against the ends Aperture Time

of 8 differential microstrip line pairs which are etched
on G-10 circuit board. Six millimeters away from the A useful addition to this A/D converter is the

chip, each stripline pair converts to 50 0 coax. The sampling circuit shown at the top of Fig. 7a and b.
O coax shields are tied together only at the superconduct- This circuit is analogous to the circuit of Fig. 4

ing ground plane on the chip. in that it uses the switching transition of a single
junction to add a narrow pulse to the power supply

Even with these measures, crosstalk from the high waveform. As shown in Fig. 10 the peak amplitude of

level ac power supply (30 mY) exceeds the output signal the pulse is set at the required bias level for the
six SQUIDs. Following the pulse, the supply returns

levels (2.9 mY) at sample rates above 2 x l09 per second, to a value below the "floor" of the threshold curve.
We are currently not able to fully verify the operation At this lower bias value the SQUIDs retain the output
of the converter at this rate. However, by synchronizing data and are nsensitive to changes in the signal
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Appendix

Generalized network analysis programs are exten-
- -- --- ---- sively used to predict the behavior of Josephson cir-

A cults. Certain problems which involve extensive re-
runs or repetitive circuits may best be solved by
another approach outlined below. Examples of such
problems are the dynamic calculation of threshold

iTimeL curves and the simulation of a many stage shift
register.

Fig. 10 The pulsed power supply waveform used to The approach is based on the assumption that for
achieve a short aperture time. short times capacitors can be treated as voltage

sources and inductors and junctions treated as current
sources. By redrawing the circuit with these sub-

Shift Register Memory stitutions it is usually trivial to solve for the cur-
The most useful addition to the present A/D con- rent into capacitors and the voltage across inductors.

A simple time integration is then used to update theverter would be an on-chip memory which could be capacitor voltages and inductor currents and the pro-
loaded at the full sampling rate and then read out cess is then repeated. An example, consisting of a
slowly for data analysis. This would, in effect, b Josephson relaxation oscillator is shown in Fig. 12.
a transient digitizer on a chip. Such a memory has The solution procedure in computer format is:
been contemplated in a shift register form consisting
of long strings of gates driven by a three phase 1. v - V Vpower supply. While requiring three SQUIDs per L d c
Memory bit, this design is conceptually simple and 2. ic - IL Vc/R - I sine
can be operated by offset sinewave supplies up to 3. 1 - IL'+ vLat/L
frequencies of 10 GHz.

Figure la shows one possible arrangement in 
4. * . V + (e/fl)V c t

which the three phase supply is generated by on-chip c
delay lines and the gates are direct injection SQUIDs. 6. t - t + at
As data appear at the A/D output, the three phase 7. Plot I
supply causes it to ripple through the strings of L vs t
SQUIDs. If the sinewave supply is turned off while 8. G0 TO 1
maintaining the dc offset, the data are retained in
the memory and can be recovered by application of a
low frequency three phase supply. Currently, quasi- k L v

A_ static tests are being made on single cells of this L-3
memory. A photograph of eight gates in the shift R
register memory is shown in Fig. llb. V V OV

- - - 20 IlS

_______________________________TIME (!

Fig. 12(a) A circuit for a Josephson relaxation
oscillator and (b) the calculated inductor
current as a function of time.

Fig. 11(a) One bit of an A/D converter with a shift
register memory and (b) a photograph of
eight of the shift register memory gates.
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Lines 1 and 2 solve the circuit and lines 3-5 perform
a simple integration to update the values for the
three energy storage elements (C, L, and JJ). The re-
sult of this procedure using at - 0.02 ps is shown in
Fig. 12b. The crude (rectangular) integration pro-
cedure used is perfectly adequate for most problems.
For example, the calculation of Fig. 12b is accurate
to 1% for at< 0.2 ps. A trapezoidal integration
yields negligible increase in accurdcy and increases
the calculation time per increment.

The usefulness of this procedure is in problems
where a simple circuit solution like that shown above
can be embedded in a larger program to make many runs
as a function of some circuit parameter or to simulate
many simple circuits connected together. For example,
the circuit equations to solve the shift register of
Fig. lla with 20 stages and over 200 components require
only 15 lines of FORTRAN code.
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IMPACT OF SUPERCONDUCTING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

ON ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

Richard E. Harris

Electromagnetic Technology Division
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Boulder, CO 80303

ABSTRACT

The remarkably high speed, high sensitivity, and This technology has also made possible improv-
low dissipation of superconducting electronic ed, low noise microwave detection V:]-LiJ. Such
devices has led the National Bureau of Standards microwave detectors have been examined at 36 Gaz
to investigate the use of circuits containing and found to approach the quantum limit for both
these devices in new rasurements and standards. heterodvne and video detection. In addition
Using a fabrication technology E1] much like that conversion gain has been observed for the first
described in the literature [2.3], a number of time in superconductor-insulator-superconductor /
new high performance devices have been developed, junction detectors. While the initially observed
In addition a small low power refrigerator has gain is modest, its observation holds considerable
been developed which may make convenient packag- promise for the future.
ing of these devices possible.

Historically still other devices, based on
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS point contact SQUIDs (Superconducting Quantum

Interference Devices), have demonstrated the appli-
Devices for measurement and standard,, developed cability of superconducting electronics to mea-
to date are for remarkably fast analog sampling, surements and standards. These devices have been
analog-to-digital conversion, microwave detectors, applied to a variety of applications wI7J includ-
very high sensitivity magnetic field sensors, and ing rf power and attenuation measurement, noise
a new approach to a voltage standard. thermometry, current comparison, and null detec-

ion. Integrated circuit technology is now allow-
High speed electrical measurements are of Ing still further improvement of these devices

crucial importance to the development of super- C13.141], to the point that they now approach
conducting technology because conventional limits set by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
instruments have Insufficient speed to diagnose in sensitivity.
the behavior of the new circuits. Thus high
speed analog sampling devices have been developed The present United States legal volt is main-
both by NBS (0] and IBM [s.6]. The shortest rise- tained using the Josephson effect, as are the
time yet reported [] is only 9 ps. More sophis- legally defined voltage standards in many other
ticated techniques (5.6] have made possible the countries. Such voltage standards produce only a
measurement of complicated weveforms. These few millivolts of output voltage which must usual-

, techniques have improved the speed of measurement ly be compared with standard cell outputs of about
over comercially available sampling oscilloscopes one volt. These comparisons require expensive
by a factor of about 3. resistance bridges. While it might seem rather

r simple, using superconducting integrated circuits,
High speed analog-to-digital comversion is to simply add the voltages from many Josephson

also important in diagnoses of high speed circuits, devices in series, practical problems prevent
but has an additional important role in future doing so. A recent development [i]5 has provided
commnications and radar. To date the fastest an approach to higher output voltaes. hle main-
analog-to-digital converter (7.81 produces 6-bit taining the full accuracy of the standard.
digital values of an analog signal at a rate of Laboratory standards based on the approach may
about 2 GHz. This device is not yet an operation- have significantly reduced cost. compared to
al system, still requiring the addition of a high present Josephson standards. The common use of
speed sample-and-hold and a memory which can the standards may become practical.
acquire the high rate data. Nevertheless it rip-

* resents a significant advance in high speed data
acquisition made possible by superconducting
technology.
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Picosecond Applications of Josephson Junctions
DONALD G. MCDONALD, ROBERT L. PETERSON, CLARK A. HAMILTON, MEMBER, IEE.

RICHARD E. HARRIS, AND RICHARD L. KAUTZ

Invited Paper

Absnuct-The behavior of simple superconducting circuits in the severely limited by the capacitance associated with the exceed-picosecond regime is described in a comprehensive way, with Primary ingly thin tunneling barrier. Basavaiah, Eldridge, and Matisoo
emphasis being given to the step function and pulse responses of these

15 1 corce hsmisconception by experimentally evaluatingcircuits. Topics receiving detailed discussion include Josphsonjuncdon
modeling with both the microscopic and shunted-junction models. phenomenological tunneling theory and producing, for the first
Limitationa of the shunted-junction model are explored by comparing time, a clear picture of the relationship between tunneling
it with experimental results and with the microecopic model. An barrier thickness and current density. From this it was only aapproximate evaluation is giv"n of the important dynamical properties small step to relate current density to junction response time,
of junctions made with the dominant fabrication technology (Pb-alloy from which it became clear that the picosecond regime should
systems), as a function of tunneling barrier thicknes. Rounding out
the device aspects of the discussion, we describe in detail the properties be accessible with tunnel junctions.
of superconducting microutrip transmission Unes with an emphasis on The evolving development of high-quality superconducting
their high-speed behavior. Turning to simple circuits we review exped- integrated circuits, discussed in detail in this Special Issue,
mental results on the measurement of picosecond regime transient creates the possibility of practical utilization of nearly I THzsignals. The concept of turn-on delay is analyzed new, providig of bandwidth in electronic systems. In the following we will
simplified and extended results. Details of concepts for pulse height
and pulsewidth measurements are explored, leading to the conclusion more thoroughly examine the experimental and theoretical
that the time resolution osuperconductingcircuitsislimited toapproxi- basis for the quantitative views expressed here. We will also
mataly the period of one plasma oscillation. With present Pb-ailoy present new results regarding tum-on delay, pulse detection,
fabrication technology this limit is 2 ps. and pulsewidth measurement,with an emphasis on performanceat the highest possible speeds. The order of discussion which

1. INTRODUCTION follows is: II. Experimental Results, Il1. Theoretical Basis,
OSEPHSON JUNCTIONS are now being used for the genera- IV. Switching Time, V. Pulse Generation, Detection, and Mea-tO eteS on, UnTIONSsure n ow beipulsesnd thg surement, VI. Transmission Lines, and VII. Discussion. Ourtrntion, detection, and measurement of pulses and switching discussion emphasizes single-junction devices rather than

transients with durations as short as about 10 ps. Our purpose multijuction SQUID's both because the former are simpler to
here is to present a unified picture of the more basic develop- analyze and to fabricate and because they probably give the
me nts in this area, including some new results. The earliest fastest response, though the latter point has not been proven.

developments were the microscopic theories of superconducting We have also chosen to largely omit discussion of nonlatchingtunnel junctions by Riedel [1] and Werthamer [2], which pre. devices [61 and of the resetting (or punchthrough) problemsdicted essentially a flat spectral response out to the frequency (7]. Finally, discussion of noise was omitted since fundamen-
of the energy gap, where a somewhat enhanced response was tI physical noise will not ordinarily dominate the circuits of
expected. At frequencies above the gap, the superconducting interest. More germane to the irregularities of practical circuits
response goes monotonically to zero, but with measureable is the problem of reflections from impedance mismatches,effects extending out to several times the gap. Experimental which are nearly always present.
investigations of the bandwidth of Josephson junctions were
first carried out in the frequency domain, perhaps most impor- If. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
tandy at 891 GHz (30 percent gbove the gap), where it was Although most of our discussion will be about the time-
found that the response was indeed close to that at low fre- domain response of superconducting circuits, it is appropriate
quencies. These experiments were done with point-contact tob w r re vins of exprin ts ithe fre
devices for which it was known, from the analyses of Stewart to beain with a brief review of experiments in the frequency[3) nd c~uber 4),tha th capcitncewas uit smll. domain, both because they gve the first experimental evidence
[3) and McCumber [4], that the capacitance was quie small, of high-frequency response and because time-domain measure-

In the early years of the Josephson effect it was commonly ments are still limited to times than about
thought that the response time of tunnel junctions would be where. frequency-domain measurements using far infrared

laers probe the subpicosecond regime.
* Manuscript received May 17, 1980; revised July 2,1980. This rmsuch

was partially supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contract A. Bandwidth Meatrements in the Frequency Doman
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the low-frequency description of the Josephson effect and ask 4o a
at what frequency does it break down? Fortunately Josephson
junctions have a special property which allows this to be done 0.5

with little uncertainty.
The low-frequency form of the Josephson equations relating 0891 G

current I to voltage V is 04
0

I= 1 sin 0 (1)
a 0.3

• 2e W
V (2)

where the dot meas d/dt and e andA are the usual fundamental 0.2

constants. T1ese equations predict that if a superconducting
junction is dc biased at voltage Vb, the phase 0 will advance
uniformly in time, and the current I will oscillate with ampli- 0.1 e015
tude Io at frequency

fJ = h Vb ( h. 484 GHz/mV. (3) o 2 3

JUNCTION VOLTAGE, my

A more complete theory of junctions, which will be discussed JNTO 1. edp
Fig. 1. Experimental results for the induced dc in a Josephson junction

later, makes it clear that it is the quantity I,, the junction with applied radiation at 891 and 805 GHz. Spectral features appear
critical current, which eventually begins to decrease with fre- at 1.84 and 1.66 mV, corresponding ian (3) to Josephson oscillations
quency. That is not at all surprising since one would not at the frequencies of the applied radiation. The feature at 0.18 mV

is not due to applied radiation but corresponds to the difference fre-
expect to be able to produce significant optical frequency quency of the applied signals.

current, for example, from a state of matter which has a
binding energy of only a few millivolts. at a frequency in the vicinity of the energy gap is illustrated

The experimental problem then is to measure I, as a function [12] in Fig. 1. The experimental technique which was used
of frequency. Since the frequency range of interest exceeds 1 for acquiring these data largely removed the background 1-V
THz it could be a difficult practical problem. curve from the data and emphasized the induced dc. This was

B. Josephson, in his original paper on superconducting tun- an experiment in which a Josephson junction was simulta-
neling [8], suggested an indirect method for observing the neously irradiated at 891 and 805 GHz. As the voltage across
supercurrent 1, at microwave frequencies. This method, first the junction was slowly increased, the frequency of the Joseph-
successfully used by Shapiro [9], is based on the simultaneous son oscillation increased according to (3) until, at a voltage of
application to a junction of dc bias and microwave radiation. 1.66 mV, this oscillation phase locked with the applied far-infra.
The basic idea is that for proper adjustment of Vb the frequency red laser radiation at 805 GHz and produced a zero-frequency
of the Josephson oscillation fj will be equal to the frequency beat current which is illustrated in the figure. As the voltage
f. of the applied radiation. Since the Josephson junction is a was increased further, the Josephson oscillation phase locked
nonlinear device, it will produce a beat frequency current at with the 891-GHz radiation at 1.84 mV and again produced a
the difference frequency fj - f., which in this case is at zero zero-frequency beat, but this time of greater amplitude because
frequency. The result is a current step on the I-V characteristic. of higher intensity radiation (larger 1 ). In effect, the junc-
This situation can be analyzed using (1) and (2) with tion acts as a spectrum analyzer of unusually large bandwidth.

Our main interest, however, is in the result that the junction
V= Vb + V cos (2iift + 9,). (4) gives a large response at this extremely high frequency;in fact,

From this analysis it is found that the induced dc is the magnitude of the response is 0.8 lo.Considering this result,
as well as other more extensive data [14], we conclude that

(fjf) - 24, (2eV/hf.) (5) the Josephson response is "-70 percent of the upper bound of

where Jt is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind. (5).
Thus d,, considered as a function of V1 , has a maximum value The principal frequency of this experiment, 891 GHz, is
of 1.16 14. The analysis given here omits the shunt capacitance somewhat above the energy gap of 675 GHz of the supercon-
and shunt resistance of real junctions. Simulations by Russer ductor (Nb) used in the experiment. Thus in an approximate
[10) and Kautz [III have shown that the induced dc given way, considering the possible deleterious effects of shunt im.
by (5) is an upper bound which is closely approached in the pedances, heating [15], and noise rounding [161, [15], we
right circumstances. The upper bound suffices for our purposes conclude that the Josephson effect operates at nearly full
so we will not consider in detail the effects of the shunts, amplitude in the vicinity of the energy gap, a very high fre-

Experiments of this type specifically designed to explore quency for electronics. More generally, it has been found ex-
the bandwidth of the Josephsop effect were reported several pedimentally that Io decreases above the gap frequency such
years ago by McDonald et aL [121, [13] and more recently that by approximately 12 times the gap it is no longer observ-
by Weitz, Skocpol, and Tlnkham [14]. Perhaps the most able above the noise [12]-[14].
direct evidence for le-amplitude Josephson oscillations Them high-frequency experiments were done with point-
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contact junctions to accommodate the far-infrared radiation. I,
Closely related experiments with tunnel junctions lead to the
same conclusions [18J, [191.

Also consistent with the discussion given here is the study of N.l'
self-resonances in Josephson interferometers by Zappe and A

Landman [20]. They conclude that the simple model of the

Josephson effect is applicable up to frequencies at least as high (a)
as 300 GHz.

B. Time-Domain Experiments 4ooF so
The early high-frequency experiments with Josephson devices I .O

suggested their use as very fast logic switches. Matisoo [21] 3e

demonstrated this potential in the first important time-domain a,
experiment. This experiment placed an upper limit of 800 ps 2oo
on the transition time of a Josephson tunnel junction for
switching from the zero-voltage state to the energy-gap voltage.
After many improvements in fabrication and testing, Jutzi 4 r

* [22] published data in 1972 which put an upper limit of 34 ps 0 4 a is
on the switching time of a small-area junction with a critical TIME WIa

current density of 1000 A/cm 2 . The most recent published (b)
data for Josephson logic devices indicate switching times of Fig. 2. (a) Sampling circuit for measuring the rise time of a signal Is .
about 7 ps and total logic delay of as little as 13 ps per gate A sampling oscilloscope in a servo-loop is used to automatically mor-
[23]. sure the time at which the signal plus the bias cause/ to switch.

S The fact that Josephson devices can produce and detect Is Is reproduced by ptottinS the bia versus Mtdmg time. (b) Mea-
sured waveform, using the above technique, of the switching transi-

these exceedingly fast signals gives them the potential for don of a Josephson junction.
improving the state of the art in very-fast-waveform analysis.
To understand how this might be done we can consider, as R S I
a first approximation, a Josephson junction to be a device GENErATOR 091W SoURcE
which switches from zero voltage to the energy-gap voltage
Y V (-3 mV) at the instant its critical current is exceeded.
This model is discussed more fully in Section IV. Since the A
transition is very rapid, a Josephson junction can act as a com-
parator to determine the time at which some threshold is IF J,

crossed. Also, Josephson devices which operate in a latching
mode can be used to detect and remember an extremely Fig. 3. Sampling circuit for measuring an arbitrary-dgal waveform I,

* short excursion above an arbitrary threshold level. Both A sharp pulse of amplitude lp, is obtained by differentiating, in an
RC network, the switching transition waveformt of junction A. This

of these properties are used to measure the waveforms of pulse and the unknown signal Is are applied to a detector junction /2
repetitive analog signals. which, through I2, is then adjusted to the threshold for switchin.

Fig. 2(a) shows one common way this is done [24]- [261] Tho resulting value of b2 is the eential information needed for
determining the value of I, at the time the pule occurs. The entire

The unknown repetitive signal 1, together with a bias current signal waveform is measured by sweeping the time at which the pulse
bb is applied to a tunnel junction J1. When the sum of these occurs.

* two currents exceeds the critical current 1, of .1, it will switch
causing a voltage transition to be transmitted to room-temper- tions of this circuit show that there is a turn-on delay between
ature apparatus where its time of arrival is measured. Since the time that 1, is exceeded and the switching transition of 11.
the bias and the critical current of JI are known, the signal This turn-on delay depends on the degree of overdrive of J1,
level at the time the detector switches can be estimated. Thus among other factors (see Section IV). When 4 is high, the
by measuring the delay in the /1 transition as a function of overdrive is high and the turn-on delay is mininal. As 4 de-

* bias, rising edges on the signal may be mapped out. In practice creases, the turn-on delay increases. The result is that signals
this may be automated so that the unknown signal is traced observed with this technique are distorted, with the observed
out directly on an X-Y recorder. Hamilton er al. [261 used signal rise time being a few picoseconds greater than the actual
this method to observe the rise time of a 4200-A/cm2 junction rise time.
adjacent to the sampler (see Fig. 2 (b)). The two traces, re- The character of the distortion of the signal is consistent
corded about I min apart, are for increasing and decreasing bias. with the theoretical turn-on delay formula (23). Whether the

3 They are different because time drift in the room-temperature agreement is quantitatively accurate is impossible to say be-
electronics decreases the apparent rise time in one case and cause of the amount of jitter present. In addition to the jitter
increases it in the other. Assuming constant time drift, the problem, this technique is further limited in that it can only
correct rise time is the average or about 9 ps. This result observe rising edges of the signal.
represents the combination of the actual signal rise time and Both of thes limitations may be removed by another method
the time-jitter limited system response of about 7 p. Simula- [271, [281 depicted in Fig. 3. In this circuit, the current

07
V ; .*- +
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through J1 is the sum of a dc bias 1b, and a fast ramp 1, = I
at. JI will switch to the voltage state when 1b, + 1, = 1,,, , pro-
ducing a voltage transition at a time T= (4l - Ibt)/a. This (a) R
voltage transition is differentiated by a capacitor C to produce
a sampling pulse of maximum value I,. This pulse is applied
to junction .12. 12 also receives current from the signal I,(t)
and a second bias source 42. The maximum values of1, and
42 are arranged so that 1o2 can never be exceeded except at (b) t /

the instant of the sampling pulse. Thus if p, + I,(T) +lb > /
1o2, 12 will switch producing an output voltage V0 = V. If
I,, + IS(T) + 4

2 <12 the output voltage is zero.
The output voltage, averaged over many repetitions of the

signal, is compared with a value V/2 and the amplified differ- Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the RCSJ model. (a) The "I"
ence is used to drive lb2. This servo-loop automatically adjusts symbol represents the supercurrent path which has current Io sn o.

Cj is the intrinsic junction capacitance and R may be either the
42i to the threshold value where ./2 is switching half the time voltage-dependent resistance Rj or a parallel combination of RJ
and 1p I + I,(T) + 1b2 = oi2. Since 1p,, 1b2, and 1,2 are known, with an external shunt capacitance. (b) The voltage-dependent resi-
the signal 4,(T) is determined. The complete signal waveform tahoe Rj hu three segments. Below the energy gap voltage VS the

tesistance is R 1 . Above VS is a Low-tedstance lion which is fol-
may be recovered by sweeping 1b, and plotting the computed lowed by a higher resiatance designated as RN, the junction normal-
signal (I0 - PI, - b2) versus equivalent time (Jol - 1b, )/a. state resistance. R; is an approximation to the quasi-particle I-V
Note that this circuit works in a repetitive mode where 11 and characteristic of the microscopic model.

.J2 are reset to the zero-voltage state between each signal re-
currence. The reset circuits are not shown in Fig. 3. In practice, ing from the zero-voltage state to the energy-gap voltage V,
the sampling pulse may be created in several different ways and the shunting resistance can be made voltage dependent, as
the detector junction /2 may be a Josephson interferometer. illustrated in Fig. 4(b). We designate this junction resistance
Faris (28] and Tuckerman [29] have used this principle in a as Ri.
general waveform sampling circuit with an estimated time If the RCSJ model is driven by a current source 1(r) the
resolution of 6 ps. circuit equation for the case with no load conductance is

In order to produce an undistorted picture of the signal with 1(t) - + VR;' +1, sin0. (6)
this technique, the maximum value of I(t) + 1p, must occur at
the same time as the maximum of l,. Since Ip, is rounded on Much of the analysis to be discussed here will involve junction
top, any variation of 1,(t) across the rounded top of Ip, will behavior at voltages below the energy pp, in which case
cause the maxima not to coincide and thus lead to distortion Ri - R, (see Fig. 4 (b)). Restricting analysis to this region.
in the observed signal. The magnitude of this distortion depends one may write (6) in the form
on the width of!p, and the amplitude of 1,(t) relative to Ip, . In t
practice, this error can be reduced to a few picoseconds [28]. cp (RNCt)_ !l + L +d si (7)
A second source of distortion results from the finite response '0

time of the detector junction n12. Discussion of this point will where RN is the junction normal state resistance and w. is
be left to Sections IV and V which consider, in detail, the the plasma frequency [30]
dynamics of Josephson junctions used as latching detectors. j M (8

III. THEORETICAL BASIS where 0o m /2e. The dimensionless time 9 i (i/2) wt, where

The design of circuits involving Josephson junctions is facill. - 21,RN/sro. Equation (7) contains the three time scales
tated by the availability ef accurate models for the junctions, of a Josephson junction related to wp, RvrC,, and to w.. We
The most commonly used model is a phenomenological note, incidentally, that these time scales are not independent, in
description known as the RCSJ model, or resistively and cap.c- fact W;RNC! - w1 .
Itively shunted junction model first described by Stewart [31 The ws time scale is based on the quantity loRN. As will be
and McCumber [4]. Following a brief description of this seen later when d*'."-ling the microscopic theory of a Joseph.
model, we discuss certain features of the more complex micro- son junction, the quantity 1, RN - *A/2 e where A is the energy
scopic theory on which it is band. The microscopic theory is gap. Thus 1oRN is determineJ by a microscopic quantity and
of practical importance because it provides a basis for testing we shall, therefore, refer to G as the microscopic time. On the
the phenomenological model in areas that are experimentally other hand, the quantities w,, and RNC both depend on ca-
difficult, such as the picosecond regime. pacitance, or in other words, on the presence of a macroscopic

dielectric layer, so we shall refer to the corresponding time
A. RCWIModel scales as the macroscopic scales. These three time scales will

Stewart and McCumber used (1) and (2) to describe super- be examined in more detail in the following two subsections.
current flow in a Josephson junction and added a resistive
shunt to account for normal current at finite voltages. A B. MCrMSCOpic Theory
capacitive shunt was also needed because of the physical Josephson, in his original work on superconducting tunnel.
nature of a tunnel junction. Their circuit model is illus- ing [61, described the consequences of (1) and (2). Itremained
tated in Fig. 4(a). In order to encompass the idea of switch- for others to evaluate the theory for frequencies in the vicinity
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-- --- In our later discussions, the plasma frequency plays an im-
/ portant role. Physically, this frequency represents the reso-

- /" nance between the junction capacitance Cj and the Josephson
-/ lp,,, inductance which is derivable from (1) and (2)

Io = 0/(10)

S / In the context of the microscopic theory one should note.
first of all, that the analog of o, i.e., !j(w), is frequency de-

/ pendent so the inductance should also be frequency depen-
- dent. Secondly, lqp(w) has a reactive part which will affect

0 ' the resonance. As will become especially clear when we dis-0 h . 2

Y, cuss the theory of pulse detection, the plasma frequency is
Fig. S. Results of the microscopic theory of Josephson junctions. The the natural frequency for small oscillations of junction voltage

illustrated functions reveal the frequency dependence of the super- about the zero-voltage state. Consequently, we use small-
current and the voltage dependence of the quasi-particle current as signal theory [34] to calculate the effective inductance in the
described i the text. microscopic model including the above effects, with the

result

of the energy gap of the superconductors making up the junc- e Re [Ie(0)+ I()] + [Iqp() - !qp (w)
tion. That was subsequently done by Reidel [I], and more [4fA(')
completely by Wertharner (21, who were, in turn, followed by
other significant contributors [31] - [34]. Because the micro-
scopic theory includes detailed effects which are not present In the limit as w goes to zero, the 1qp terms cancel and, using
in the phenomenological theory it is more complex and less (9), Lef f becomes Lj of (10). If Lef f is evaluated at 0 K it is
straightforward to interpret. Here we will discuss only those found that the singularity in Re Ij(o) at the energy gap is
aspects of the microscopic theory which are conceptually canceled by a singularity in Re !qp(w) at the same frequency.
relevant to picosecond response. Further details are presented Leff increases monotonically from its minimum value Lj at
in Appendix I. w = 0, reaches a value of 1.57 L, at the energy-gap frequency,

Initially, the microscopic theory was presented in a fre- and asymptotically approaches a linear dependence on w,
quency-domain formulation. This theory describes only the L 0.f(6 >> A) = Ljo/A. The increase of inductance with fre-
tunneling current but the capacitive current can be added quency simply means that the additional parallel resistive and ca-
exactly as for the phenomenological model. The tunneling pacitive current paths dominate the circuit at high frequencies.
current is the sum of two currents: one of normal electrons Including high-frequency effects, the plasma frequency is
called the quasi-particle current and described by 10p(w) and given by (L.ffC) -'1 2 . Therefore, as C is reduced so as to
one of paired electrons called the supercurrent and described make W. approach the energy-gap frequency w. , one sees that

by l,((a). Although both 1,p and I$ have real and imaginary Leff, which is always >Lj, makes wop smaller than expected

parts, which are all required for the complete theory, it is without high-frequency corrections. This result has implica-
Tin I.p and Re !, which provide the theoretical basis for the tions for the later discussion in Section V where it is found
phenomenologcal theory. These functions are shown in Fig. that the plasma frequency is directly related to the time

5. The junction critical current of the phenomenological resolution of superconducting circuits.
model is the low-frequency limit of Re I Returning to the general subject of the microscopic theory,

it we note that only a few evaluations of it have been made.
, -lin Re 2- N" (9) These include detailed evaluations of a) l-V curves as a func-

tion of RNC, [37], [39], [401, b) a proposed technique for

The right-hand equation is correct for superconductors with producing picosecond pulses [41 J, and c) the impulse response
weak electron-phonon coupling but requires a correction of a Josephson junction [42]. Since the last reveals the micro-
factor for strongly coupled materials [35), 1361. The fre- scopic limitations of the pulse response of junctions most
quency dependence of I,(w) is the frequency dependence of clearly, we confine our attention to it here.
I., which was discussed in Section 1I. The peak in Re !, at the A Josephson junction, or any physical system for that
energy gap describes an internal microscopic resonance called matter, does not respond instantaneously to an applied stimu-
the Riedel peak which has been experimentally verified [18], lus. Delays arise from the interactions of electrons within the
[19]. superconducting electrodes of a junction. These microscopic

The phenomenological resistive current VR$-' in (6) appears delays represent a fundamental limitation to device response.
* in the microscopic theory as im !qj(w). When the full micro- To illustrate the intrinsic delay in a Josephson junction,

scopic theory is used to calculate an I-V curve [371 the abrupt Harris (42] has calculated the idealized impulse response of
rise in Im I.,p(w) of Fig. 5 occurs at a voltage V a E 2A/e, a hypothetical junction which has no capacitance. The cal-
the energy-gap voltage. Thus the phenomenologcal resistive culation was based on a reformulation of the microscopic
current is Tm !,(V). Indeed, this function provides a highly theory in the time domain which is discussed further in Ap-
accurate description of experimentally measured current-volt- pendix I. In this calculation, the stimulus is a voltage pulse
age characteristics [38). described as a delta function. The amplitude of the pulse is
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the following relationship:

, i=- exp (_C2d) (12)

5. owhere c, and c2 are constants to be determined.
The next relationship of interest is between ic and the junc-

Ition normal state resistance RN. For a junction using elec-

trodes of identical superconductors at zero temperature we
0 -have

5 to 1 5 20
It RN :C3 T 2ARN A 4"'-'e (13)

Fig. 6. Theoretical impulse response of a tunnel junction without
capacitance. The current calculated from the microscopic model is where A is the junction area. This formula is similar to (9) but
illustrated for a voltage impulse applied at a time zero. The ampli-
tude of the impulse was adjusted to produce a phase shift of ir/2. includes the strong coupling [29], [30] correction C3. If

T> 0, c3 also includes a minor temperature correction. For

adjusted to produce a phase shift of 7r/2 in 0. The resulting dissimilar electrode materials, we use an approximate expres-

current in the junction is illustrated in Fig. 6. The calculation sion obtained by replacing 2A with A A, rather than the
reveals three significant aspects of the response. First, the in- exact but more complicated result of Anbegaokar and Baratoff
stantaneous response at time zero is linearly related to the 4].
driving voltage and is a result of the resistive nature of the I-V Combining (13) with the usual expression for capacitance,

curve for large-bias voltages. Second, after this response comes C = e,eoA/d, the expression forRNCJ is obtained

a rapid rise, on a time scale of4/2,A which is about 0.23 ps for - Tr 2A
the Pb-alloy junctions we will discuss in the next section. This RNC j erEc 3 4e cd• (14)

rise reveals the intrinsic response time of the junction. It is a
very fast response, about a factor of 25 faster than any ob- The Josephson penetration depth is given by

served to date. As shown in Appendix I, this delay arises from 2 (15)
both the supercurrent I, and the quasi-particle current Iqp - go(X + X2 + d)i /
Third, at later times, the current oscillates at the gap fre-
quency 2 A/h. This is just the appearance in the time domain where yo is the magnetic permeability of vacuum, and X, and
of the previous!y mentioned internal resonance named after X2 are the magnetic penetration depths of the base and upper
Riedel. An important question is now apparent: how close superconducting electrodes of the Josephson junction.
can real devices, which suffer from macroscopic limitations, For evaluation of the foregoing formulas, the constants cl,
come to this limiting response time? c2 , c 3, A, e,, Xt, and X1 must be determined. In general, one

would expect these constants to depend on the alloy composi-
C. Macroscopic-Junction Properties tion of the base and upper electrodes of the junction and the

Several intrinsic macroscopic parameters are needed for details of the procedure for producing the tunneling barrier.
evaluating the behavior of real Josephson junctions. We will Recent work of Greiner, Kircher, and Ames [45], and of
summarize the general formulas for these quantities and Baker, Kircher, and Matthews [46] has begun to clarify what
evaluate them for Pb-alloy technology. Following that, we factors are important in the fabrication procedure. Unfor-
return to a discussion of the macr,,scopic time scale suggested tunately, not all of the material constants we need have been

by the differential equation (7) of the RCSJ model, determined for the alloys of greatest interest [45] so we are

The macroscopic properties of interest are the response time forced to assume typical values taken from several different

RN C,, the plasma frequency wp, the critical current density sources.

Ic, and the Josephson penetration depth A,, all of which are We begin with the constants in the relationship between /
interrelated. These quantities are independent of junction and d of (12). For this, we use tunneling barrier data from

area except for the plasma frequency, which is proportional to the work of Eldridge and Matisoo [47] which used Pb-n

(loCr)l12 , according to (^). This ratio is independent of area alloy for the base electrode and Pb for the upper electrode.
if the current density is uniform. Another point of interest, In this work, the barrier is described in terms of various
which we discuss in due course, is that the plasma frequency fractional concentrations of In and Pb in the oxide and we

is maximized, for a given capacitance, if the current density somewhat arbitrarily choose the data for 65 percent In and
is uniform. The Josephson penetration depth is a measure of 93.5 percent Pb. Equation (12) has been fitted by a least
the maximum size a junction can have and still retain uniform squares procedure to these data to yield c, = 2.207 X 101,
current density [431. Consequuntly, we use (8) combined c2 a 1.57872 for d, and I, in units of run and A/cml, respec-
with (12) below to compute the plasma frequency with the tively. With these constants, (12) gives j, to within 5 percent
proviso that the junction size not exceed X. by X$. of the experimental data (40] over the range from I to 1000

Basavaiah, Eldridge, and Matisoo [5] empirically related A/cm 2•
critical current density to tunneling-barrier thickness d using The dielectric constant of the tunneling barrier can be i
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I ,o ate RC time is not RvC but rather RCj, where R, is the re-

sistance below the energy gap of Fig. 4(b). Thus to obtain the
physical RC time, the graphical data for RN CJ of Fig. 7 must
be multiplied by R1 IRN, a number which depends on the fab-

104 rication process. For example, in our laboratory R I R, was
typically 5 when a PbAu upper electrode was used but a PbBi
upper electrode at the present time gives a representative

I value of 17.
1o' Using data from Fig. 7 one can readily establish that the

quantity p RI Cj >> I for the entire range of the figure.
o. That means that junctions operating in the subgap resistance

region have plasma oscillations that are only lightly damped,
1z ,o a fact that has significant consequences in the study of pulse

coincidences in a detector in Section V.
We observe from Fig. 7 that RNCj and wp refer to sub-

Z stantially different numerical time scales. Consequently, we

E 1o must consider which is physically more important.
In the RCSJ model, Fig. 4(a), there are three parallel cur-

rent paths, namely, those through R1 , Cj, and the Josephson
inductance Lj given by (10). For effective high-speed action

1o
o . , of a losephson junction in a switching circuit L, must not be

heavily shunted by R I or Cr. The plasma frequency, by defi-
nition, is the frequency above which the impedance of Cj is
less than that of Lj. Using the graphical data of Fig. 7 it can

101 readily be determined that at the plasma frequency the capac-
0.5 1 3 5 itance heavily shunts R 1. Thus R 1 plays only a small role in

d (nm) the high-speed dynamics. From these considerations it be-
Fig. 7. Macroscopic properties of small Pb-alloy Josephson junctions, comes clear that w. and not RV C. should be the basis for the

The critical current density it, the time constant RNCj, the plasma physically more important time scale for Josephson junctions
frequency wp, and the Josephson penetration depth Xj are shown
as functions of tunneling barrier thickness d. without external shunts of low impedance.

Earlier we found the microscopic response time of a Pb-
evaluated from the recent data of Gheewala [48]. He re- alloy junction to be A/2A = 0.23 ps. The corresponding limit-
ports a critical current of 50 gA for a junction with 2.5-,um ing macroscopic time is approximately rp S 21r/w.. In order
diameter and 0.2-pF capacitance. Using the corresponding to have the macroscopic and microscopic response times ap-

* 1 of 1019 A/cm2 , the barrier thickness is evaluated from proximately equal, we find that the plasma frequency must be
(12), and the dielectric constant e, = 12.7 comes immediately approximately equal to the energy-gap frequency w. =_ 2A/A.
from the standard capacitance formula. (Note that this value In this regime, the RCSJ model has inaccuracies of about 30
of e, is obtained by combining data for two different alloy percent which we will largely ignore. More importantly, we
systems and consequently has considerable, but unknown, note that the current density required for such a high wp
uncertainty associated with it.) A working rule of thumb for would be well in excess of 10' A/cm2 for Pb-alloy technology.

* capacitance is 4 pF/I mA of critical current at 1000 A/cm 2 . Such high I, means that nonequilibrium and self-heating effects
An I-V curve for the most recent alloy system of Greiner would be significant. Even though current densities in excess

et aL [45] allows the evaluation of additional constants. of 10' A/cm2 have been achieved [49], little is known about
From the voltage of the steep rise of the quasi-particle cur- the dynamical properties of such junctions. Consequently, it
rent, our own data give 2A/e = 2.9 mV. For a critical cur- must be left as an open question whether or not the macro-
rent of 0.177 mA, we measure a normal-state resistance scopic and microscopic speeds can be made comparable.

* Rv - 8.0 11, which from (14) gives a value of c3 - 0.62. An example of what is achievable and in agreement with
Values of the magnetic penetration depths are taken from the RCSJ model, comes from the work of Broom, Jutzi, and
[45]: X - 137 nrm, A2 = 202 nm. Mohr who used junctions with current densities of 28 000

These constants allow computation of the graphs shown Acm2 in a memory cell [50]. Heating effects were suf-
in Fig. 7. It should be understood that these graphs are only ficiently large in this case that the I-V curve was traced by a
approximate since they are based on data from more than pulsed method to reduce errors from self-heating of the junc-

3 one alloy system. Nevertheless, we take them to be repre- tion. Taking this example as a rough estimate of the maxi-
sentative of the properties of Pb-alloy junctions and find them mum 1, that is practical without using extra thick electrodes
to be useful for design analysis, or special substrates [511, Fig. 7 gives the corresponding

Most of the detailed analysis in subsequent sections involves WP 1 3 X I s- . This is a factor of ten below the plasma
junction behavior at voltages below the steep rise of the quasi- frequency needed to make the macroscopic and microscopic
particle current at the energ gap. For this case, the appropri- response times equal.

_Ago W_ R_ ._ __
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-2 Fig. 9. Switching curve (from simulations) for a current-biased junc-
('b) tion, stepped from 1b = 1o to 1.01 l o , illustrating both the turn-on

delay and rise-time portions. Io = 0.0796 mA, Cj - 1.0 pF. V = 2.5
-3 - mV, R, 3 200 t, RL = -. The method used for determining rD

from the switching curve is shown. The 10-90-percent voltage levels
on the rise-time portion are also indicated. For weak coupling RN =

-4 7r t t IVg/41 o = 24.7 f2, so RNCJ= 24.7 ps. Compare with TR (10-90
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 percent).

,12v
Fig. 8. The potential enrergy washboard. (a) The potential energy of until either its terminal velocity is reached, corresponding to

(17), normalized to wp, is plotted against 0/21r forlb = 1o . (b) Corn- a voltage fbR, or the velocity corresponding to the gap voltage
parison of potential energies of three values of 11o/lo: top curve, 0.9; is reached. This defines the rise time of the switching process.
middle curve, 1.0; bottom curve, 1.1. The circles on the upper and . shows a simulation which illustrates this behavior. We
middle curves show the initial position and potential energy of the Fig. 9
system "particle." The circle on the lower curve lies at J rad beyond will develop formulas for the turn-on delay TD and the rise
w/2. time TR for lightly and moderately loaded circuits. The sum

of these is the approximate switching time.

IV. SWITCHING TIME A. Turn-on Delay of a Josephson Junction

The switching time of a junction from the zero-voltage state Suppose that the current Ib(t) is increased slowly from zero
to the energy-gap voltage divides roughly into two parts, a so that the junction phase 0 will be about ir/2 when Ib reaches
tum-on delay time during which the voltage remains small, and lo. At that point, Ib is then abruptly stepped to 1.(1 +80)
a rise time during which the voltage is rapidly increasing, as where 60 is the fractional overdrive. This is a bit artificial in

- illustrated in Fig. 9. The analysis of these given here is based that in practice 4b typically ramps up through 1, at a finite
on the RCSJ model. For the period during which the voltage rate. One technique which approximates this case is that in
remains below the gap voltage, one may use (6) with R, re- which a junction is biased at a constant current below lo, and
placed by R where R is the parallel'combination of the subgap then triggered by a current pulse resulting from the switching
resistance R, and a possible load resistance RL. Setting 1(t) of another junction, as discussed in Section lI-B. We will
!b(t) in (6), we note that if lb(t) changes sufficiently slowly shortly generalize to the case where the initial I b is below !, .
then (6) can be written in the form of an energy equation The effects of a finite ramp rate will, however, not be taken

d =up here.

(16) In (6) we thus use 1b - lo(l + 6o) for t > 0, and have 0(0)
(+ R (1) w/2. We set sin 0 equal to unity and consider the evolution

where the kinetic and potential energies, T and 0, are, respec. of V until 0 advances by one-half radian. The supercurrent
tively, 7" -10 2 and term is in error by just 12 percent at the end of this period,

0 = -w2 (cos # + (bI Io)#). (17) so that the estimated time for 0 to get to ir/2 + is quite
accurate. Fortunately, * - r/2 + I is also about the place

These equations suggest the helpful analogy of a particle of where begins increasing significantly, as simulations show.
unit mass subject to a viscous retarding force, sliding down a We thus take this time as an estimation to rD. From (6) we
potential energy "washboard." Fig. 8 illustrates the potential then easily obtain, provided D <<RCr,
energy as a function of 0 and ,. Clearly, there is no stable
position for the particle if!lb >.. Consideration of the wash- I'D W o (18)

board picture helps one to understand qualitatively many where wp is given in (8).
features of the RCSJ model, including the switching behavior Harris [521 has published an expression for the turn-on de.
of a junction. For example, the particle Initially moves slowly lay time for this case. He approximated sin 0 by the first two
until the downward curvature of the potential is reached. This terms in its Taylor expanison, integrated the resulting expres-
corresponds to the turn-on delay period, which was first dis. sion exactly in terms of elliptic integrals, and approximated
cussed by Harris [521. Subsequently, the particle accelerates the latter by simpler functions. From this result he calculated

. I... - . . . . .
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, 2o"1 ,sin 0 by its initial value and to drop the damping term V/R

from 16), which thus gives a constant acceleration to the
system particle and an easy determination of rD . Lest this
seem too crude, we shall show that the same result is obtained

a by expanding sin 0 through the term linear term in 0 - 01,
Lfollowed by some usually excellent approximations and the

assumption that TD <<RC, as in the preceding case. When
- sin 0 is thus expanded, the potential energy of(17) is changed

Jto a typically shallow parabola. Equation (6) then describes
Z a damped harmonic oscillator
0 -1!o(1 + 60) = Cjl + V[R + I, sin 01 + (0 -o)lJ cos 0s. (20)

n- 54

I This has the solution

i i = A )~(t > 0) = + 1[ e- r12R cs

01 1(> ), (e2C
°0 .1 1.2 13 14 15 COI'S

Ifo/ " (cos W0t + (26RCj)- sin wt)] (21)

Fig. 10. Turn-on delay as determined from (18) (upper curve). (19)
(lower curve). and from simulations (circles). The junction param- where
eters are those of Fig. 9. lb is stepped from f. w = (4R 2 CJuWs2 cos 0, - I )'/I2RCj = 6J(cos 0,)112. (22)

the time required for the phase to advance to 31r/2. He sub- Thus w. is essentially the phase-dependent plasma frequency.
tracted from this the time required for the phase to advance The approximate equality in (22) is quite typically valid: If

the same amount if only the junction capacitance were being we take V./1 as a minimum value for R (to ensure switching
charged. His result, again for TD << RCj. is to the gap), the condition for the validity of the approximate

S/2 equality is cos 01 >> 0 I0o4CjVS. For the junction of Fig. 9.

-1 2.61 tan-1 113 2I r . (19) this becomes cos O, >>10-3, or 61 >> 10-'. Clearly, R may
PL - (& ) j be considerably less than V,/1., as in high-speed latching logic,

without practically invalidating the approximation of (22).Fig. 10 compares (18) and (19). Also shown are values of ro The coefficient of sin w:t in (21) is very small under the same

taken from numerical simulations. The latter have been deter- coin hu sint in of 1 resu all rom
mine byextapoatig te rse-tme orton f te crve conditon. Thus the initial motion of 0 results principally frommined by extrapolating the rise-time portion of the curve the cos wet term. Expanding cos wo =I - (w1t)/2, and defin-

down to the time axis. Typically, there is a few-percent uncer- the os t tm Etpwing cs r I , an defin-

tainty in this, both because of the superimposed Josephson ing id as the time at which 0 reaches w/2 + as before, we

oscillations, and because the rising portion is not a straight line find

even with the oscillations removed. The points shown in Fig. I I + 2(ir/2 - 0,) 1/2
10 were determined from the midpoint of two straight lines TO . 6 (23)
drawn tangent to the first two maxima and minima, as shown
in Fig. 9. This is a simple generalization of (18) to which it reduces as

As is seen in Fig. 10, (18) is more accurate than (19) in the 1b goes to I.. Unless o, is far from w/2, the numerator is not
region of about 1-50-percent overdrive. Outside this region, very sensitive to the precise value of 81, but the denominator
Harris expression is more accurate. Thus from l-5O-percent can be very sensitive to 81, confirming our earlier remarks con-
overdrive, (18) would be preferred for reasons of both accu- cerning the relative effects of the initial position and potential

racy and simplicity. Below I percent, turn-on delay becomes energy.
a more serious problem, and one may prefer to use (19); the Eouation (23) underestimates the delay time for small over-
simple formula overestimates ri there. Above about 50 per- drives, as determined from simulations. The re!r-,n is that the
cent, rD is typically very small compared to the rise time and, approximations used in the above analysis are equivalent to
therefore, of decreased significance. taking the acceleration of 0 as unchanged from its initial value

Now we remove the restriction that I, is initally at I,. Let 'during the motion. For 51 - 0.1, the result of (23) for the
ib(t < O) = l ai 4 Io, and 0(0) M 01 = sin-' (lallo). There are junction of Fig. 9 is about 30 percent low for 60 a 0.01, cor-
two new effects to consider now. One is that the particle in rect for 80 about 0.2, and progressively too high beyond that.
the washboard model must travel a longer distance if the same It is not difficult to refine the approximation at the expense
"final" position is used to define the delay time. The other of a more complicated formula. However, since different
is that the initial potential energy is now greater, giving the methods for defining ro can give values differing by several
particle more velocity after the step, thus decreasing the delay percent, and since one is ordinarily only interested in esti-
time. This Is illustrated In Fig. 8(b). The latter effect usually mating rD , the estimate of (23) is surely adequate for most
dominates. purposes.

We write /ib-1o(1 -8) nd lb(t>0)= Io(l +8o) where Thus in summary, the total size of the step rather thanjust
8 1>0 and So >0. Our procedure is, in effect, to approximate the amount of overdrive is the important quantity in the

Iti
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turn-on delay resulting from a step increase in 1 b . Further, 0.4

rD is modified by the initial phase.
Discussions of the turn-on delays in single-junction and two-

junction SQUID's are given in Appendixes 11 and Ill. 0.2
Z Zpe

B. Rise Time

The rise time TR refers to the time duration of the rapidly ev 0
rising portion of the switching transition illustrated in Fig. 9. 2A

We shall show that the rise time of the RCSJ model is approxi-
mately RNCJ where RN is the normal state resistance of the -0.2
junction. Although this result is widely known, it is often mis-
quoted. It needs to be emphasized that the resistance here RN

is not the actual. resistance R shunting the junction.
During the steep rise of the transition the sin 0 term of (6) 0 0 .0 60 80 00

is rapidly oscillating so that the current 1, sin 0 averages nearly TIME (pa)
to zero. Equation (6) with the sin 0 term neglected describes Fig. 11. One period of the voltage across the load resistance of the
the charging of the junction capacitance. The solution to this microwave driven pulser with an applied frequency of 10 GHz. The

microscopic theory of junctions was used to calculate this waveform.
equation is The resulting pulsewidth is 2.2 ps with the following circuit param-

V(t) = IbR l - exp (-tIRC,)] (24) eters: RNCJ = 3.24 ps, RNRL - 4.

if the bias current has the value lb which does not change A related technique for producing especially narrow pulses
significantly during the rapid rise. We choose t = 0 as the time is to pass the rising edge of the switching transition through
when the significant acceleration begins. If IbR is less than a differentiating network, as indicated, for example, as part
the gap voltage V, the voltage rises only to IbR with time of Fig. 3.
constant RC,. However, if V is less than I&R, the rise time Faris [28] and Tuckerman [29] have recently demonstrated
rfR at which the gap is reached is a pulse generator, based on a SQUID interacting with another

rT = -RC, In (1 - Vu/lbR). (25) junction, which produced 12-ps wide pulses.
Several years ago Peterson and McDonald [541 proposed

If, moreover, Y. << IbR we see that a conceptually different form of pulse generator based on a

CV, 4 Io  Josephson junction driven only by a microwave current source
TR == f = - RNC,- (26) and loaded by a shunt resistor. In this circuit the junction

16 4 r 1, may be either hysteretic or nonhysteretic without changing

where we have used the relation V. = 4IoR N/Tr from (9). Thus the qualitative behavior of the circuit. A train of alternating
if l b - lo and V, << loR, the 10-90-percent rise time will be positive and negative pulses is produced when the drive current
close to RNC,. This may be verified in Fig. 9. For strong amplitude just exceeds Io and encounters a strong nonlinearity.
coupling superconductors, the 10-90-percent rise time will be One cycle of the pulse train is shown in Fig. I 1. This design
somewhat longer than RNCj, is notable in part because it has been analyzed using the micro-

scopic theory of junctions 1351 to calculate the resulting pulse-
V. PULSE GENERATION, DETECTION, AND MEASUREMENT widths. A comparison of the waveforms calculated using the
In this section we adopt the primitive view that pulses have microscopic theory and the RCSJ model is one of the few

only two characteristics of interest, a height and a width. As benchmark comparisons between the two theories. The dif-
a reasonable approximation to practical pulses we use the ferences between the waveforms are approximately 15 percent
Gaussian pulse shape for most of the analysis. The main prob- for pulsewidths of 4.7 ps and about 35 percent for the nar-
lem of interest is to develop the concepts needed for measure- rowest pulsewidths of 0.8 ps.
ments of pulses that are available on a repeating basis. The original analysis did not consider the details of pulse

detection and measurement. The need to understand these
A. Pulse Generators processes provided the primary motivation for the analysis

Probably the simplest means of producing pulses in super- which follows. In all of the simulations which follow, the l
conducting electronics is the circuit of Fig. 2(a). The junction effects that would arise in practice from parasitic inductance
J is assumed to be initially in the zero-voltage state with and finite source and load impedances are neglected. The goal
Is(t) + lb <Io.  The switching transition of the hysteretic is to describe the main qualitative features of pulse interac-
junction 11I occurs very shortly after l,(t) exceeds I4 - 1b . tions with detectors.
The resulting increased impedance of J diverts the bias cur-
rent down the transmission line producing the rising edge of B. Pulse Detectors
the pulse. If the shunt impedance across the junction is low The elementary problem considered here is represented in
enough [53] the junction will not stay in the switched posi. Fig. 13(a), in which a current source Ip(t) provides a single
tion, i.e., it will not latch, but will go back to the zero-voltage pulse to a Josephson-junction detector, and a current source
state producing the trailing edge of the pulse. Ib provides dc bias. We then ask under what circumstances

'% "
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Fig. 1 2. Calculated detector responses for four different applied pulse-
widths. The applied current pulses are shown at the top of each
column of illustration with the corresponding detector responses
arranged below. The detector properties and the applied pulse heights
("pI = 0.5) are the same in all cases. The response of the junction
voltage V and the phase o (radians) are illustrated for bias levels just
above threshold (labeled A) and for just below threshold (labeled B).
For the four columns, reading from left to right, the pulsewidths are:
324, 32.4, 3.24, and 0.324 ps; and the bias levels above and below
threshold are: 0.500215, 0.500214; 0.502139, 0.502138; 053905,
0.53904; 0.95528, 0.95527 mA. The detector properties are Io =
I mA, RN - 1.578 ni, RI/RN a 5, Cj - 2.05 pF.

does the junction voltage V switch from zero to the energy-gap Although both bias levels are very close to threshold, the corre-
voltage? The basis for our analysis is (6) with the driving cur- sponding graphs qualitatively represent the general behavior

rent I(t) = lp(W + b. for any values of ib below and above threshold, respectively.
If the pulse rise time is slow enough, the detector will switch In the second row of illustrations it is seen that for ib below

as soon as Jp(t) + Ib = ,, assuming Ib < Io. However, if the threshold the voltage stays near zero and undergoes damped
pulse rise time is too fast or if the pulsewidth is too narrow, plasma oscillations after excitation by the applied current
large deviations from this limiting case are suggested by the pulse. For ib above threshold, the voltage rises rapidly from
qualitative ideas of the washboard model. The emphasis in the zero to the energy-gap value V. Josephson oscillations driven

, present discussion will be on determining the minimum value by V are evident after the junctions switch in all cases, but
of 1b for which switching occurs, i.e., the threshold condition, the time scale is too coarse for their resolution in the two left-
with a particular pulse amplitude and pulsewidth. In a subse- most illustrations of this group. These figures clearly illustrate
quent section, the measurement of pulsewidth is explored, why a Josephson junction is useful as a pulse detector: The

Initially, we consider simulations in which the applied pulse device permanently changes its voltage state after the passage
has a Gaussian shape described as of a brief transient event if the pulse height, pulsewidth, and

bias have the proper relationship. Of course this is much the
Wpt) = I., exp -(4 In 2)\W J" (27) same as the operation of a Josephson latching logic gate.'

In the third row of Fig. 12, the time dependence of the
where 1p(t) --- lp(t)/ o , 1p, a 1p, /1 , to is the time of arrival of phase 0 of the junction is shown for each of the four driving
the center of the pulse at the detector, and W is the full width pulsewdths. For the curves corresponding to bias values be-
of the pulse at a current level of I 1iI. low threshold, the phase is driven to some maximum positive
Fig. 12 is a composite illustration of the calculated responses value by the applied pulse and then undergoes damped plasma

of a detector junction to pulses of four different widths. The oscillations in retuniing to its equilibrium position. The
driving pulses are shown in the first row of illustrations. The plasma oscillations, which seem like an unimportant detail,
junction properties and the pukse amplitudes, ip a 0.5, are the assume major importance when we consider the detection of
same for all cases. Various junction responses are shown for pulse coincidences in a later section. An extensive numerical

biases i, just below and just above threshold for switching. study of the phase supports the general idea that a junction
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will switch if the phase reaches a certain universal critical go "over the top." Thus our hypothesis is that if the pendu-
value. Thus if one could watch the evolution of the phase in lum can ever reach ir - ob, the mirror image position of Ob for

time using this critical phase idea, one would know well in reflection in a horizontal plane, then continuous rotation of
advance whether or not the voltage was committed to a trajec- the pendulum will be initiated (assuming no damping), which
tory to V. The critical phase is it - Ob, where Ob is the phase is analogous to switching to the energy gap in a Josephson
due to the steady bias junction.

- . (28) In the static limit the V and V terms (which are equivalent
to 0 and 0 terms) in (6) are negligible. An examination of this

This idea is central to the detailed models that will be used to equation leads to the conclusion that in the static limit the
analyze threshold-switching conditions. Zappe has used a critical angle idea has a special twist. It becomes obvious that
similar argument when analyzing response to a current step in order for a slow pulse to carry the pendulum to the mirror
[531. We note that the critical phase idea originates from position with the lowest possible (threshold) bias level, the
considerations with ideal pulses. If a pulse is complex, i.e., pendulum must reach 0 = ir/2 in coincidence with the pulse
if it goes alternately both positive and negative, for example, maximum.
the critical phase idea may not apply. This is only to say that The simulations in the first column of Fig. 12, with a pulse-
the direction of motion of a pendulum can always be reversed width of 324 ps, are close to the static limit. Threshold bias
regardless of its position relative to a critical angle. is between the two illustrated bias levels of 0.500214 and

The switching process for pulse detectors involves a tum-on 0.500215. Thus we see immediately that the threshold bias
delay and a rise time which are qualitatively the same as dis- ib(Th) is very near the simple relation ib(Th) + ip, = 1, since
cussed in Section IV. These delays are particularly evident for 'p, = 0.5.
the switching transition of Fig. 12 (k), the simulation with the 2) Impulse Approximation: Another limiting case which
narrowest driving pulse. The formulas given in Section IV for can be evaluated in detail is for extremely narrow pulses, the
the turn-on delay are derived for the case in which the applied impulse approximation. In this case the current very rapidly
current remains at a constant level above the critical current, rises and falls back to ib before the junction can respond. All
thus continually feeding energy into the system and shortening of the charge qp in the impulse goes onto the capacitor, charg.
the tum-on delay. Turn-on delay expressions for the pulsed ing it to voltage V,. and providing an amount of energy I C4 V.,
case can be derived. However, they are not simple and we will for driving the system.
not present them here.

In summary, Fig. 12 illustrates the behavior of the detector " 1(t)
biased near threshold for a variety of pulsewidths. The rela- Q = dr = CV. (30)
tionship between pulse height, pulsewidth, threshold bias, and
the properties of the detector junction will now be analyzed In the pendulum analog, an impulse of torque is applied but

by considering three different cases: 1) Static Limit, 2) Impulse it is over before the pendulum has time to move. In the limit.

Approximation, and 3) Square Pulse Approximation. ing case, the pendulum undergoes a step-function change in

1) Static Limit: This limit applies to very broad pulses, broad angular velocity. Based on our previous discussion of the ana-

in comparison with a junction plasma period rp _ 21r/wp. log, which ignores dissipation, we see that the system will go

With the pulse current rising sufficiently slowly it is obvious into a state of steady rotation if the impulse causes the pendu.

that the junction will switch very soon after ip(t) + lb exceeds lum to reach the mirror-image position.

unity. The pendulum analog [551 provides a simple inter- Another source of energy is the bias supply. To calculate

pretation for this case. This analog is based on the observation this energy, it is appropriate to integrate from the initial phase

that the differential equation for the angle of deflection of a O, to the phase of the image position r - O,

simple pendulum is similar to (7) for the phase of a Josephson "-h W-eb
junction if one makes a suitable identification of the analogous f Kt) dt = jo4 J dO = 0oib(W - 20b)- (3 1)
variables. The torque rb, analogous to the driving current, is
balanced by gravitational torque so that the bias angle Oh in

the analogous cases is The only other energy in the system is the analog of the
potential energy of the pendulum [421, which is given by:

Ob sin-' ( 7b sin" i (29) -0o1 Cos0. As the pendulum is raised the potential energy
(;i continuously increases. The change in potential energy be-

where mg is the gravitational force on the pendulum of length tween Oh and ir - Ob is 2jolo cos Ob-
L Since the torque required to hold the penulum statically at Ignoring dissipation, conservation of energy requires that the

angle Ob is proportional to sin Oh, it is clear that the torque energy in the impulse plus the energy supplied by the bias

increases for angles from zero up to r/2 and then decreases equals the change in potential energy

for larger angles. Thus for any torque rb < mo there are two 1 q2 +
angular positions where that torque can hold the pendulum: L -tlb(Th) {7r 201(TMh) 2DOI COS 00h) (32)
Oh and I - Ob. However, the upper position is unstable and
random fluctuations in position will cause the pendulum to at threshold.

. .. ... .. .. . . . . .
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For a Gaussian pulse described by (27) ated on a quantitative basis. To obtain workable formulas for
these cases it is necessary to relinquish the Gaussian descrip-qo, = 1.064 ip I W (33) tion of the pulse in favor of a simpler pulse shape. Dhong and

Combining (32) and (33) and changing to reduced variables Van Duzer [56) have shown that analytical results for thresh-
gives old conditions with arbitrary pulsewidths can be obtained if

1.767 the driving pulse has vertical sides and square comers. For de-
il 2 W2f{2 cos Ob(Th) - ib(Th)[ ir- 20b(Th)]}. (34) scribing this pulse we use the same notation as for the Gaussian

pulse, i.e., it has a maximum current, normalized to I., of
This is the desired relationhip between pulse height i, and 'p, and a width W. In this calculation, the system is initially
bias at threshold ib(Th) for a narrow pulse of width W. A assumed to be dissipationless but a correction is made for that
clearer idea of what "narrow' pulse means will be obtained by later. Using the washboard model, described earlier, and energy
comparing this formula with detailed simulations. conservation, the phase Ow which must be reached by the end

Fig. 12 j)-(I) illustrates an example calculation for which of the square pulse in order to have continuing movement
the impulse approximation is reasonably accurate. For this down the washboard is
case. the pulsewidth W= 0.03 r" = 0.324 ps, and the pulse -nib + (2ib + ipi)Ob + 2 cO (6
height ip, = 0.5. Fig. 12 (k) illustrates the time dependence of Ow =. (36)
the detector voltage for biases of 0.95527 and 0.95528, which 'pi
are just below and just above threshold. Using a linearized sin 0 term, expanded about Ob, the differ-

Setting ib(Th)=0.955 28. the value for i, at threshold can ential equation (6), with 1(r) = 1p(t) + lb, can be solved for the
be calculated from the impulse approximation formula, (34). time dependence of the phase duing the pulse
The result is ip, = 0.4505, which is about 10 percent off the
simulation value of0.5. 0= - COS cst + ("' + O <t < W

This simulation differs from the static limit in that the sum \cos 0i / \cos.0L, -

ib(Th) + ip, = 1.455 instead of simply I. Greater variations of (37)
the sum (ib + ip,)l-h are found if ib is held fixed and the thresh-
old pulse height is evaluated. The required pulse height di. where w'-= wp cos b- (w; is a generalization of the plasma

verges as W-', according to (34). frequency w. which explicitly includes the phase dependence

A physically more interesting difference from the static limit of the effective inductance of a Josephson junction.) Solving

is illustrated in Fig. 12 (I) where the time development of the (37) for t and then setting t - W so that 0 = ow yields

phase is shown. For ih just barely below threshold, 0 advances 2 - 2 o (38
to a maximum of 1.865 radians and then falls back and under- W , sin - S (38)
goes damped plasma oscillations. The maximum advance of Wi

the phase is very close to the image position ir - Ob = 1.872 Combining the threshold relationship (36) with (38) allows the
radians, validating the physical significance of that position, calculation of the pulsewidth W at threshold for a given bias

The plasma oscillations are much more evident below thresh- and pulse height, assuming no damping.
* old in the impulse limit than in the static limit, Fig. 12 (c). Including a correction for damping, Dhong and Van Duzer

This behavior is readily understood from a Fourier analysis of [561 obtaried the following expression for the pulsewidth at
the two different input pulses. The bandwidth of the pulses threshold:
(defined as the frequency at which the frequency distribution -

has fallen to I its maximum value) is W, = W + OO(-i b (39)i 10,R (-ib + sin OW)"
/ 2n2 (35) This relationship has been evaluated for a number of values of

pulsewidth with fixed pulse height ip, = 0.5. The results are
In approximating the static limit we had W - 324 ps, implying displayed in Fig. 13 along with several data points from an

-f,/ - 1.36 GHz. The pulse used in the impulse limit has W - evaluation of the impulse approximation formula, (34). In
0.324 ps, and f 12 = 1360 GHz. For both of these simulations, the figure these points are to be compared with the results of
which differ only in the alplied pulsewidth, the plasma fre- circuit simulations represented by the solid line.
quency is 194 GHz. Comparing the two values off,1 2 with the The square pulse approximation predicts the threshold cur-
plasma frequency it is obvious that the wide pulse has very rent to an accuracy of 16 percent or better, as compared with
little energy available for exciting plasma oscillations, whereas, the simulations, over the pulsewidth range 0.09 r, < W < 0.5?r.
in the narrow-pulse case the plasma frequency is well inside This approximation diverges from the simulations for small
the bandwidth of the pulse so substantial energy is available. pulsewidths because the correction term for dissipation be-
Excitation of plasma oscillations takes on much greater impor. comes comparable to . For large pulsewidths it diverges

, tance when we deal with puisewidth measurements in the next from the simulations because the linearization of sin # be-
section, so it is important to understand what produces them. comet inaccurate. The impulse approximation is comparably

.3) Sqsawv A Approximahaon: The static limit and the accurate for W< 0.25 rt . One caution that should be observedI I impulse approximation leave the intermediate cases unevalu- is that the RCSJ model is not expected to be very accurate for
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(b) Fig. 14. Response of an idealized linear detector. (a) Ip) is the
current to the detector. This current has the form of two identical
tiangular pulses with delay time i- between them. (b) Threshold

0.01 o.i 1 '0 bias of the detector Id(Th) plotted versus r, showing the 'Image"
of the pulses of (a).

Wlrp

Fig. 13. (a) Circuit diagram for simulations of detector response. 1p is does not change the situation. However, if the pulsewidth
a current source for a Gaussian pulse and 1b is the constant bias sup" could be measured, the pulse amplitude could be inferred.
ply. The x symbol represents the Josephson junction, which is do-
scubed by the RCSJ model. (b) Calculations of detector threshold Before describing a technique for puisewidth measurement,
bias lb(Tl) asa function of pulsewidth W. For all points in this graph it is instructive to consider a hypothetical situation in which
the pulse height is ip, = 0.5. The circles, connected by a solid line, two triangular shaped current pulses are applied to an ideal
represent data from the RCSJ model, the squsres are calculation
from the impulse response (34), and the triangles are calculation threshold detector. For simplicity, the widths W and the
usng the square pulse approximations (39). The maximum threshold amplitudes Ir of the two pulses are equal. Fig. 14(a) is a
current for ip, - 0.5 is 1.5, the value closely approached by the un- plot of current in the detector as a function of time for a
pulse approximation at the narrowest pulsewidths. The detector
parameters are the same as for Fig. 12. particular delay r between the centers of the pulses. The

idealized detector is a device which instantly switches the state
of its output terminals (and remains switched) if an adjustable

pulsewidths of the order of I pa or less, the regime where the Current level d is exceeded at its input terminals. Consider
microscopic frequency dependence of the superconducting the input to the detector to be repeatable and the detector to
response becomes significant. In a related problem [41] for be resettable so that one can experimentally determine, for a

which comparisons with the microscopic model were made for given r, the maximum value of Id for which threshold is
-an 0.8-ps pulsewidth, the differences between the models were crossed by the input signal.
about 35 percent. The result of such an idealized experiment is shown in

The most important general conclusion from Fig. 13 is the Fig. 14(b). If the pulses are well separated in time, the
observation that the static limit is a good approximation for maximum value of Id for detection,/f(Th), is equal to I.1. As
pulsewidths greater than or equal to one plasma period, i.e., r is decreased, the pulses begin to overlap but Id(Th) does not

for W > r - 21r/wp. In this region the Josephson pulse detec- change until one pulse begins to overlap the center of the
tor is linear, 15y which we mean that at threshold a change in other pulse. The maximum value of 1d(Th) is 2p, and occurs
p can be compensated for by an equal but opposite change for r = 0. The result of this idealized experiment is an image
inib following the relationship (b +iop)Th - I. In the next of one of the pulses in the ld(Th) versus r plot. The image
section we argue that rp, and, therefore, the minimum pulse- pulse has an offset baseline but the pulse shape is unchanged.
width for linear detection, can be as small as 2.1 ps. For nr- The scheme for using Josephson junctions for pulsewidth

rower pulses, nonlinear threshold conditions apply as described measurements is similar to the idealized case just described but
by (39) for intermediate pulsewidths and (34) for the nar- there are significant differences. The idealized device is linear

in that a change in the bias Id produces an exactly equal

change in the current required to reach threshold. For a
C. Pdewidth Detersination Josephson junction, that is true only in the static limit. In

The Josephson pulse detector described in the preceding both the square pulse approximation (39) and the impulse ap-
section is a very simple device. Given such a device one can proximation (34) the relationships between lb and ,, at
moasure its critical current density and from that infer its threshold are nonlinear. With the idealized detector, the

RNCJi and w., from Fig. 7. However, if this detector is used to fidelity of the image of the driving pulse is a result of the
detect pulses of unknown width and amplitude, what can be linearity of the detector. With a nonlinear detector, distortion
learned about the pubes? About all one can measure is the in the pulse image can be expected.
bil threshold for detection of the pulses, but that tells very Our investigations of this procedure are limited to a circuit
little about them ince the switching my be due to wide Ike the pulse detection circuit of Fig. 13 with the addition of
pulses of relatively low amplitude or from narrower pulses of a second Gaussian pulse source. We confine our attention to
higher amplitude. Knowledge of the detector response time calculating the switching threshold of the detector as a func-

_______________ ______
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3.0 tern. In this plot of 1b (Th) versus delay time between first and
second pulses, the image of the pulse is a negatively directed

- peak at zero delay. Only the pattern for positive delay times

- . is displayed since the pattern is symmetric about zero delay.
0.: This case is for W - 4.72 ps, rp - 1.5 ps, and RI Cj = 243 ps.

Note that the width of the central minimum in Fig. 15(b) is
0.e Wo = 9.6 ps. For the present, we ignore the broad structure

P 4,- "and ask how does We change as the width of the applied cur-

I rent pulses is changed? In Fig. 15(c), W has been approxi-
0.21 . mately doubled to 9.54 ps and it is found that the central
0.1 minimum did increase in width but only by about 38 percent

0.6 instead of the anticipated factor of 2. Thus it is clear that the
I) detector is not responding in a simple way, and that the broad.4-:7/ structure in the interference pattern cannot be ignored.

o ,Evidently this structure is due to plasma oscillations. These

0.o oscillations are less damped here than in Fig. 12 since R, is
now larger. In Fig. 15(a), the time dependence of 0 is shown

with only the first of the two pulses applied. It is immediately

-obvious that the ringing behavior is present for the time delays
of Fig. 15(b), and is of the correct frequency to cause the ob-

0.2. served structure. Thus our conclusion is that the plasma oscil-

1t lations are so strong, particularly in Fig. 15(b), that the system
2. -ois not very sensitive to the applied pulsewidth.

, - In Fig. I15(d), the width of the pulse is increased to 19.02 ps

-J. and the plasma oscillations are clearly less important than in

0.2 the preceding two figures. It is revealing to calculate the band-
o.8 _ _ , width of this pulse. Using (27) the result is f/ 2 = 23 GHz.t This is low compared with the plasma frequency of the detec-

2. - tot which is about 87 GHz. Consequently, there is very little
I 0I - energy available to excite the plasma oscillations. Thus it be-7 ]comes clear why the extended structure in Fig. 15(b) dimin-

0.2 10 2 30 4 60 ishes as wider pulsewidths are used.

TIME (P a) The oscillatory behavior of the interference pattern for large

Fig. 15. Pulwidth measurement simulations. (a) Time depndence delay times is much reduced in Fig. 15(d) as compared with

of a lightly damped plasma oscillation excited by a single pulse of the graph immediately above it. At the same time we note that
width W- 4.72 ps, with its center ariving at the detector at time We changes essentially by a factor of 2 between these two
zero. (b)-(f) Interference pattens. These patterns are graphs of figures. Thus the width of the pulse image now changes in
the threshold bias as a function of delay time between the arrivl
of identical pulses at the detector. In all cases, the pulse amplitude proportion to changes in the driving pulsewidth, which is the
ipt= 0.33. The broadly structured interference pattern of (b) is a desirable result. This behavior is correlated with the pulse-
reflection of the plasma oscillations in (a). For illustrations (b)-(d) width W becoming comparable to and greater than the period
the detector characteristics are unchanged; the applied pulsewidths of a plasma oscillation -p.
have the vyues 4.72, 9.54, and 19.0 ps, respectively. The illustrated
values of I Wo are the half-widths of the "Images" of the applied To further substantiate this point of view, additional simula-
pulses. The junction parameters are 1, = 1 mA RN = 1412 n, tions were done for the narrow pulsewidth, 4.72 ps, used for
RIIRN 17, C$= 10.1 pF, and wp - 0.548 X 1012 s-l. For the
illustrations (e) and (f) the plasma frequency of the detector has bow Fig. 15(b) but now applied to a junction with a shorter plasma
increased. The applied pulsewidths are 4.72 and 9.43 p, respectivety. period, rp - 4.76 ps. The result is the considerably lower level
The junction parameters are 4 1 limA, RN 1.412 i2, R /RN 17, of plasma oscillations evident in the interference pattern Fig.
Cj -1.63 pF, and wp -1.37 x 10 0. 15(e) as compared with Fig. 15(b). Furthermore, it is now

found that when the applied pulsewidth is increased by a
tion of time delay between two pulses for de lays of up to a factor of 2, to 9.43 pa, the width of the pulse image also in-
few times the pulsewidth. In essence, this is a study of the creases by a factor of 2, as is seen by comparing Fig. 15(e)
interference pattern of two pulses applied in coincidence, or and (f).
near coincidence, to a nonlinear detector. This is a special Thus the interference pattern provides a sensitive means of
case of the waveform-measurement technique shown in Fig. 3 measuring pulsewidth if W > rp. We note in passing that our
in which the signal is identical to the sampling pulse, empirically derived criterion for sensitive pulsewidth measure.

For simplicity, the two Gaussian pulses have the same ampli- ments can also be expressed in the frequency domain. Using
tudes, ipt - in - 0.33, and the same widths W, - W2 - W. (38) we obtain for Gausmian pulss,f > 2.27, wherefp is
Our first simulations of this type of experiment, Fig. 15(b), the plasma frequency in hertz. Thn result is similar to our
produced a surprisingly broadly structured interference pat- earlier observation that if the plastma frequency is well above

__
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the spectrum of the applied pulse, then the plasma oscillations I- -- 34

are not highly excited and simple behavior results. However,
the width of the pulse image W0 is not necessarily numerically ,
equal to the pulsewidth W. The widths of the interference pat- -

terns in Fig. 15(d) and (f) are about 1.3 times the driving
pulsewidths. It is expected that for larger pulsewidths the -
pulse image will more nearly approximate the driving pulse.
Without further theoretical development, detailed simulations J !. s 0
are required to determine the driving pulsewidth from the
interference pattern. An experiment of this type has been 01 2 9

done by Fars in which a pulsewidth of 26 ps was measured
with little distortion [281. -5

We are now in a position to consider the minimum measure- . ,
able pulsewidth for Josephson detectors driven by current 'o0' o e ' ,0" ,i *O"

sources. The previously discussed maximum current density "'7,v ,H,,
of 28 000 A/cm2 corresponds, in Fig. 7, to a plasma period of FIg. 16. Theorecal attenuation (solid line) and phase velocity (dashed

line) for an example superconducting stripline at 4.2 K and for the
2.1 ps. Therefore, the minimum measurable pulsewidth is same stripline in the normal state at 9.2 K. The example stripline
also 2.1 ps if the change in the width of the pulse image must consts of a 0.4-mrn-thick Nb ground plane, a 0.1-m layer of Nb 2 05dielectric (assumed losslen), and a 0.4-un-thick Pb-alloy strip (as-be proportional to the change in the width of the pulse. Nar- sumed wide compared to the dielectric thickness).
rower pulses can be measured if a less sensitive relationship
between image width and pulsewidth is acceptable. Whether
or not that might be the case depends on the experimental
signal-to-noise ratio which is beyond the scope of the present (a) 06

article. L , 0.1

VI. SUPERCONDUCTING STRIPLINES AT

HIGH FREQUENCIES

In previemus sections we have detailed the speed limitations
of the Josephson junction in various applications. A limitation
which remains to be considered is that imposed by the inter-
connections between junctions in circuits.

As was realized early on [57], the operation of Josephson
circuits at high speeds requires that the junctions be intercon- ,, 0 , 25

nected using transmission lines with matched loads. This
arrangement prevents multiple reflections of the signals and, 1 L(

asuaming an ideal transmission line, allows full utilization of " L '0.01

the devices' switching speed. Swihart has shown [581 that at 3.
frequencies well below the superconducting energy-pp fre-
quency, the striplines used to interconnect superconducting '.

microcircuits are nearly ideal, having low loss and low disper-
don. However, at frequencies approaching the energy gap,
both attenuation and dispersion can be significant for strip-
lines having lengths typical of microcircuit dimensions [591.

The speed limitations imposed by superconducting striplines
were explored theoretically by Kautz [591 using the theory of . 4"--
Mattis and Bardeen for the conductivity of a superconductor.
Fig. 16 shows the attenuation and phase velocity of an ex- TIME (ps)
ample stripline chosen to be typical of those used in supercon. Ft. 17. SImIlatdpuleplopationtheexaple tnplinedescibed
ducting microcircuits. Results are shown for temperatures of in Fit. 16. The hstores of two pulses ae shown in (a) and (b).
4.2 K at which the line is superconducting and 9.2 K at which reePwetlvy, by potting the pule shape at ousdstaces L aloft
the line is normal. Above the energy-gap frequencies of the the lina. The pulses ae oigisnay Gad.an shaped, at L - 0, with

Nb- and Pb-alloy conductors, 720 and 610 GHz, respectively, w I 2.4 pa in (a) and 1.2 pa in (b).

at 4.2 K, the attenuation and phase velocity are nearly the
same for the superconducting and normal states. Well below length can be considered ideal. At frequencies approaching
the gap frequency, the superconducting line shows its su- the pp, however, both attenuation and dispersion become
perlority, having an attenuation orders of magnitude lower sigificant even for I-cm length of line.
than the normai~tate line and virtually no dispersion. Below The effects of attenuation asnd dispersion at these high
about 10 Gib, the attenuation and dipersion of the super- frequencies on pulsm s d ow In Fig. 17. Hare we see the
conducting line are low enough that lines 1 cm or less in evolution of two puls which are initially Gaussian, with
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widths W = 2.4 and 1.2 ps, as they propagate along the ex- domain experiments that we discussed are justifiably analyzed
ample stripline. For these pulses, virtually all of the energy with the RCSJ model.
is contained in frequency components below the energy gap, Within the limitations of the RCSJ model we examined the
99 percent of the energy being below 290 and 580 GHz for step-function response of a junction and derived a simplified
the 2.4- and 1.2-ps pulses, respectively. As Fig. 17 shows, the formula for the turn-on delay TD associated with switching
2.4-ps pulse can travel no further than about 0.1 cm without from the zero-voltage state to the energy-gap voltage. The
significant distortion, while the limit for the 1.2-ps pulse is theory of turn-on delay was also extended to include arbitrary
about 0.01 cm. Thus for microcircuit applications, the quality initial bias levels instead of only the single case of initial bias
of the example line is excellent for pulsewidths down to a few equal to the critical current. It was shown that the total step
picoseconds but for shorter pulses becomes rapidly un- height of the bias current, rather than simply the amount of
satisfactory, overdrive, is important in determining TD. A simple expression

Finally, we examine the extent to which the high-frequency for the delay until the first appearance of a voltage pulse in a
limit of the example stripline can be increased by changing its single-junction SQUID was also developed.
materials, temperature, or dimensions. Use of a superconduc- Detailed consideration was then given to the theory for
tor with a larger energy gap, for example, leads to a direct in- measurements of the height and width of pulses using a latch-
crease in the high-frequency limit. Unfortunately, such ing Josephson detector. Formulas were derived for the switch-
large-gap superconductors are refractory and difficult to work ing threshold condition for three ranges of pulsewidths. We
with. Lowering the operating temperature leads to a dramatic found the threshold condition to be especially simple for
decrease in attenuation below the gap frequency but reduces pulsewidths W > Tr, where rp is the period of a plasma
the dispersion only slightly, If the example stripline is oscillation. The simple threshold condition is a linear relation.
operated at 1.0 K then the subgap attenuation does not ship, (b + ipm)Th = I. With the RCSJ model, any width of
exceed 10-2 dB/m bui dispersion at frequencies just below the pulse will switch the detector if it has sufficient amplitude but
gap still prevents propagation of subpicosecond pulses over sig- the threshold conditions are nonlinear for W < rp. The trans-
nificant distances [591. Finally, because both the attenuation- mission lines limit the minimum pulsewidth to about I ps.
and the frequency-dependent terms of the phase velocity are Simulations show that pulsewidth measurements can be
inversely proportional to the dielectric thickness, use of a made by studying the detector response for pulses arriving in
thicker dielectric yields an overall improvement, in pulse near coincidence at the detector. It was found that this
propagation [601. Increasing the dielectric thickness by a technique gives a sensitive measure of pulsewidth as long as
factor of 10, for example, provides a 10-fold increase in the W > r., the same criterion as for the detector to be linear.
distance a given pulse can propagate before it becomes severely For pulsewidths less than 1-,, the technique no longer pro-
distorted. However, for the level of miniaturization required portionately measures the width of the pulse and becomes
in a complex microcircuit, the dielectric can probably be no increasingly insensitive to pulsewidth as the width is decreased.
thicker than I /An and subpicosecond pulses will propagate no These results suggest a model in which the detector junction
more than a centimeter without distortion. Thus the energy- is an ideal instantaneously responding device in series with a

I gap frequency represents a firm upper limit for pulse propaga- low-pass filter which is resonant at the plasma frequency. The
tion in superconducting microcircuits. Q of the filter is determined by the loading across the junction.

Thus most of the ringing reflected in Fig. 15(b) can be sup-
VII. DsCUSSION pressed by adding a resistor, but frequencies above w. cannot

The behavior of superconducting circuits in the picosecond be readily observed.
regime has been studied in only a few experiments. Conse- We conclude that the plasma period ip is an approximate

0 quently, in assessing picosecond applications of these circuits, measure of the highest time resolution that can be achieved in
we must rely heavily on circuit simulations. There are two time-domain measurements. (Obviously, a more complete
models available for simulating the active part of the circuit: understanding must include consideration of signal-to-noise
the RCSJ model and the microscopic model. ratio.) Because of self-heating effects, r. cannot be made

The RCSJ model is a simplification of the microscopic smaller than about 2 ps with present fabrication procedures.
model and is used almost exclusively in the work reported

0 here, partly because it requires much less computer time, but APPENix I
also because it is technically adequate. To establish its TIME-DOMAN FORMULATION OF THE
adequacy we compared it with frequency-domain experiments MICROSCOPIC THEORY
in Section II-A, and we compared it with the microscopic The microscopic theory seems to be not well known in
model in two areas: the evaluation of the Josephson induc- detail, probably because the phenomenological model has
tance in Section II1-B and the calculation of picosecond wave. consistently produced accurate descriptions of experimental

* forms in Section V-A. We summarize these results as follows: circuits. Two things may change this situation in the future.
for electrical responses that occur in time intervals of a few First, the theory has been recast into a time-domain formula-
picoseconds or longer, the RCSJ model is adequate for tion which makes numerical computation simpler [611.
practical purposes. However, as shorter time periods are con- Second, the increasing speed of practical circuits may require
sidered it should be recognized that the RCSJ model is in- simulations of circuits for which the phenomenological model
creasingly inaccurate, with waveform errors as large as approxi- is too inaccurate. For these reasons we include in this

* mately 35 percent at 0.8 ps. We conclude that all of the time- Appendix a brief description of the microscopic theory.

__________
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(the supercurrent), while the first term describes the flow of
single (normal or quasi-particle) electrons.

0- [o -,x ,, The kernel 1qp is slightly more involved. This kernel con-
-tains all the information found in the current-voltage charac-

7 N teristic of Fig. 5. First we note that the characteristic becomes
a linear resistance RN for voltages above the energy gap. Since

. a pure resistance describes an instantaneous response, it ap-
pears in 1qp as a delta function. To simplify 1qp we, therefore,

-4- 1 separate out the instantaneous response.

Iqp(t) = -2(-AeRN) 6'(t) + Iqpo(t) (A3)

, The portion of the kernel lqpo is shown in Fig. 18. It also
5 i 20 contains a peak just past time 0. This peak, however, is not as

sharp as that in I and thus corresponds to a somewhat slower
Fig. 18. The two kernels I. and fqpo in the time-domaln formulation response. The oscillations at the gap frequency in 1. also

of the microscopic theory. appear in Iqpo , and correspond to the abrupt rise in current of
the voltage-dependent resistance at the energy gap.

The time-domain formulation of the microscopic theory Although the time-domain formulation of the microscopic
carries present and past information about the junction volt- theory is conceptually equivalent to that in the frequency
age in a function U(t) domain, it is particularly useful in numerical simulations (611.

As devices are fabricated which are faster than those com-
U) = exp 0i0W)) monly used today, simulating them may necessarily involve

Ie r this formulation of the theory.
=exp -i V(t')dt . (AI) The time-domain formulation could be significantly im-. .proved in one respect. The energy-gap frequency oscillations

The function U(r) is very much like a single-particle wave in both I, and lqp maintain significant amplitude to quite

function. It is a solution of the time-dependent Schroedinger long times. This is a result of the sharp gap structure seen in

equation having Hamiltonian -eV where V is the voltage the current-voltage characteristics. In practice, this structure

across the junction. is smeared over a range of voltages. As a result, the kernels IJ

The theory describes the junction current in terms of U(t) and lqpo for practical junctions should correspondingly
exhibit a faster falloff in the amplitude of the energy-gap
oscillations. The development of a physical model for this

I(t) = Im U*(t) lqp(t - t) U(t')dt' falloff would make it possible to truncate the integrals of (4)
after a suitable time. This would speed numerical computa-
tions and reduce memory requirements.

U(t) f , (t - t') U(t)d,'}. (A2) APPENDIX II

TURN-ON DELAY IN A SINGLE-JUNCTION SQUID

Here the kernels Jq,(t) and lj(t) produce the details of the Although not at the moment of apparent practical impor-
time-dependent response of the junction. The U* denotes the tance, turn-on delay in a singlejunction SQUID is interesting
complex conjugate of U. in its own right. We shall sketch briefly how one can estimate

We now examine the form of the two kernels which are rD for this case. Many mathematical details for flux entry
plotted in Fig. 18. First Ij which describes the supercurrent into a SQUID may be found in 1621. Consider the case in
reveals a logarithmic singularity (negative) just after time which the junction of Fig. 4 is shunted by a superconducting
zero. This integrable singularity represnts a very fast but not loop of inductance L. This circuit is described by (6) if we
instantaneous response. If the time scale were compressed, by add 1foo/L to the right side. The washboard potential is now
letting the energy gap 24 become large, the singularity, com- given a positive net curvature, becoming a parabola with
bined with (A2), transforms into the instantaneous current ripples. The potential energy describing this case is
16 sin 0 of the phenomenological model. Somewhat after time 1
zero, 1f reveals oscillations at the energy-pp frequency 2AI . =-Wp cos 0 +4- (0 - 00,) (A4)
These correspond to the resonance known as the Riedel peak
shown in Filg. 5. where Ok =Lllo. Apart from an unimportant constant,
It is also interesting to observe that the second term of (A2) (A4) goes to (17) as L -.. It is clear that this SQUID will

involving If includes a product of the form U(t) U(t'). This have less of a chance for switching to V, because of the curva-
form tends to double the phase 0 making it into the pair ture of the parabola. The time delay before one or more
phase of (2). In contrast, the first term of (A2) contains the fluxoids enter the SQUID after application of a step increase
product Uf(t) U(t') which does not double the phase #,. Thus in 1b is of potential interest, however.
the second term corresponds to the flow of paired electrons As 4b is raised slowly from zero, 0 will advance from zero,
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always staying in the first local minimum given by d 0/dO = 0.
Thus 0 is that value which solves

+~i~ S~fin b.)-L

When d2 0 /d 2o = 0 at the minimum, the particle will spill
out, corresponding to the entrance of one (or more) fluxoids
into the SQUID. Thus fluxoid entry occurs when cos 0 = - 1/0o
and (AS) are satisfied simultaneously. The critical or threshold
current for this to occur is given by

c = 0, + 1 0 sin 0, = cos - 1 (-1l ')+( (02 - 1)11 2 . (A6)
(b)

Suppose that when this current is reached, it is suddenly
stepped to I' (1 + 8o ). If we then expand sin 0 about its initial
value sin 01, retaining only the linear term in 0- O, we find, ._,C
from the generalization of (6) to the SQUID,

L. Fig. 19. (a) Two-junction interferometer, showing damping resistors
L • .Rd and a load resistor RL. Each X represents the junction depicted

b o = LC + R 0. (A7) in Fig. 4(a). (b) Sketch of a typical threshold curve for a twojunction
interferometer, showing control stepped from 0 to 1.2, at bias current

The term with 0 has dropped out, leaving the same form of lb .

equation as in Section IV for the junction not shunted by
inductance. If we assert, as there, that the turn-on delay time is that of Harris (521. We shall here follow Harris' reasoning
can be approximated by the time required for the phase to and give his results.
advance by one-half radian, we get If the interferometer is heavily damped to suppress the LC

resonance effects of the circuit, the interferometer is described
TD= I (80f) - / 2  (AS) approximately by the two equations

where f= oe/13,, / -+ ir/(2 00 ) + (213Al . The approximate L
equality here results from expanding the right side of (A6) in R 0- + 0- + 00 sin 0- cos 0. = PC (A9)
powers of 0;' , and is an cxcellent approximation even at the Rd
lowest value of 3o (unity) for which the system particle can be L -

trapped away from the bottom of the parabola. Equation (A8) 2LCO+ + i 0. + 200 sin 0+ cos 0- - Pb (A10)

should be compared with (1 8), which it generalizes. Numerical

simulations show that (AS) is quite a good approximation to where 0± 4 (O1 ± 02), and the P's have been defined follow.

the time for the rising of the first voltage pulse. The effect of ing (A4). One sees from (A9) and (A10) that if 1, is held con-

the shunt inductance is to shorten the turn-on delay time. stant at or below a threshold value, while b, is stepped up,
then 0. will first respond; 0- will follow by virtue of the cou-

pling between the two equations. Similarly, if 1 b is fixed and
APPENDIx 1] 0, is stepped, 0- first responds. Harris considered only the

TURN-ON DELAY IN A TWOJUNCTION SQUID latter case.

A two-junction SQUID, or interferometer, is depicted in Fig. The control current is taken as -. ro for t < 0, and 1b is fixed
19(a). It is evident that such a device is inherently slower than (for all t) at 1bbso that O_(t <0) 0 from (A). At t = 0,41
a single junction, principally because the two junctions will is stepped to a value 412, greater than the threshold value 1 .
not necessarily act in ;oncert. Equation (AIO) shows then that sin 0. is given approximately

There is a trivial exception to this which we shall mention by 9b sec 0-/20o until the time at which the latter quantity
here, because the idea occurs again later. When the interfer- equals unity. Harris calls this time interval ti t and develops
ometer is completely symmetric, and there is no control cur- an approximate expression for it, given below. At that time,
rent I., the bias current 1b divides equally between the two 0. begins increasing rapidly, that is, the two junctions begin
halves of the interferometer. The inductances L and damping moving together and the interferometer tends to behave as
resistors Rd draw no currents. When lb is stepped to 2Jo(1 + a single junction. The time for 0. to advance from ir/2 to
8o), one half of this passes through each junction. The june- 3r/2 i* designated t ext, and the total turn-on delay time of
tions act together, and the turn-on delay is given by (18), (19), the interferometer is taken to be rD o rin +' r,,t. For r,,t,
or (23), where wp still refers to the single-junction plasma Harris simply adopts the single-junction result, in which the
frequency. capacitance is twice the single-junction capacitance, and l o is

Of course, the reason for using a multijunction interferometer replaced by I., the threshold value of lb when 1, has its final
is because the control current allows one to set the switching value 1,3 (see Fig. 19(b)). Harris's approximate expression for
threshold value of lb over a range of values, as shown in FIg. t int is re + rt where
19(b). When 1, # 0, the analytical problem is much more
difficult than for a single junction. The only published treat- I ( L\ i oWO TO it, +9- I LL) (All1)
ment of turn-on delay in a two-junction SQUID at the moment ( -A t A 1, I1)

-- - -resa 2,d ~ -m -~mm •| I
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The extraordinary performance of Josephson-junction circuits
for scientific measurements, and the suitability of similar circuits for large
scale integrated electronics, presage the emergence of a new technology.

Donald G. McDonald

The pioneers of superconducting elec- circuits for logic and memory. In the search environment for broader use.
tronics are accumulating an impressive highest frequency band for which su- No one can say whether or not super-
record of achievement. For example, perconductivity is useful, from millime- conducting electronics will succeed, but
they have now gained the high-perfor- ter waves to the infrared, advances we will show how this technology over-
mance lead in the important field of have been made in the sensitivity of comes an important practical barrier to
digital electronics. Logic delays of 13 millimeter-wave heterodyne detectors the continuation of long-term trends of
picoeconds and switching times of 9 for astrophysical measurements, in electronics toward higher speed and
picoseconds have been experimentally broad-bend frequency synthesis, and in increased miniaturization. Thus we
demonstrated. The same basic de- the mesasurement of molecular con- see superconducting electronics becom-
vices. Josephson junctions, also make stants at CO,-laaer frequencies. When ing a significant challenge to estab-
the most sensitive microwave detec thaw developments are compared with lished semiconductor electronics.
tors, the most sensitive magnetometers the best techniques at ambient tem- My main purpose here is to sketch
(or current sensors) and the most stable peratures, improvements in sensitivity, the conceptual basis for superconduct-
voltage sources, Although each of accuracy, speed, or resolution of factors ing electronics and to discuss the status
these developments is an important of 10 to 100 have been common. Two and implications of current research.
independent accomplishment, the com- devices, each an excellent example of Instead of describing complex circuits I
bination of these developments in a modem superconducting electronics, will emphim fundamental ides and
single technology merits special atten- are illustrated in figures 1 and 2. relationships to more familiar phenom-
tion. What needs to be recognized from the ena. At the practical level supercon-

To gain a perspective of research in foregoing is the broad significance of ducting electronics has a simple and
superconducting electronics during the low-temperature electronics. Al- elegant theory. however, it is theory
pest fifteen years, consider the vaniety though it is not entirely evident from unlike anything that preceded it. Tee-
of accomplishments beyond those men. the discussion thus far, we will gee that timony to its originality comes from the
tioned above. In the lowest frequency all of the most basic components of a Nobel pries bestowed on its creators:
band of the electromagnetic spectrum genoral-purpos electronic technology John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, J. Robert
this research has centered on the devel- have been developed in the suercon- Schrieffer, Ivar Giaever and Brian Jo-
opment of current comparators of very ducting realm. Thus, with some reser- sephon. All but Giaever are theoreti-
high accuracy, on the extension of accu- vations, we can begin to think about cal physic*.
rate thermometry to very low tempera- makin almost any critical electronic
turs, on new techniques for gravita- instrument or system with supercon- supn td om
tional, geomagnetic and biomagnetic ducting integrated circuits. The abrupt transitions of some met-
measurements, and most recently, on The availability of an accurate model ala (lead. tin, and niobium, for example)
gravitational-wave detection. In the for a Josephson junction, and the accu- from a normally conducting state to a
midrange of frequencies, from the radio rate control of circuit parameters re- state of aeo electrical resistance, or
band through the microwave band, em- sulting from the development of into- superconductivity, below a critical

aphsis has been given to accurate mea- grated circuit fabrication methods for uransition temperabir T. is basic to
* surements of power and attenuation, to superconductors together mean that any discussion of superconductivity. A

the development of superconducting- basic circuits can be accurately mod- second elementary property is the en-
cavity stabilized oscillators, to para- eled and. therefore, optimised. In a clusion of electrical currents and mag-
metric amplifiers, to accurate wave- practical sense it is this last develop- netic flux from the interior of supercon-
form measurements of fast transient ment (fabrication methods) that brings ductor, they am both largely confined
signals, to microwave frequency ana- superconducting electronics within to a surface layer 10- cm thick, called
log-to-ligital converters, and (with par- striking distance of the fundamental the penetration depth.
ticularly heavy emphasis) to integrated physical limits to measurements in two In normal metals the current density

arms: energy sensitivity and single J is related to the applied electric fid E

A hWgty stensitive MIDo, twn ft e photon detecti by Ohm's Law, J -&K where a is the
cenes eurouned b its tts xw o In speculating on the future of super- conductivity. The conductivity is ace i c nac P conducting electronics one cannot ig- real number for frequencies up to thecob. This componh~v color

n is an W'ew mos a nor the fact that no liquid-helium-
devimcef by MW CW an WW temperatum technology, for any appli- Don coon s ast scemn#tt In tw
Psequalse Caetat f Nationl urs aof cation whatever, has succeeded in a Cryoelcronlc metolow Group ottme Nation-
Stiifwa. Figurel mejor way by ewerg from the rm aI uau of Stanrs Bouldew, Co.lorad.
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A Six-b4t analog-todgtal converter that uses six identical SOUIDs samls Per second and an out ut data rate of 12× 100 bits per
as current comParators. This devce, developed by C. A. Hamilton and second-neely an order of magnitude faster than the fastest seem-
Frances L Lloyd of NBS, operates at a conversion rate of 2X109 conductor devices. Figure 2

order of 101" HL Thus for an alternat- tance L, given by Thus superconductivity does not Smm-
ing E field of modest frequency the L.=- 0'2- 1_) (1) ply refer to a large conductivity, it
current and voltage are in These and, - a1 .

2 
+ 0,2.

2 k refers to a large imaginary conductiv-
an a result, power is dissipated in the where w is the angular frequency. The ity, which may be alternatively de-
metal. For a superconductor similar w subscript on a, and a2 implies a srb as a kinetic inductance. Of
logic leads to the conclusion that if the frequency dependence of these quanti- course, any superconductor will also
power dissipation is to be zero, the ties. Equation 1 is applicable only if have magnetic inductance (determined
current and voltage must be out of the transverse dimensions of the super. by the detailed geometry), which must
phase by 90', which means that a must conducting wire are small enough to be added to L..
be an imaginary number. ensure a uniform current density-in A piece of superconducting wire in a

But if high-frequency currents are other words, for transverse dimnsions circuit can usually be described as hav-
imposed on superconductors, small les than the penetration depth men- ing no resistance but finite magnetic
amounts of power ae dissipatod. So tioned earlier, and kinetic inductances. In fact the
the general a requires a complex To Pin physical understanding of magnetic inductance numerically
conductivity this inductance we consider a simple dominates the kinetic inductance in

model of the superfluid component of most situations. The kinetic induc-
2+ i supereosducto Te charge carriers Wace dominates only in conductors of

who cr is characteristcally much less ae "superconducting electron" with very small crossectional area (it is
then o. TIh two terms for the conduc- ms m. charge., and number density proportional to 1/A) and in Joephson
tivity naturally give rise to the two- a. all moving with velocity v.. They junctions, both of which are important
fluid model of a superconductor in have a kinetic energy (1/2) in microelectronics.
which a is the conductivity of a nor. nm, (i/A). Equating the inductive Before turning to the subject of Jo-
madly conductingluid and as is the eneru (112Ls to the kinetic enery ephson junctions we will extend ourconductivity of a dimipadonleas fluid, and using the usual expression for the description of superconductivity by dis-

or superfluid. current, i - aev.A. we obtain. cusin magnetic flux quantization.r n a From a conceptual point of view theFor normal conductors the conduc- Le mm 1 . (2) oiia u mtsto xetet
tivity can be used to calculate the nes A orignal fuz quantisation experiments
resistance of a wire: Detailed anal i shows that this ex- and their interpretation are the critical

pr0msim for ris the low-frequency link between the classical superconduc-
,,,(1XA) limit of the more general expression in tivity of Kamrlingh Onnes (1911) and

where I is the length of the wire and A equation 1. From this simple deriv.- the modem superconductivity epito-n its crose4sctiatil are, If a complex tieo, boee, we see that energy is mized by Josephson's theory (1962).conductivity is used in a similar &h- srd in a up ramductor in tbe form

nm s. For a suprconuctte slcto 1M*inductanceL,,which Imagine taking a circular rin of

phaseofthe reactance indicates that it we now ca the e nh , is a superconductor, initially at a tempera-
is inductiv in character with bidue- maietto of this ao storage. ture abv its transtion temperature
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T,, and applying a magnetic field per-
pendicular to the plane of the ring.
Then cool the ring below T, and re-
move the externally applied field. Be- MkwosCople theory
cause of Faraday's Law and the perfect
conductivity of the ring, a permanently The cuarsnt-voltag charactertic of a
'trapped" naghetic field will exist in Josepson junction is a plot of th average
the hole of the superconductor. This curf"t in a Junction verus the apple
field is produced by a permanently voltg. It ho two branches. which we
circulating supercurrent around the contuw 55po e a__ from the components of th two.ul mood-
ring. s of supeconwhdctr. Inthe -ropic

The classical (proquantum) analysis t at Kumon~uctvy Jh r- .
of this experiment predicts that the dan. Leon Co r Robert Scrieler
magnitude of the trapped flux should a superfuld current is described by peie
be proportional to the strength of the slectron staled. or ft low o so-called
applied magnetic field; however, in "Cooper pem" A nxmid current i a ,
1950 Fritz London predicted a different deMie by ui*r ecton, the o-
result, baed on quantum theory. Be- cle mis CsL" At r 0 K al
caus the microscopic theory of super- electrons we pad the nowe noi_

quaapetlae., N the supeconducor is in 0 Vconductivity had not been developed at d no ,# equilbrim vOTAGEthat time, his argument was heuristic In tn clerieti

in nature. show bsove right we first conI the nmn for transporting iect curent at
He postulated that superconductivi- suprcurrent which is to current nnging T.0 K, so the device behaves as an

ty was the result of a "condensation" in from ero to a maimum value of /,O at insulator. When the applied voltage
momentum space such that the motion zero volage. For volages geter then reaches the nergy-gap voltage. su*int
of the superfluid could be described by zem. but lees then the oneg-g voltage energy . availale from the alic ield to
a single mean-value momentum vec- V,, the anViNple of the o,4mecwrnt i bresk pars of sletons and produce a
tor. With this simplification the prop- unchage but t is ly oscteig. qulticle current. Thus the nghthandrpotw re t Mtz/microvolt aMn overags to zero. po on of the charctrstic is reer toerties of the superflud were then as- Thus the Supareunnt does not contr ie as the "quaseflpe brnch."sumed to nghet sae as those of a to the currTrn-Volg chwctristic for A number of complicating feature ae
typical single particle of mom m, V>0. om from ths brief discussion in order
charge q, and velocity v.. The momen- The remainder of the chweclrietic re- to emphasfi the most impotant con-
tum of this particle in a magnetic field suits from entirely ifrent processes Se- cpt An actual cuiarn-voltoge chwec-
of vector potential A is tween V-0 and V, thee is no mocha- tistat r-4Ksillustratsdmfngu a.

&=mv, +qA (3)

in SI units. The wave function of the
superfluid was taken to be of constant the ring will be quantied in units of to one of practical importance.
amplitude throughout the supercon- hlq. It was later shown that q - 2e for j J..nela.
ductor but of variable phase. We de- a superconductor, rather than just e as Without Josephson junctions super-
note the wave function as IV = jle '*111 London thought, so the quantum of conducting electronics would be of lit-
with the phase 0(r) - kr. magnetic flux is 00oh/2e - tle interst. Thoe junctions are the

London noted that if one considers 2.07X 10- Wbi essential superconducting elements for
the phase of the wave function at points The wave function for the supercon- producing power gain at high speed, a
along a circular path P inside a ring, as ductor with ton flux quanta through vital function in electronics.
in figure 3a, then the basic require- the ring is illustrated in figure 3b. It is Josephson junctions most commonly
ment that the wave function must be a ten-turn helix on the surface of a take the form of two thin films of
single valued at each point along P is a toruL For a change of one flux quan- superconducting metals separated by a
significant constraint. In particular tum through the ring the number of very thin layer of insulator, s llustrat-
the change in phase for a complete trip turns of the helix must change by one. ad in figure 4s, Experimentally it is
around P must be an intgral multiple In 1961, Bucom S. Deaver and Wil. found that such devices will conduct
of 2. liam AL Fairbank and IL Doll and K electrical current with zero voltage

# - 2., ,1A- . (4) Nibuer, showed experimentally that drop across their terminals, as was first
vkdr , magnetic flux through suprconduct- reported by Philip W. Anderson and

(This equation is also used in the Bohr- ing rings was indeed quantized as di- John BE RowelL Above some mazi-
Sommerfeld theory of the hydrogen cussed above. Them experiments, mum level of current, called the critical

S| atom.) If the path P is chosn well combined with London's insightful the- current I (typically about I mA), volt-
inside the superconductor, then v. is ory, endowed superconductors with a age does appear across the terminals of
zero everywhere along P, because su- new characteristic, a quantum phase the device.
percurrent exists only in a thin surface factor for the macroscopic system. This The physical basis for this behavior
layer of the ring, as mentioned earlier, abstract quality might well have fallen derives from the fact that the wave
Consequently, equations 3 and 4 to- into obscurity had it not been for Jo- function, which describes the proper-
gether give sephson's discovery of the phase dep- ties of the superconductor, extends

dance of tunneling currents between slightly beyond the surface of the met-SA-'fpqAdrm 2rn (5) superconductors. This discovery oc- aL Thus, if the insulating layer sepa-
Using the general result that the inte. curred about one year after the suces- rating the two superconductoru of fig-
pal of A around a cloed path is the ful flux-quantizatlon experimenta, but ure 4 is thin enough (about I nm), the
flux through the path, we finally apparently it was not stimulated by wave functions of the two superconduc-
obtain those experimenta However, Joseph- tor can overlap in specs, and thereby

MnA/q .too (6) son's Idls, in the hands of other physi- physically couple the two systems. Un-
cists, rather quickly transformed the der thes circ mstances an electrical0 Thisresultpredictsthat fuz through concpt of mugnotic fux quantization u rrn can passthroughthe nuao,
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inductance of the superfluid in the

b Josepheon junction.
From fl, Vdt the energy stored in L,

is found to be

Equation 10 tells us that as the Phane 9'
changes, the energy stored in the Jo-
asephon junction is modulated between
± 00 1, /2r. For a typical junction the
modulated energy is approximately
10-16J. Prom this property we should
expect that superconducting electron-
ice will be useful only if we are dealing
with quantities of energy comparable

I to or smaller than this characteristic

Suporonducting rMn (part e). with the pat of integration (called P in the text) shown in color. Josephson energy. Thus, supercon-
Part b shows the wave function describing the system when ten flux quanta are trapped in the ducting electronics is intrinsically
ring. Allowed sates must have an integral number of wavelengths around P. Figure 3 "low-power" electronics, but not im-

practically low.
For example, the thermodynamic

by the mechanism of quantum- and fluctuation energy at room tempera-
mechanical tunneling, even though the (8) ture is hfr-4x 1021 J, which is consid-
insulator is not a conductor in the erably smaller than the Josephson en-
classical sense. Equation 7 says that the time rate of ergy, and therefore not generally

Josephson's discovery was not the change of LT is proportional to the disruptive to superconducting electron-
discovery of tunneling between super- instantaneous voltage across the tun- ic systems.
conductors, which had already been neling barrier, with the proportionality The Josephson inductance is impor-observed by Gaever, bat rather the constant being 484 Ml-][/microvolt. tent in determining the maxrimum

theoretical prediction that a supercur- Equation 8 says that the tunneling speed of response of Josephson jun-
rent could tunnel through an insulat- supercurrent 1, is zero if 9' is zero and tions. At very high frequencies, the
ing barrier. According to the theory of reaches a maximum value of 1. for shunt capacitance of a junction electri-
superconductivity a supercurrent is a 0' - r/2. caUy shorts L., which makes the junc-
flow of paired electrons. The conven- In particular we note that these tion ineffective in the circuit. The
tional wisdom prior to Josephson was equations permit non-2ero current with small size of La (about 0.3 p-), howev-
that the correlated tunneling f a pair zero applied voltage. We also note that er, gives a sufficiently low impedance
of electrons would be a process of very if Vt) is a constant, other than zero, compared with the capacitive reac-
low statistical probability and, there- then 9' increases linearly in time and tance that full Josephson rsponss
fore, unobservable. Josephson showed produces a sinusoidally oscillating cur- can occur on time scales as short as 2
that due to the special properties of the rent I,. Further discussion of Joseph- picoseconds.
superconducting state, pair tunneling son junctions is given in the box on
has essentially the same probability as page 39. SQUIDs
single-particle tunneling. Just as we described superconductors In the experiments on magnetic flux

The practical description of the tun- in terms of an effective inductance, we quantization described earlier, the
nehling supercurrent is in terms of two find a similar description for Josephson quantized state of the superconducting
simple equations. Them equations junctions. Combining the elementary ring could be changed ony by
both involve 9', the difference in phase relationship V=Lj dr.ldt (where Lj is the temperature of the superconductor
from one side of the tunneling barrier the inductance ofa Josephson junction) above its transition temperature,
to the other, of the macroscopic wave- with emtions 7 and 8. we obtain which is a time-consuming process. The
function first introduced in the discus- LJ -02 (9) invetion ofthe s ductingquan-
s/on of manetic flux quantization. Th 2Wos 0' tun interference device (or "SQUID")
equations are: We recognise that this is not a magnet- by Robert C. Jaklevic, John Lambe,

d#' 2 2 O ic inductance, because it doe not de- Arnold H. Silver, and James E. Mercer-
dte ped on geometry, it is the kinetic eau in 1964 eliminated this require

b

* MAC11lC RI= 0

Jsphlon sme alen (a) and SQUID (b), slown very sctemlica. The maldmkm etwuet IM t a SO=ul wN esnlasl, slown a a
The SQUID consists of two Josepuctions connected in parallel function of mgtc OW through the SQUID lo"p, in th O of
ina supercofductang loop. Flgur4 srMl loo Widclance. 1. - V, o0051r/#1. Ponx S
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ment and also eliminated the need for a through the SQUID, with a periodicity (e figure 6s). The high-speed switch-
conventional magnetometer to sense of 60. ing that he obeerved (fester than 800
the quantized state of the ring. In • The high senaitivity of SQUID mag- pe) stimulated a more extensive re-
SQUIDs the quantized states are oh- netometers comes in part from the search effort, which has greatly en-
served through a periodic dependence small value of 4, which means that the larged the potential arena for applica-
of their critical current on applied mag- interference pattern provides a finely tions of superconducting electronics.
netic field, as we will discuss shortly. graded measuring scale for magnetic We might reasonably ask whatlthe

The significance of SQUIDs residee flux. Also important is the low noise ultimate functional scope of supercon-
primarily in the fact that they provide level of the device, which allows a ducting technology could be? In digital
a practical means for utilizing magnet- sensitivity many orders of magnitude logic systems it is relatively ay to
ic flux quantization in a variety of greater than 4, answer this question because a suei-
applications. SQUID magnetometers, A fundamental way of analyzing the cient requirement for performing logic
based on the theory and design of noise performance of a magnetometer is the availability of the three functions
James E. Zimmerman and Silver, have is in terms of its energy sensitivity. The of Boolean algebra-AND, OR and
been made with extremely high snsi- relevant quantity is S. /2L, where S, NOT--all of which have been imple-
tivity-around 10- T. Although ear- is the spectral density of the square of mented in superconducting technol-
ly work focused on this unique sensitiv- the magnetic flux noise in the loop of ogy. Extending this line of thought we
ity, more recent developments for the SQUID at low frequencies, and L is might ask if all of the functional oper-
integrated circuit applications of the inductance of the loop. In 1977, ations normally performed by electron-
SQUIDs, pioneered by Hans H. Zappe, Claudia D. Tesche and John Clarke' ics can also be performed by supercon-
emphasize high-speed operation of predicted theoretically that a SQUID ducting devices? Unfortunately we
these devices--operation on a time should achieve an energy sensitivity of know of no rigorous way of answering
scale of 10 to 100 pe. approximately h/2 - 3.3x 1-' J,/H, this question but an intuitive and prac-

A simple SQUID is illustrated in This value is very close to A. which is tical answer is that if components are
figure 4b. It consists of a supercon- the maximum energy sensitivity per available for detection, amplification,
ducting loop interrupted by two Jo- Hz obtainable in any quantum-me- logic, and memory, then most general
sephson junctions. In these devices the chanical system, according to the Hei- purpose circuits, both analog and digi-
kinetic inductance of the junctions is senberg uncertainty principle. tal can be built.
made comparable to the magnetic in- This theoretical prediction stimulat- In the table on page 42 we summarize
ductance of the loop, so that the junc- ed experiments in several laboratories the highlights of such basic develop-
tions have a major effect on the dyna- beginning with a major advance to a ments. For each of the functional
mic of the circuit, sensitivity of 145 h by E. L Huetal. in areas there has been avarietyofdevel-

If the junctions were not i '. -e loop, 1978, a further advance by Mark ]. opments but, for brevity, we describe
that is, if the loop were just a cositinu- Ketchen and Richard F. Vew to 5h in only a single device or circuit in each
ous film of superconductor, then the : 79, and culminating in two experi- area.
magnetic flux inside the loop would be mentsO reaching very near h in 1980. For detection we note that the device
P = 4 , as in equation 6. The corre- Thz .-- iftnem of thes advances attests most widely used for this purpose in
sponding phase shift of the wavefunc-. -to the skill of the researchers and the conventional electronics is the diode
tion around the loop in this cas is innate qualities of superconducting rectifier. The equivalent device in su-

2n = 200/0o) (11) methods. We believe that no other perconducting electronics is a detector
technology has produced a device of biased on the quasiparticle nonlinear-

With Josephson junctions in the loop comparable sensitivity. ity of a tunnel junction's current-volt-
this last equation becomes These impressive results should age characteristic (ae the box on page

2stimulate further refinement of the 39). This device has reached its high-
, 2aiu =2ir*/4) + - (12) theory regarding ultimate practical east development in the reference given

where F, and 92f are the pham shifts limitations. In particular a theory is in the table. The quoted reaponaivity
acros the respective Josephson juno- needed for the rising spectrum of 11f corresponds to 0.52 electrons in the
tions. The transport current I through noise, which dominates at frequencies output of the device for each incident
the SQUID is given by the sum of the below the tens of kHz range, where the photon. Thus the practical device is
currents in the two junctions: xmum sensitivity is obtained, within a factor of two of the so-called

quantum limit of one electron per pho-"I - 1. (sinir t +sines) (13) Ck • [
ton. (One electron per photon is be-

The maximum value that I can have In the foregoing discussion we have lieved to be the maximum output a
under any circumstances is 24,, corre- described the elementary properties of tunneling device can have.) In addi-
sponding to equal phase shifts of i/2 in the unique components of supercon- tion to a good quantum efficiency, the
each junction. This situation occurs for ducting electronics Josephson june- noise-equivalent power given in the
0- n -0, for example. With flux tions and SQUID.. The first applica- table is the lowes ever published for a
throughthelooponejunctionwillreach tions of these devices were to microwave video detector. Thus, mea-
its critical current before the other if magnetometers, radiation detectors sured against other practical devices,
the external current is increased. The and voltage standards. Very early the performance is excellent. It is
maximum current through the SQUID however, in fact low than two years nevertheless clear that the noise per-
with zero voltage drop, I,., occurs after Josephson's original publication, formance can si be considerably im-
when eitherjunction reaches its critical Rowell's patent application on logic proved with already developed fabrics-
current. Combining equations 12 and d switching reonied the broader tion methods that reduce the leakage
13andsolvingfor.. yieldstheformof potential applications of Josephson current.
the essential character of SQUID re- junctions, In 196 Juri Matisoo pub. Although the research efforts for de-
sponse. The resulting pattern, shown liished the first experimental results tectors are at microwave frequencies
graphically in figure 8, is often referred with an emphasis on digital electron and above, in general electronics one is
to as an "interference" pattern because ice. He reported measurements of the usually interested in lower-fraquency
of its similarity to optical interference switching speed from the pure super- detectors. Device theory says that the
patterns. The important result is that current branch to the queslparticie responsivity will be essentially the
* 1_ is a periodic function of the flux braech of the current-voltq cur same at audio frsqusaci, for exampls,
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Iso we view this video detector as a and Psquale Careoni's work cited in the Joeephson Junctions in binary logic
general-purpose device, table, however, a highly sensitive circuits act s threehold detectors. The

Moving on to amplification, we ask SQUID was tightly coupled to a reln- threshold condition for switching the
what superconducting device is most tively large-aie but low-inductance in- circuit is that the surn of the two input
nearly equivalent to the conventional put coil, giving an energy sensitivity of currents must exceed the Josephson
transistor? A SQUID amplifier, shown around 71h and a power gsin as listed junction critical current. Figure 6 il-
schematically in the table, plays this in the table. This was an important lustratee; the simplest implementation
role. This is the same basic circuit as a step forward, but considerably more of a logic function. As might be expect-
SQUID magnetometer. As discussed development is needed (related primsr- ed the more sophisticated implements-
earlier the recent trend in research on ily to bandwidth and dynamic range of Lion of superconducting logic involves
SQUID magnetometers has focused on operation) before SQUID. can routine- more complex circuits but the basic
their energy sensitivity, which implicit- ly be used as amplifiers. threshold switching idea, remains.
ly recognixes that they have power The next function of interest is log- The leading developments in this
gain, although they have not generally ic. Logic and memory circuits are the field have been by the groupe at IBM
been viewed in this light. The SQUI~s main products of the commercial inte- Rlesearch Laboratories and at Bell Tele-
designed for mazimum energy sensitiv- grated circuit industry, so it is not phone Laboratories. Through the
ity, which we discussed as magneo surprising that these functions have years these groups have devised a num-
meters, have not had an efficiently received far more study and develop- bar of distinct approaches to logic cir-
coupled input coil. In Michael Cromar ment than the preceding two functions. cuits. However, at the present time
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there is a convergence of approaches a
that have considerable similarity. The
latest results are summarized in the
table. The schematic shown there for
logic (and also for memory) is a simplifi- -L
cation of the actual circuit. ~

Finally we turn to the memory func- - i r,
tion. We will briefty disicuss only the 0

present form of the highest speed ran-
dom-ecces memory (cache memory) 0 V , - -
that is being developed as largeoecale VOLTAGE
integrated circuits. The storage of bi-
nary information is conveniently ac-
complished with the flux-trapping phe. SwItchNg of a 6ie AND gate. Intily only one current /I, is present It has a magnitude
nomena discussed earlier. Two los than /.; also the Josephson Junction is a state A of the current-voltage characteristic
features of this form of information am- in part a The path of thi current in the AND circlit shown in color in part b, is entirely
storage are the zero power dissipation through the junction. and the result is a zero voltage output If a second current, /2, of
in memory when no reading or writing is also apped, the critical currnt of the is exceede and itin or w gswitce to the e y gaole in Msituation the current in the junction after
is occurring and the fact that it "A switching depends on the value ofthe 6d resistance. if the resistance is properly seweted
"nonvolatile," which means that the the junction wil switch to point 8 of the characteristic (a). where the junction current is much
stored information is not lost if the leas than in the zero voltage state. Thus, to a good apponmation, both input currents we
computer is turned off. In addition it directed to the load resistance, as in pat c, resulting in a 3-mv output The crcuit is reset to
operates at sufcient speed to be com- zero voltage by reducing I, and /g to zero. Figure 6
patible with the very high-speed Jo-

lephion logic circuit. Some details of
memory-cell operation m described in ences in costs of packaging and asem- technology that ar of the greatest
figure 7. bling a miniaturized system as comi- practical importance, namely the low

In the table we have identified the pared with one that could not be power disipation, the high speed, the
unique physical mechanism used in miniaturized because of high power high sensitivity and the low noise
each of the functional areas. Because dissipation. Part of the cost difference Detection, amplification, logic and
the mechanisms are different in each also arises from the volume of produc- memory all utilize nonlinearities for
case we begin to get a feeling for the tion. which favors microprocessor tech- their practical realization By nonlin-
richnes of phenomena available in nology over that for high-speed logic earity we mean a nonlnear relation
superconductivity. The practical im- systems. It is fully expected that there between an input parmeter and an
portance of these effects becomes cear will be reductions in the power require- output parameter. The simplest case
when we note that in all four functional ments for semiconductor logic in the is for a two-terminal device in which
area superconducting electronics has future. On the other hand, as comput- there is a nonlinear relation between
extraordinary performance, in fact per- ers get faster there is a natural need for the input current and the resulting
formance beyond that of any other increased memory size, which produces voltage, as in a Josephson junction.
technology, increasing problems of power dimipa- The fact that the nonlinearities of

To appreciate the broader picture tion. superconducting devices occur at very
more fully, however, we must briefly One of the virtues of superconduct- low energy, generally below 5 meV, is
take up one additional topic: miniatur- ing technology is that it achieves high of fundamental practical importance,
ization in electronics. This topic is put speed without high power disipation producing both low power dissipation
in perspectivebythepresntsituatioin in either logic or memory. In fact, the and, to a substantial extent, the high
commercial electronics, in which circuit speed of superconducting technology speed of thes devices. It is important
per dismiption a men to be of major excsds thspeedofthefaststconven- to recogniz that such low nery non-
importance. The highetspnsd larg- bonal technology and simutaneoudy lineurtis ar effective only at low
scalecomputeroftodayhs400 000logic dissipates orders of magnitudes les temperatures.
gates. To avoid overheating in this power.I Thus the principal barrier to lectrons in solids have fluctuations
system there am only two gats in each miniaturization of high-speed lctron in their energise of the order of a few
integrated circuit packa, so them are ie is eliminated in this technology. In WT. If this fluctuation energy ia sub-
200 000 separate integrated circuits for what follows we will consider the phys. stantially greater than the ram of
logie. Compare this situation with the ical reasons for this performance. energy over which a nonlinearity ex-
otherextremeofminiaturization, which hi..lats, then the nonlinearity will in eft
is a microprocessor with about 20 000 0 fr P" M be averaged out by the uctations. A

* logic gates in a single miniature pack- I it simply an accident that super, basic requirement for a nonlinearity to
age. To make a microprocessor system conducting electonichas outstanding be physically sasctive with a change in
roughlycomparableincomplitytothe performance in all fur of the function- terminal voltage from zr to V is that
high-performance logic unit would re- al area of electronics, or is there a eVehould not be les than AT. (As an
quire 20 microprocsss or just 20 basic reason why this should be so? We exmple note that the large quasiparti-
integratedcircuits. (Theemphasishere mightsaythat supeonductivityisthe ole nonlinearity in a Josephson juno-
is on a crude comparison of levls of reason for the good performance, but tion oceu over an emer range
integration; no suggestion is intended that would be a rather nebulous re- around S T for T-4K). This ras-

S that it is practical to interconnect 20 spens because superconductivity has tionship is a restriction on the mini-
microprocesomforthe required logicof many faste. Th role of superconduo. mum voltage at which an electoic
thelargscmtputer.) Tecostofthes@20 tivity in sumper oducting electronics is technology can operate ad c
circuits Is only a few thousand dollars, to provide the physia mechanism far quaintly, seat the scale, for power d~in--wheath ofthe high.rperfor- making thia happen. The spcific patio Fo devices with the sam

* mane logic system is on the scale of queston we will address is why doss it impedance but operating at diffrent
ramiliom of dollars. To a sigfcat workso well? To dim this question temperatures T, and Ts the ratoof the

S d4grethfmdececo froedher. we will ezamine the features of the minimum power dissipations is
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b applicable to any critical instrulenta-

Y Y tion problem that requires the highestY possible performance in either speed or

t 3 sensitivity. Considering the sophisi-
cated and relatively mature develop.
ment of conventional electronics, we
should all be impremed with the result
that superconducting technology, even

X X X in its present immature form. has the
best performance in the most funda-
mental areas of both analog and digital

We have attributed the good perfor-
Operation of a memory cal consisting of a suprconduc-trig loop with an inserted SQUID. if mance of this technology to its low-
flux is trapped in the loop it is interpreted a "1." and the absence of trapped flux is a "0." temperature operation. On this basis
Considor the writing of a I in a cell initially in the 0 state. The writing sequence begins with the it seem likely that if superconducting
application of a Y current as shown in part a. This current naturally dides itself between the two electronics is optimally implemented
sides of the superconducting loop aoding to thei reltive inductano. The cuent in te then no ambient temperature technol-
SQUID in the left-hand branch of the main loop is arranged to be los than the SQUID critical
current. Next, an X current is applied. It is inductively coupled to the SQUID and reduces the oy will give comparable perfor-
SQUID's critical current below the level of the applied Y current This causes the SQUID to mance. A critical question, however,
switchtemporanly to thevotage state. which diverts Its currentto theother ideofttheooWpan is: How closely can ambient tempera-
b. if the X and Y currents are now turned off, a persistent current is astablished in the loop as ture circuits approach the performance
shown in c, resulting in a 1 state. Reading of the 0 or 1 states is done with a nearby second of superconducting circuits? No one
SQUID on the right-hand side of the memory cell (se table, page 42). which simply dtects knows what the ultimate answer will
whether or not there is flix in the loop. FIgure 7 be because both technologies are still

advancing. A related question is: Can
the performance of other electronic

P,/P2-(V,/V=(T,/T2. Accord- netometers depends upon the small Ume technologies be greatly improved by
ing to this formula a reduction in power of the flux quantum. As we have cooling? This is a complex issue to
dissipation by a factor of about 5000 is already discussed, flux quantization is discuss, but Keye 7 has addressed the
achievable on going from 300K to 4 K, a manitatien ofa coherent quantum- question for electronics based on semi-
if optimal devices are used in both mechanical state extending over mac- conductors and on magnetic and optical
can rosecopic distances, Superconductivity materials. His general conclusion is

-Lower power dissipation implies less is not the only such state. The coher- that reduced operating temperatures
beating of the substrate, the impor- nce of lasers and the long-range order are beneficial in many ways. Whether
tance of which has already been em- of magnetic materials may be similarly the performance of them systems can
phasise& To complete this argument described.' Thus we cannot asort that be made comparable to that of super-
one must also consider hest transfer a low-temperature environment is re- conducting electronics remains an
from the substrate to the surrounding quired for a macroscopic quantum open question.
medium as Robert Keyes7 has done state. What we can ssert is that a low Perhaps foremost among the prac-
This process is about a factor of 20 los temperature is required for the obrr cal questions about superconducting
favorable at low temperatures, so the vation and use of macroscopic quantum integrated circuits are those relating to
effective decrease in power dissipation states with small specidg between en- reliability of fabrication processes and
is about a factor of 250 rather than ergy levls. It is the small energy durability of the devices after fabrics-

- 5000. Nevertheless it remains an im- spacing between the quantied flux tion. There is a tendency for the very
portant factor for elctroni and it states (or actually the small barrier thin tunneling barris in Josephson
illustrate@ the importance of a low- between states) that produces the high junctions to change with time when
temperature environment. ensitivty of SQUis An additional stored at room temperature and a ten-

A primitive model for the speed of factor is the low noise level of Joseph- dency for the mechanical stre s of
typical electronic devices reveals how so junctions. Then is nothing con- temperature cycling to 4 K to caum

s low-energ nonlinearities also contrib- ceptually extraordinary about the electrical changes in junctions. Most
ute to higher4peed operation. Coasid- noise in Josephso junctions; both the of the circuits discussd here were
or a model in which the terminals of a usual Johnson noe and electronic made of led-alloy superconductors.
device must make an excursion in volt- shot noise are present as in othere- The Macsueaosul fabrication and oper.
age across its intrinsic nolinerity. vices. But of course the low-tempera- ation of• 048-bit main memory devel-
The time that this will take is given tur environment reduem the Johnson opmentclkip was the most seVrtest of
approximately by CV/i, where C is the noise by a factor of 100 below that of thes methods thus far? Competing

S capacitance between the output termi- ambient temperature devies. Thus with loed4lloy circuits are more recant
nals, Vis the necessary voltage change, we And that both factors responsible developments with niobium. A report
and i is the current available to drive for the high sensitivity of QUIDs ar on junctions with niobium bo elec-
the change in voltage, in fact made possible by the low-tmn- tradesad eadaloy ounter ale-

In superconducting devices the volt- perature environment in which they trodes o  filues probai ltis of
age change is typically 3 mV. For operate. lo than 2x I0- failures per Joseph-
contrast we note that for room-tem- We conclude that the basis for the son junction per thermal cycle to 4 K.
perate device, even in unsturated good performance of superconduet Advances in this a look promising.
somiooductor loglic the craeponding electronics in the four ftnctional areas Another problem, unique to this
voltae Is about 000 mV. Thus, low- is primarily the low temperature of technology, is magnetic flux trpping
voltage opeatim gives an intrinsic Operation, at inhomognentles in the espero-
psed advantage to superconducting ducftAm 8ueb Buz co gratly

Aevies Such operation is possible Fk pospet alter the perhrmance of ssaparvomndtct-
Only at low tempelratures. Superconduct electronics shouild ing circuit. iFlux traspping oor

Mw high sensitivity of SQUD mag- be viewed as a technoloa potentially ppontansou yas upslresduMc are
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cooled in a magnetic field, even in very ducting electronics, but the importance identified, although there is evidenceis

small fields. It can also be produced by of thse developments is more difficult that thermodynamic nonequilibrium
thermal gradients that develop as the to summarize because the possibilities processes may necessitat, a correction
circuits are being cooled to 4 K Efforts are so varied We will therefore focus factor for the Josephson voltage refer
are underway to solve this problem, somewhat arbitrarily on the interface ence.

Miniaturization, which is of geat between analog and digital circuits, It is clear that basic SQUID systems
importance for integrated circuits, that is, on analog-todigital converters, are still not adequately understood and
poem interesting questions. Supercon- which are circuits of technological im- should be more thoroughly explored.
ducting circuits are presently being portance in many areas of work. The status of the most sensitive energy
developed mostly with 2.5-micron mini- In figure 2 we illustrate an ad- detector is unique and of fundamental
mum linewidth lithography, much the vanced superconducting analog-to-dii- importance to experimental science.
same as commercial semiconductor cir- tal converter desin that emphasizes Within the framework of Claude Shan-
cuits. As the linewidth is reduced, high-speed performance. Equally im- non's celebrated ideas for information
performance is expected to improve portent is the development of designs transer one should recognize that the
significantly". However, as the geom for high-accuracy converters. The pre- most sensitive energy detectors are alo
etry becomes sufficiently small (films cision of the best commercially avail- the most sensitive information detec.
about a tenth of a micron thick), new able devices is limited by the instability tors. Thus, since information is the
effects become significant. The basic of their semiconductor baed voltae goal of all experiments, it is clear that
description of Josephson tunnel juno- references, which is a few parts in 106. the most critical experiments of all
tions is not expected to change but the In superconducting technology one can kinds should incorporate these new
kinetic inductance of the circuit exter- use the Josephson voltage reference, SQUIDs when applicable.
nal to the junctions will become in- initially developed by Donald N. Lan Over what bandwidth can SQUIDs be
creasingly significant-both in trans- genberg, Will im H. Parker and Barry made the most sensitive detectors?
mission lines and in SQUIDs. N.Taylor, which is known to be at least How should direct feedback (without
Physically this means that energy stor- a factor of 100 better than its semicon- conventional electronic@) around the
age in SQUIDs, for example, shifts ductor counterpart. If this reference is SQUID be used? No one know. In
away from magnetic energy toward combined with a superconducting cur- fact them questions lead us to mention
kinetic energy of the electrons. How rent comparator and the ncessary recent work in which it was shown that
important this will be has not been digital circuitry, the resulting analog- a superconducting heterodyne mixer,
worked out. to-digital converter can have the same operating at 36 GHz, can very nearly

When devices are made smaller precision as the Josephson voltage ref- detect a single photon.16  This is a
there will be a tendency to want an erence. Thus an improvement by a second area where superconducting
increas in the junction critical current factor of 100 over conventional technol- electronics closely approaches a fundan
density so as to maintain the Josephson ogy is fesible, but NO physicists are mental limit for measurements. Since
coupling energy and ensure stability prone to say, the engineering details this work was done with a Josephson
against thermal fluctuations. In- have not been worked out. junction (which is thought of as an
creased current density increases the What is perhaps more fascinating to electric-field detector) and not a SQUID
importance of nonequilibrium between physicists is that the maximum ashiev- (which is thought of as a magnetic-Bald
the quasiparticle and pair distribu able precision of the Josephson voltage detector), it raises the interesting prob-
tions. The effect of nonequilibrium on reference is simply unknown. This is lem of determining the bast spectral
device performance has not been qua- significant not only for the physic. region for using SQUIDs end for using
titatively explored. it is perhaps most involved but also for practical reasons Josephson junctions as sensor.. No
interesting for noise performance. a well. Measurement systems of the definitive answer can be given yet

Of course semiconductor technology highest precision commonly operate on In concluding this discussion it is
also encounters new problems with in- the basis of observing changes between fitting to broaden the perspective and
creased miniaturidation. A specific a reference level and the quantity of to consider the development of elec-
area where miniaturization decidedly interest. Thus an improved reference trouc from a more philosophical point
favors superconductivity is in the prop. would allow one to observe physical of view. I shall ignore such technical
erties of the microstrip transmission efects that ar presently unobservable, details as the different materials used
lines that interconnect hihspeed de- in phenomena n varied as solid4tate in producing electroncs devices and
vices. Richard L Kaut 1 has shown physics and geophyosic, for example, consider somewhat more generally
that, within the context of high-density Recent work by Kautui 4 on the Jo- what is happening in electronic.. Since
integratAd circuits, further miniatur sepheon voltage reference is notable in the 19W conventional electronics has
ization of normal metal lines will pro- this connection. H. showed that the progrmW dramatically, largely by ad-
duce poor transmission properties for base mechanism of Phae lock between vance miiniatbuiatio. which has
pulss having widths of 100 ps or lo. the Josephson self-ccillation and the many ramifications but which we do-

ductig trasmi ines may be of taned without a significant break for dimensional length scale of devices andd Thuperirproertieofspero- exed ith o st • lan:be . fo , o ~
decisiveimlprtanceithe competition at least six hours at a frequency of 25 circuits. Becae this change was so
between very high speed technologi. GH, which corresponds to 5 c 101n on- useful it sugsts that one should n-

For lars integrated circuits tinuous cycles. This experimental sider other radical shifts in the primi-
the prospects for superon ivi aty work, combined with the sconpany tie physical vadables of electronica.
sufficiently promising that the design Ing theory, suggests that essentially The two radical change that have been
of Prototype superconducting cofaput- perf ct phase lock is achievable with a ost extensively studied in the lest two
em is underway. Matis has e tly Josephson junction. Thi in turn ia- decades ar changes in frequency and
s r this work There ar plies that, barring the intervention of in temperature. The hit in frequen-
resne prospeets fora pon. otherM iets, l dabe Possible to cy, to the optical region, has resulted in
ducting machhm about ffty times f define volta precsely sfrequen- fiber optic and asociated optil cir.
ter tha the general-purpose machine cy, the most acurey meauambk cults, for which the main brad aPPca-
of today. phYo quatity. The real problem tion appears to be communoiond

MAny opportunities for further do- tht remaiats is tdo Possible "other over medium and lon distances. On
i gow t mist in analog supereo- efeet." No such A et have been the other had the sift in tempeature
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to the cryogenic regume haa led to
auperconducting electronics, a technol-
ogy beat adapted to the microecae
world of miniaturized integrated cir-
cuits. Thus the major radical alterna-
tives to conventional electronics are
seen to be functionally complemen-
tary. Maybe ase time in the future
thaw radical technologies will be
joined.

But regardlesa of the course that
future commercial technology take., it
should be abundantly clear that super-
conducting electronics Presents a de-
manding challenge to the technology of
semiconductors. It is reasonable to
claim, at le@at for the foreseeable fu-
ture, that superconducting electronics
will be the pre-eminent technology for
high performance-for high speed, for
high precision, and for high sensitivity.
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DESIGN LIMITATIONS FOR SUPERCONDUCTING A/D CONVERTERS

C. A. Hamilton and Frances L. Lloyd

Abstract - This paper reviews the principle of A/D below the maximum threshold --rent, I _ the device
conversion using superconducting quantum interference has zero voltage drop. . is elAeeded, the
and describes the results obtained with this technique. SQUID switches very rapirLy -1;10 ps depending on
At an accuracy of four or six bits the design of such overdrive) along the load ir, tj the energy gap volt-
converters is straightforward. Higher accuracy age (V, - 2.9 mY). Quantuw, irterference of the super-
requires careful consideration of numerous design conducting phase around the SQUID loop causes the
constraints including critical current uncertainty, threshold current I to have a periodic dependence on
power supply regulation, turn-on-delay, signal line the magnetic flux Yhrough the SQUID loop. This is
crosstalk, and the threshold curve critical points, shown in Fig. l(b) which plots the threshold current
The implications of these constraints are analyzed I versus a control current I which is directly in-
with respect to an examle design for an 8-bit jlcted through the SQUID induhance L The curve
converter, repeats each time the injected curredt iduces an

additional flux quantum (o - 2.07 x 10" Webers)
- INTRODUCTION into the SQUID loop. The periodicity AIc is thus given

byaI *i /L 1 . By applying a signal.C I , to the
OC SQUIDS (juperconducting gUantum Interference control inAt and pulsing the SQUID currefit I to the

Device) are being extensively developed7for use as level shown by the dotted line in Fig. l(b) oA obtains
Togic gates in digital computers. A characteristic of the input-output characteristic of Fig. l(d). The
these devices, which is not used in the computer ap- SQUID can thus be used as a comparator whose digital
plication, is the periodic dependence of their switch- output is a periodic function of its analog input I
ing threshold on an input control current. This This is exactly the property required in an A/D co&
periodicity offers a unique method for using a set of verter. To see why this is true we have listedin
dc SQUIDS to perform A/D conversion [1,2,3]. Figure 1 Table I, A/D converter output codes in both binary
outlines the basis of this method. and Gray code as a function of the analog signal input.

11. It can be readily seen from this table that each digital
output (e.g. the LSB - least significant bit) is a
periodic function of the signal input with the period
changing by a factor of two from one bit to the next.
This is true in both binary and Gray code. Gray code
has the advantage that only one bit changes as the

[ris !  . i signal passes through each quantizing threshold.

Analog Binary Gray
i Signal Code Code

I ~0 OW0 000
1~1 001 001

v vI 1 1 2 010 011
3 011 010

RI. 4 100 110
5 101 111

2.m 66 110 101
':_7 ill 100

AdL1  -- Table I. Digital output codes of an A/D converter

as a function of signal input.

Figure 2(a) is the circuit diagram for a 6-bit
Fig. 1(a). The I-V curve of a double junction SQUID, converter using this idea. The required variation In
(b) the dependence of the critical current I on a periodicity is achieved by using a resistor ladder to
control current I , (c) the circuit diagram of a divide the input signal by a factor of two for each
SQUID, and (d) thi input-output characteristic of a successive SQUID. The resulting set of binary weight-
SQUID comuarator. ed signal currents are injected into six Identical

SQUIDs. Another variation of this circuit uses a
The circuit for a dc SQUID is shown in Fig. 1(c). magnetically coupled signal with variable mutual in-

The X's represent Josephson tunnel junctions with ductance to achieve the binary ratios E2,3].
S their attendant shunt capacitance. Sine this device

is basically two Junctions in parallel, it has an I When a conversion Is to be made, a pulse is ap-
vs. V curve which, as shown in Fig. I(a), Is like thIt plied to the power supply line so that a1l six SQUIDS
of a single Josephson tunnel Junction. For currents are biased to the level shown in Fig. 1(b). Each

SQUID for which this bias level exceeds the threshold
curve will switch to the voltage state producing a 2.9

Manuscript recaived Mrch 23, 1961. mV pulse on its output line. These pulses are a
Supported by the U. S. Office of Naval Research digital representation of the analog signal. For con-

" under contract nuer NO14-80-F-O012. tinuous operation the supply line Is driven by a pulse
C. A. Hamilton and Frances L. Lloyd are with the train or at the highest speeds by an offset (mono-

National kreau of Standards, Electromagnetic polar) sine wave. This A/D converter operates in a
Technology Division, .-older, Colorado 60303 U.S.A. fully parallel fashion and requires only one SQUD

Contribution of the U. S. Govermmnt. not subject comparator for each bit of accuracy. Figure 2(b) is a
to copyright. photograph of the circuit.
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C-- .4Fig. 3 (A). The six digital outputs as a function of

signal input, and (8) the analog value of the output
as a function of the signal (staircase function).

Fig. 2(a). The circuit diagram for a 6-bit super-
conducting A/D converter and (b) a photo of the
circuit. Minimum linewidth is 5gm. 0 0 0

Experimental Results
Fig. 4. The digital output data on one of the six

Figure 3(a) shows the 6 bit patterns as a func- output lines as a function of time. Sixteen
tion of analog signal level. Note that the output is successive samples are shown.
in Gray code so that perfect alignment of the thres-
hold levels is not required. In Fig. 3(b) the Gray
code is converted back to an analog signal. The mono- bit errors to an acceptable level and (3) to maximize
tonic staircase verifies that the resolution of the the speed of operation. Here the term "single bit
converter is ± 1 LSB. error" refers to an error in the vAlue of the output

code which is equal to 1 part in 2 of the full scale
Crosstalk between the chip leads causes consider- value. It is important to note that by using Gray

able difficulty in testing this device at very high code small errors in the switch points of any of the N
speed. For this reason a mount has been designed in bits result only In single bit errors in the output
which the pads on the chip are pressed against the code. In contrast, If binary code were used, an error
ends of 8 coplanar striplines which are etched on G-10 in the switch point of any bit leads to an output er-
circuit board. Six millimeters away from the chip ror equal to the weight of that bit. e.g. half of full
each stripline pair converts to 50 ohm coax. The coax scale for the MSB. This, of course, Is the reason for
shields are tied together only at the superconducting -using Gray code.
ground plane on the chip. Capacitive crosstalk is
minimized by maintaining sufficient space between the To be useful, the final design must be compatible
striplines and other metal oarts of the samole holder. with a particular set of design rules. These design

The maximum operating frequency of the present rules specify, among other things, a minimum 1inewidth
converter design is 4 Gz. We are currently not able and the thickness of various dielectric layers. This

to fully verify the operation of the converter at leads to a maximum achievable line impedance. For ex-
synchronizing a signal wefom ample, if the minim.u linewidth is 5 um and the di-

with the 4 GHz power supply, it is possible to use a elecrie thickness is 500 nm of SiO then the maxim.
sampling oscilloscope to observe the digital data on tine Impedance is about Z •"15. This s a good
the output lines. Figure 4 shows the data on one of starting point for the design of an 8-bit A/D con-
the six output lines for 16 successive samples of a 4 verter.
ns wide signal ramp. It Is clear that the full
utilization of this A/D converter will require either Critical Current

a greatly improved sample holder and interface elec- If the SQUID comparators are to drive output
tronics or sone data rate reduction on the chip. lines of impedance Z to a voltage near , then the

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS minimum bias currental is given by V/Zo. Since the
normal bias level is aJout 75S of Imovweocan calculate

Let us now look at the design considerations for a minimum value of I
this type of A/D converter. In particular we shall
consider extending the present design to N m 8 bit
resolution. The design goals for this converter, In __Or

order of importance will be (1) to achieve a monotonic oo 7 o  O.25mA.
output code, (2) to reduce the probability of single 0

2
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Critical Current Uncertainty

There is another constraint on I which results
from the fact that thermal noise in Sie output load
resistors can lead to premature switching of any SQUID
which is biased near its threshold curve. The effect ' ',

of the noise may be described by drawing the threshold , ," ', , '" 1" ,% 1'
curve as a band which represents the region of bias 0;' ' ", ', ' ' ' "
over which switching is uncertain during the sampling""
time. The relative width of this band is strongly
dependent on the value of the critical current. In- . ... . .order to prevent single bit errors. the width of the PoOMML M

band at 1loe normal bias level must be less than one m SA
part in 2" of full scale for every SQUID comparator. LEVFL
This is shown in Fig. 5 which plots a portion of the
threshold curves for the LSB and MSB SQUID comparators
in an 8-bit converter. The problem Is most difficult - ---
for the 9S comparator since the slope of its threshold 104 112 In 123 In 1" 162
curve is so small. The effect is readily observed in CSHAL LEVL(PF-30)
the experimental data of Fig. 3(A). This data repre-
sents an average over many samples so that the slope Fig. S. A portion of the threshold curves for the LSB
between transitions is a measure of the switch point 5. A Sorio of tetrshol cre forter.
uncertainty. For the 945 this slope spans a region and 1455 SQUID comparators in an 8-bit A/D converter.
about equal to 1/64 of full scale. This converter
will therefore make a significant number of single bit
errors.

The problem can be analyzed quantitatively by W7

using Fig. 6 which is a plot of the lifetime T of the
zero voltage state of a single junction as a function
of critical current for several different bias levels IWO/
varying from 96.8 - 99.8% of the theoretical critical
current (4]. These curves correspond to the single
bit error threshold for bits 4 through 8 of an 8-bit
converter. The time t may be interpreted as the time- -- ----- --
which can be spent at the specified bias level before
an error (premature switching) occurs. As an example,
let us specify a single bit error rate less than 10% w1

for a converter operating at 500 MHz in which the peak •
bias level is maintained for only about 5% of each aM AW M

cycle. TVe required value of T then is T - 0.05/(O.1 Fig. 6. The lifetime of the zero voltage state as a
x 5 x 10 ) 1 ns. Figure 6 shows that the minimum function of bias level and critical current.
critical currents for comparators 6, 7, and 8 are
about 0.4, 1 and 3 mA respectively. The minim..
critical current of lower order bits is dictated by -_ - - /
loading considerations as described previously. The
curves of Fig. 6 have been derived on the basis of a
single junction whereas the converter uses double
junction SQUID devices. Since a theory for the SQUID
case doesn't presently exist we shall assume that the
single junction result is adequate. ,/ , ,

SQUID 6
* Another important parameter which must be chosen --

for the SQUID comparators is the value of OL " 2w (L1
+ ) /. ) Is ameasureof the number of flux I
qus ta hih cab be stored in the SQUID loop. Figure
7 showS threshold curves for three different values of ,,
(,5]. The multiple lobes of the curves correspond to

d'fferent numbers of flux quanta in the SQUID loop.
If the operating point crosses the dashed portion of
the curve the number of the flux quanta will change- -,-- -- - - -.-------.
without switching to the voltage state. If the operat-
Ing point crosses the solid portion of the curve,
switching to the voltage state will occur. The ends Oee,
of the solid lines are called the critical points. /N/
When operated in an A/D converter, the SQUID is biased iel ' -
to the level shown by the dashed line. The regions of
this bias line below the threshold curve must fall 4A 4.2 a U C

* inside the critical points to avoid spurious , conmoAmCuuae&R
switching. For very low I one obtains the curve of
Ft g. 7(c) which has exce#Ient immunity to spurious Fig. 7. Threshold curves for three different values
witching but due to tie low inductance it has poorof , Inech cas , 2 nd the

sensitivity to control current (large lobe separe- junction capacitances 2 92 pF:
tion). For large *L as in Fig. 7(a) the sensitivity

3



is high but overlap of the lobes allows spurious In the case of the L1 inductance values it is
switching which is highly dependent on the past his- only necessary to achieve the rtios with high
tory of the SQUID. An acceptable compromise Is for accuracy. It is expected that thiTs-can be done by
AL - 3.4 as in Fig. 7(b). increasing the size of the structures to reduce the

effect of lithographic errors. Note that the most
The skew in the threshold curves of Fig. 7 is critical SQUIDs (1-4) are all identical. Also, errors

caused by making the value of L much larger than L in the inductance values of the last two bits can be
This is done to increase the sensitivity of the co4- completely compensated using the adjustments previous-
parator. In all three curves of Fig. 7 the damping ly described.
resistor. Rd,. is chosen by simulation to produce mini-
mum overlap of the solid portions of the curve. The The signal current division factors, f . have
load resistor RL -Zi is chosen to satisfy (1). been contrived to come out as rational fracions. The

required signal current division can therefore be
accomplished by a simple set of Identical resistors.

SQUID Comparator Design This has the advantage that the division ratio becomes
insensitive to the resistor value and lithography

With the results obtained so far ttts possible runout errors cancel to first order. Experience with
to design a set of SQUID comparators for an 8-bit A/D the 6-bit converter has shown that current division tc
converter. Table 1I is such a design. Each ow of the necessary accuracy can be achieved. Figure 8 shows
this table gives the design values for the n " com- one way in which the desired division ratios could be
parator where n (column 1) varies from 1 (LSB) to 8 realized using 29 Identical resistors. If we choose R
(SB). The second column shows the required number, a 20 ohms, the signal input Impedance is Z a 0 4R
n , of threshold curve lobes for a full scale signal 8 a and the full scale signal voltage rangtnis 320 mV.
s4 ing. This value is based on Gray code output and
can be readily found by extending Table I. Column
three gives the critical current, I a I /2, of each
junction. These values are contro9 led'"w the pre- IGN" M
viously described conditions of loading and critical
current uncertainty. Colun four is the total SQUID a
inductance and is based on A m 2w (L1 + L )I /#
3.4. The fifth and sixth col nns show how &Pil iR-
ductance is somewhat arbitrarily distributed between M on O n
L1 and Sensitivity is enhanced by maximizing LI
1epcta11i for the lower order bits. Column 7 is th

amount of signal current required to drive each SQUID a w Ino In Im n ia ias vi
through n lobes of Its threshold curve. The sum of LO 0
column 7 fS therefore the total full scale signal cur-
rent, i.e. 40 M. This is used to calculate colum 8 Fig. 8. A resistor network for achieving the
which shows the fraction of signal current, fn. di- current division ratios of Table 11. Twenty-nine
rected to each SQUID. resistors of value R are required.

Realizability
POWER SUPPLY REGULATION

It is now important to consider whether the
values in Table 11 can be realized with sufficient Since all of the SQUID comparators are driven
accuracy. In particular the values of I , L, and from a common power supply. it is Imperative that
F ms be achieved with an accuracy on Ghe Irder this supply have a low enough impedance to prevent
of 1/2 or 0.4%. In the present state of Josephson error causing crosstalk. From the point of view of
technology it Is quite out of the question to con- power supply regulation, an 8-bit A/D converter can
trol junction critical currents to 0.4%. However, be described by the circuit of Fig. 9. 1 and G
it is possible to add an adjustable dc bias current are the input supply current and the regulating S
to the gate current of each SQUID to appropriately conductance, respectively, the 6 are the conduc-
set the switch points. This approach was used suc- tances to each SQUID and the V Ire the voltages
cessfully with the 6-bit converter and should be across the 8 SQUIDs. The supply bus voltage V is
extendable to 8-bits. A second set of bias cur- given by
rents can also be Injected into the control input
of each SQUID. These currents are used to adjust
the phase of the threshold curve in order to com- is * IVI G
pensate for local trapped flux or other magnetic V s + I a (2)
fields.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
n ns 10 LI + L2  LI L2  In(f's') fn Rsupply

1 64 0.125 0 9 pH 8.28 pH .72 pH 16 M 2/5 304 a
2 32 0.125 9 8.28 .72 8 1/5 304
3 16 0.125 9 8.28 .72 4 1/10 304
4 S 0.12S 9 8.28 .72 2 1/20 304
5 4 0.250 4.86 4.14 .72 2 1/20 152
£ 2 0.5 3.10 1.5 1.55 2.67 1/15 76 , I
7 1 1.0 1.5 .77 .77 2.67 1/15 3
a 0.5 2.0 .78 .39 .39 2.17 1/15 19

Table II. Design values for the SQUID comparators In an S-bit A/D converter.

4
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ADOITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Signal Line Crosstalk
G G2 03 G4 

0G G8 G7 as
When any SQUID switches there will be a transient

vi Y 1 Vf4 Vs V voltage across its L which may propagate to other
SV7 4SQUIDs causing them t1 switch erroneously. The max-

imum value of this transient voltage depends strongly
on junction capacitance and is best determined by
simulation. If we assume a junction capacitance qf 20
pF/mA (critical current density of about 200 A/crt) it

Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit for the AID converter is found to be about 0.2 mV. Using the resistor net-
power supply. work of Fig. 8, it can be shown that such a voltage

transient at any SQUID is insufficient to cause a
The minimum value of V occurs when all the SQUIDS significant change in the threshold of any Other

are in the zero voltage state where V1 - 0. The max- SQUID. However, if junctions with much lower
imum of V occurs when all the SQUIDs a're in the volt- capacitance are used, these transients are larger and
age state where V - V the energy gap voltage. The can cause errors. This is a reason to use the slowest
worst case variatibn ofgV therefore is (low critical current density, large area) junctions

consistent with other design requirements.

AV a V -Vm V a (3) Turn-On-Delay

s Ii In an 8-bit A/D converter some of the comparators
will be required to switch with very small overdrive

In order to avoid LSB errors de to supply which may lead to substantial turn-on-delay [6]. If
variations aV/V must be less than S/2 where S • 0.7 this turn-on-delay exceeds the gate current time, er-
is the slope of the threshold curve (dI./dlc)at the rors may occur. This problem may be considered In
operating point. This gives terms of a modified threshold curve which plots theboundary between the superconducting and voltage state

V for some specific gate current pulse width. e.g., aaG Mi S I ns pulse. If one now selects a new slightly higher

V(Gs + G) 2 (4) gate current amplitude which intersects this modified
threshold curve at the 501 duty cycle points, the
effect of turn-on-delay is fully compensated.

We can now define a total bias current for all eight Aperture TimeSQUI~s 1b = V ESi to obtain In order to make an accurate conversion, the
signal applied to the converter must not change during

Va 'b S the conversion time. This is normally accomplished by
V2b G + b(5) preceeding the converter with a sample and hold cir-

V'(Gs -.- ) 2N cuit. Suppose that this circuit averages the signal
over an aperture time T and then delivers this
average value to the A/D i:onverter. We may then ask

Limiting values in this equation are obtained by set- how large T may be before single bit errors occur
ting the equality and solving for V. An approximate between the averaged sample and an instantaneous
solution for Gs 3-0 G is sample. The answer may be found by averaging a sine

wave, sin (2iSt), at the signal bandwidth limit, B,
over a tim T-T /2 to T + T /2 and solving for the
value of r for %hich the avarge does kot differ from

.2'VI sin (2iBT)aby more than one part in 2". One finds
V j 2 b (6) that Ta must satisfy the equation

sin nUtv 1

There is some latitude in choosing 6. Lower
values improve the match to the room tempeature sup- for which an approximate solution is
ply but at the same time increase V and consequently
increase power supply crosstalk at the chip mount. 1.6 -N/2)
Power dissipation is largely independent of G and is < 2-(N/2)
approximately given by

g bwhere fa 2B is the Nyquist sampling rate and N is
s 2 Ithe nuwer of bits in the conversion. Thus for anS b/ (7) 8-bit converter operating at 500 9hz, t a 200 ps.Because of the large signal voltage and tynamic range

i iin the present design, it is unlikely that an adequateAsa xml sue1, AS*07 sample and hold circuit could be implemnted in super-

Y, N w 8 and G a 2 a. Tis gives V e 57 mVnd a conducting technology. It should, however, be pos-
power disstpatiol of 6.6 m o. Thus the tred sble using a fast seiconductor technology.I) 1eation (0.3%) can be achieved with a purely resistive

rulater which dissiptes oly modest power. The An alternative approach is to require that the
valVes of the supply resistors (R- 1/G )are given signal not change by more than one part in 2" during
bI in V/.75(21a) ond ar e ompudd for ur example the conversion time. The resulting requirement on
can In the last colum of Table II. conversion time is

7
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1 /Rfs 2 M 1  (10) The reset time must be long enough to ensure thatc <  
all SQUIDs will reset with a high degree of probabil-
ity. This problem has been studied extensively for

For N - 8 and fs 500 MHz. T - 5 ps. Since 5 ps is power supplies which pass linearly through zero £7].
far too little time to make i conversion, this ap- Although no results exist for our case, the fact that
proach is not very promising. the supply lingers near zero should improve the reset

probability. Simulations show that if the reset time
High Field Effects is more than about 3ZoC the SQUIDs will reset with

high probability. For the SQUIDs in our A/D converter
The comparator for the LS8 of our 8-bit converter design 3Z C a 225 ps. Since this must be equal to or

is required to have 64 identical lobes in Its thres- less than0 17 of a cycle, the minimum cycle time is
hold curve. In SQUIDs driven by external magnetic determined by the reset time and is 1.3 ns. This cor-
fields, flux penetrating the junctions leads to a de- responds to a maximum sampling frequency of 760 MHz.
crease in the lobe amplitude after many cycles. How- Since both the active time and the reset time scale as
ever, by building the SQUID comparators on a super- Junction capacitance, faster operation can be achieved
conducting ground plane the junctions are completely by using lower capacitance (higher critical current
shielded from the field due to injected signal cur- density) junctions. However, as mentioned previously
rent. This is readily verified experimentally where this may lead to errors due to crosstalk on the signal
more than 64 lobes have been observed with no detect- line. Also, as the Junction areas decrease,
able change in amplitude, lithography runout errors become more significant. It

therefore becomes more difficult to achieve the
Limiting Speed desired-critical current values.

The entire reason for considering a supercon- SUMMARY
ducting A/D converter is the expectation that it will
be very fast. An estimate of how fast is therefore The principle of using SQUID comparators to per-
appropriate. Suppose that we assume a monopolar power form A/D conversion has been reviewed. Experimental
supply of the form 1+ sin2wf t. Let us somewhat results with such a device have shown a monotonic out-
arbitrarily divide a cycle intl four parts as shown in put with 6-bits of accuracy. High speed testing sug-
Fig. 10. The active time, assumed to be about 20% of gests operation is possible at sampling rates of 4
a cycle, consists of the turn-on-delay, the SQUID GHz. A thorough analysis has been made of the design
risetime and the time required to transfer data out. considerations for such converters using as an example
As mentioned previously a slight overdrive can be used an 8-bit converter with projected operation to sample
to keep the turn-on-delay small, i.e. less than 20 ps. rates of 760 MHZ. It has been found necessary to use
Assuming the SQUIDs are loaded according to (1) the large critical current SQUIDs to overcome the effects
risetime Is Z C where C is the total capacitance of of noise in the comparators for the more significant
the two Junctons. For 200 A/cm , 20 pF/rA Junctions bits. Adequate power supply regulation can be achieved
this risetime Is 75 ps and a similar time would be with a simple resistive shunt. Turn-on-delay, signal
required to transfer data out. The necessary active line crosstalk, and high field effects have little
time is therefore about 170 ps which corresponds to a influence on the design. The most Important factor
cycle time of 8S0 ps. determining speed of operation is the time necessary

to reset the SQUIDs between conversion cycles.
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